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PREFACE
The history of the Roman Catholic Church is in­
separably linked with the political history of all the 
former Spanish colonies. Men's minds have been shaped 
and the destinies of entire countries have been altered 
by opposition or adherence to the precepts and prac­
tices of the Roman Church.
This paper purports to investigate one aspect of 
the Church's Latin American development in the late 
nineteenth century. The Claretian Missionaries boast 
no ancient history, but they have quietly spread their 
foundations and personnel throughout the world. The 
concern here is with what if any, degree if influence 
they have exerted in the Republic of Chile, their first 
American apostolate. Efforts have been made to present 
an essentially religious topic in a manner readable, 
interesting and understandable to the non-Catholic, 
secular reader and to make the presentation as objective 
and factual as possible. This is a study of the 
soclo-historical influence of the Missionary Congrega­
tion during the first fifty years of their permanence in 
Chile, placing the characters and their actuations with­
in the framework of their times in order to prove that
vii
the Claretians have left their footprints, albeit faintly 
on the pages of Chilean history.
The major, and in this case, most valuable source 
of information about the Chilean Claretians is Nicolas 
Alduan's monumental, three volume, three thousand page 
typescript entitled, "Historia de la Congregaclon de 
Misioneros Hijos del Inmaculado Corazdn de Maria en la 
Provincia de Chile t 1870-19^5* ** I used a wealth of 
primary materials in the Provincial Archive in Santiago 
and the Archdiocesan archives as well as legal documents 
in each of the eleven extant Claretian houses. Among 
the most utilized published works weret Francisco Encina' 
2h volume Historia de Chilet Cristobal Fernandez's Com- 
pendio hlstorico de la Congregacion de los Hi.ios del In­
maculado Corazon de Maria* Lorenzo Cristobal's Crdnica 
v Archlvot 1870-1970* Diego Barros Arana's Estudios 
historicos and Alejandro Huneuus Cox's Historia eclesi- 
dstica de Chile. 15^6-19^.
The Congregaclon's Provincial Archivist, Padre 
Lorenzo Cristobal, possesses a wealth of knowledge 
about the Claretians in Chile and generously allowed me 
to pick his brains at every opportunity. During my 
thirteen-month stay in Chile I visited each one of the 
eleven Claretian houses and spoke at length with their 
superiors* Ninety-seven year old Padre Jose Estebanel 
Mas and ninety-two year old ex-provincial superior,
viii
Padre Emilio Xtfiguez provided invaluable first-hand 
verifications. Interviews with Benedictine historian, 
Padre Gabriel Guardaj Jesuit authority on Church history, 
Padre Julio Jimenez Berguecioy and the Archivist for 
the Arzobispado de Santiago. Monsefior Raymundo 
Arancibia were most enlightening. An all-day session 
with the ex-rector of the University of Chile, Sefior 
Domingo Santa Cruz Wilson, provided the answers to many 
questions about the period between 1833 and 1925*
Materials have been secured from the extensive 
Claretian libraries in Santiago and, to a limited extent, 
in Rome. Many, many hours were spent in the Biblioteca 
Nacional in Santiago, especially in the newspaper room, 
and in the libraries of the Universidad Catdlica (la 
Casa Central and la Sede Oriented, Universidad de Chile, 
and the Jesuit Centro Belarmino. The Severln library 
in Valparaiso, one of the finest in Chile with many 
documents and unpublished materials, would have been 
more useful but it was closed after the September 11,
1973 Golpe de Estado and researchers were not admitted 
until January. The Congressional library in Santiago 
was used only briefly for the same reason.
My trip to Santiago was made possible by a fellow­
ship awarded by the Latin American Studies Institute, 
Louisiana State University, and the extension of my time 
there by a grant from the Organization of American States.
I am deeply grateful for all the cordiality and
ix
assistance rendered me by the Claretiansg Fathers Joseph 
Peplansky and Edtnundo Andres at the Catholic Student 
Center of* Louisiana State University, Father Theodore 
Cirone of the General Government in Home, and Fathers 
Lorenzo Cristobal, Eduardo Garrido and Mario Calvo in 
Santiago de Chile. I am especially appreciative of the 
aid given me by Padre Gaspar Quintana of Santiago, who 
often went far beyond the call of duty in escorting me 
to libraries, archives and to visit all the Congregaclon1 a 
houses in Chile. He was like a brother to me and I am 
more than grateful for his assistance and his friend­
ship. Thanks are due to all the young men in the 
Claretian seminary in Santiago who adopted me as their 
"second mother" and treated roe as such* Rene Duran,
Haroldo Zepeda, Eduardo Huerta, Jorge Crist6bal Vega,
Hugo Arce and, most of all, Manolo Escobar, who saw me 
through visa problems, difficult book searches and 
periods of discouragement. I am grateful to the Fer­
nandez family who gave roe a loving home, and to Pepy de 
Carcamo who gave so much of herself.
Last but far from least, thanks are due my husband, 
Logan Nauman, and my sons Rick and Jerry for their patience 
during my absence and their combined efforts in my behalf 
on my return. Special thanks go to Dr. Jane DeGrutmnond 
for her correspondence during my stay in Chile and for 
all her invaluable help and encouragement.
ABSTRACT
The Congregaclon de MiBioneros Hi.los del Intnaculado 
Corazon de Maria, popularly called "Claretian," was 
founded in Vich, Spain in 18^9> Its purpose, as 
stated by its principal founder, Archbishop Antonio 
Maria Claret, was to fill the ecclesiastic vacuum 
created by the religious reforms and changes enacted 
by the liberal governments of Spain* The founders of 
the Congreeacion intended to provide a loose associa­
tion of priests, free from parochial duties and diocesan 
restrictions as ambulatory ministers and catechists*
The Chilean apostolate marked the first American mission 
of the group and its second permanent foundation outside 
of Spain.
Members of the Congregaclon were brought to Chile 
in 1870 to act as chaplains for a cofradia or brother­
hood newly formed in Santiago. Their long-range ex­
pectation was to serve in the fields as missionaries.
The Claretians served in hospitals and lazarettes 
during the smallpox epidemic of 1872 and, later in the 
same year, they accepted a permanent chaplaincy in 
Valparaiso's Charity hospital. Jails and asylums were 
visited regularly by the Claretians in the towns and 
cities in which they worked.
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During the War of the Pacific (1879- 1881), the 
Claretians served as army chaplains and after the 
war were considered as replacements for the expelled 
Peruvian priests of Tacna and Arica.
The Congregacion proliferated rapidly throughout 
Chile) and, by 1912, eleven permanent communities had 
been established and the Congregacion1s first parochial 
responsibility had been assumed*
In addition to strictly clerical duties, the 
Claretian priests and brothers founded savings associa­
tions and cooperatives among the miners of the north 
and the inquilinos and campesinos of the south. They 
established schools for both children and adults and 
assisted the urban poor. For many years they operated 
their own printing enterprise, turning out reams of 
religious propaganda and selective secular literary 
renderings. The Claretians, themselves Spanish ex- 
[patriots, worked closely with the Spanish colony and 
regularly published news of the Peninsula*
Throughout their first fifty years, as later, 
the Claretian missionaries worked largely within the 
social sphere, contributing to the overall growth and 
development of that sector in Chile*
xii
PART I
HISTORIC JURIDICAL EVOLUTION 
CHAPTER I
A. FORMATION OF THE CONGREGACION IN SPAIN - l8b9
The end of the eighteenth century saw the waning of 
the monarchist influence in Spain and the implantation 
of the principles of the New Liberalism from France.
Spain, with its lost political hegemony, its dimin­
ished social influence, the lopping off of the colonies 
from the metropolis and its loss of international 
prestige interwoven with the levenda negra. was a fer­
tile field for the new thinking. The people were left 
solely and exclusively with their religious persistence, 
their politics defensive of Romanism, and, with the in­
flexibility of their development, incapable of adapting 
to the modernist current. They were relegated to the 
scope of individual conscience and to the practice of 
private worship in their churchesJ
1In 1856 religious tolerance was introduced into Spanish 
legislation. Article lb of the Constitution decreed 
that, "no one could be persecuted for religious 
o p i n i o n s . I n  the Constitution of 1869 it was 
stated in part, "...the practice, public or private, 
of other religious confessions distinct from Catho-
1
2Following the new thinking* some of Spain'a 
governors struggled persistently to eradicate from the 
soil of the Patria and from its institutions and cus­
toms whatever carried the stamp of Catholicism or dis­
played in any way the patent of religion. Education 
was nationalized* the Catholic press suppressed and 
much Church property seized. The foundation of new re­
ligious orders was prohibited and seminaries were closed, 
leaving the students to either pursue their studies else­
where in Europe or to find secular employment. The pro­
hibitions severely limited the number of clerics - both 
secular and religious. The only solution to the problem 
was the formation of a group of transient missionary 
priests that would, in the words of Padre Nicolas Alduan,
"...Qua loo recorrierdn, excitaran el sentimiento 
religioso en unos, lo conservaran en otros, evitaran 
que se perdiera conipletentente en muchos, opusleron 
un dique a la corriente cada vez mas arrolladora de 
los afillados a las sectas y de los dormidos en la 
indlferencia y fueran en campos y ciudades sembra- 
dores del Evangelio* catedrrfticoa de dogma, guar- 
dianes de la moral, sostenedores del ideal catdlico, 
allvio de las conciencias torturadas por la culpa 
y orientadores de la vida social crlstiana."2
Padre Antonio Marla Claret intended to regenerate
in Spain the religious spirit that he felt her people
licism is guaranteed without other limitation than 
that imposed by the universal laws of morality and 
legality." "Espana," Gran enciclonedia del mundo. 
Bilbaot Durvan, 1966. VIIt925-926*
2 /Nicola's Alduan "Historia de la Congregaclon de Mislon-
eros Hijos del Inmaculado Corazon de Marla en la Pro- 
vincia de Chiles 1870-19^5*"3 tomos.(typewritten)j*2.
needed. His idea, first expressed in 1839, was to found 
a society of priests, active, preoccupied with the inter­
ests of the people, who, free from parochial obligations 
and pontifical orders, by intermediation of the Prelates, 
would promise to devote themselves to traversing the 
country inculcating their religious ideology in all 
they encountered.
Nine years were to pass before Padre Claret's plans 
and aspirations were to bear fruit. On July 16, 16^9, 
in a cell in the seminary at Vich (Cataluna, Spain),
Padre Claret met with Padres Esteban Sala, Manuel Vilaro, 
Domingo Fabregas, Jaime Clotet and Jose Xifre; and to­
gether they formed the community or congregation of 
priests and brothers which they named, "Congregacion 
de los Hijos del Xnmaculado Corazon de Marfa,
PadreJaime Clotet composed the Congregaclon1s 
first statutes. Their major purpose as later set forth 
in the Constituciones (1863), was the spreading of the 
Faith by whatever means might be necessary and to 
provide for the spiritual well-being of the people 
with whom they came in contact. Recognizing the im­
portance of the printed word, one of the first things 
stressed by Padre Claret was the need to balance prayer 
with writing and he himself turned out a prodigious
Cristcibal Fernandez Compendio historico de la Congrega­
cion de los Hi.ios del Inmaculado Corazdn de Maria.
2 tomos. Madrid} Coculsa, 19^7* I*50.
amount of literature on all manner of subjects* Through 
his Libreria Religiose** thousands of books and pamphlets 
on such widely divergent topics as art, literature, 
music, architecture, sculpture, in addition to religious 
and morality treatises were distributed*
In the beginning the members of the Congregacion 
took no religious vows and were to be free to disassoci~ 
ate themselves from the group at will* Nine years after 
its founding, the Instituto, under the guiding hand of
Padre Xifre, in order to promote continuity and brother-
5
hood, instituted simple religious vows. On October 7» 
1858, with the exception of the ex-claustrate priests, 
all the members of the new Community signed papers 
dedicating themselves to religious life and renouncing 
worldly possessions*^ The Congregacion grew rapidly*
By 1868 there were communities in Gracia, Segovia,
Selva del Campo, Jaca and Huesca (Spain)*
The political scene on the Peninsula continued to 
change with the violence and rapidity of a hurricane 
during this period* With the death of General Leopold
**The Libreria was an institution for the printing and 
distribution of religious propaganda materials, 
conceived by St. Anthony Claret and definitively 
established in 18*|6.
5
Vows of poverty, chastity and obedience* "Simple* as 
opposed to the solemn vows emitted by the Jesuits, 
Dominicans and Franciscans*
^Fernandez, Compendio historico. It20.
5O'Donnell In 1867 and the rise to power of General Fran­
cisco Serrano y Dominguez, Duque de la Torre, In Sep­
tember of 1868, Queen Isabel II was forced to flee to 
France. With her went her confessor. Archbishop Titular, 
Monsedor Antonio Maria Claret. When the inevitable 
religious persecution began, Padre Jose Xifre gathered 
the professed priests and brothers and some of the 
seminarians, (others he sent home to their parents) and 
crossed the Pyranees to safety in Prades, France.
In February of 1873 the monarchy of the Duque de 
Aosta, Aroadeo de Savoy, son of the king of Italy, Victor
Emanuel II, gave way to the Republic with its four pres-
7
idents in two years and the tragedy of the civil war.
Among the ecclesiastic institutions that fared poorly 
during those times was the Congregacion founded by Arch­
bishop Claret. The revolutionary .juntas expelled the 
communities of Vich and Segovia and a group of revolu­
tionaries from Reus leveled the convent of Selva del 
Campo (Tarragona), shooting at the religious, wounding
g
several and leaving one to drown in his own blood.
They put a price on the head of Padre Xifr£, who was 
then in France. The Claretian coimsunities in Spain no 
longer had a house with stone upon stone. Only the
7
Charles E. Chapman, A History of Spain. N.Y.tMacmillan, 
1966. pp. 502-507.
(Francisco Cruzats) Ferna'ndez, Compendio. 1*307*
6persistence and dedication of Padre Xifre saved the 
fledgling Congregacion from extinction.
B. THE PACT OF PRADES AND THE FIRST EXPEDITION
TO SANTIAGO - 1869
Article V, of the Constitution of the Republic of 
Chile as promulgated in 1833* established Roman Catholi­
cism as the only religion of the Republic to the exclusion 
of the public exercise of all others. The President was 
charged with the observation and protection of the 
Church in Chile and the discouragement of any anti-
9
Catholic proselytization.
In 1868 President Jose Joaquin Perez gave the 
following interpretation to the latter provisoj
"those who do not profess the Catholic religion 
are to be permitted to practice their own cults 
within their own districts* being allowed to estab­
lish private schools for the instruction of their 
own children.tt10
It was during this time that the Club de la reforma 
was founded in Santiago to give voice to a group hostile 
to the Church. Their avowed intent was to see substantial 
reforms in the institutions of the country, especially 
in the area of education and in questions of judicial 
privilege. The religious reforms appended to the consti­
^Constitut io'n de la Republics de Chile. (1833) Art. V,3-6,
'°La Academia Filosofica de Santo Toma's de Aquino La 
Iglesia en Chile. Santiago* 1887 • PP« 220-221.
tution in 1879 were an outgrowth of the activities of
. . .  11 this group.
So great was the Protestant activity as a result of
the President's pronouncement, that the Archbishop of
Santiago, Monseffor Rafael Valentin Valdivieso, raised
his ecclesiastic voice in a pastoral letter in which he
decried these "heretical developments," and warned his
flock to guard against the "deadly danger which has in-
12vaded the country."
Inspired by these phrases and desirous of having 
regular priests to staff his new church and see to the 
spiritual needs of his newly formed cofradla, don 
Santiago de la Pena, a diocesan priest of Santiago de 
Chile, resolved to bring an order of missionaries to 
Chile whose skill and fervor would counteract the in­
fluence of the Protestants,
Jose Santiago de la Pena was born in 1799 in Cauca,
13
Colombia of Spanish parents. For many years he was a
11Francisco Enclna Resumen de la historia de Chile.
1879-1891. Santiago*ZigZag, 196*1. 111,2112-2113.
12 y *Rodolfo Vergara Antunez Vida a obras del Ilus. v
Rvndo. Sr. Dr. don Rafael Valentin Valdivieso. se- 
gundo Arzobispo de Santiago. Santiago* Nacional, 
i88*T: 11*375-377.
1 3Don Santiago's birth was entered in the records of the 
Colombian diocese of Popayan. Although he preferred 
to consider himself a Spaniard (Sevillano), his only 
claim to such was the practice by the parrocos of 
the era of entering the nationality of the parents 
at the time of the child's baptism.
member of the Society of Jesus until 1852 when he 
petitioned for release from the Society and incardinado 
in the Archdiocese of Santiago. At the time of his 
encounter with the Claretians he was seventy years of 
age.
Early in 1869 don Santiago visised a Jesuit friend 
Padre Ramon Tubau, and told him of his concern for the 
religious situation in Chile. He sought the Jesuit's 
council in regard to his idea of bringing missionary 
priests from Spain. He felt that a maximum of three 
clerics was needed. The country already hosted five 
Dominican convents, with twenty priests; the Franciscans 
with eleven communities and forty-six priests; the 
Augustinians with seven houses and twenty clerics, and 
the Mercedarians with thirty-four priests in ten houses. 
The Jesuits returned to Chile in I8*f3. By 1871 they had 
houses in Valparaiso, Santiago, Concepcion and Puerto 
Montt.1^ In addition, don Santiago had to consider the 
economic aspects. The transportation from Spaing the 
cost of installation, housing, food and the necessary
^Fernandez, Compandio histoVico. I*420.
1 5The Dominicans, Franciscans and Augustinians were, at 
this time, devoted to parochial duties. The Mer­
cedarians were occupied with hospital work, and 
education was the prime concern of the Jesuits. 
None of the larger orders was interested in field 
missions. Hlstoria eclesiastica. p. 162.
^Carlos Silva Cotapos, Historia eclesiastica de Chile. 
Santiagoj San Jose, 1925* p. 289*
9religious articles for the new church.
Don Santiago's first thought was for the Passloniat 
Fathers* but his friend spoke of a new society of mission­
aries recently founded in Vich by the Archbishop Claret* 
whose members, although they did not take religious vows, 
were of "good spirit with a great capacity for work.1*1^  
With the name of a mutual acquaintance of Padre 
Tubau and Archbishop Claret (Padre Jos4 Reig, Superior 
General of the Mercedarians in Rome) in hand, don Santiago 
made his preparations for the trip to the Holy City. All 
the world's Roman Catholic religious organizations were 
represented in Rome for the first great Church Council 
held in the Vatican (June 29* 1868 to October 20, 1870) 
and don Santiago attended as a member of the Chilean 
delegation, accompanying the Archbishop, don Rafael 
Valdlvieso. Strangely, the Archbishop was not advised of 
don Santiago's plan. It was well known that no religious 
community could be established in his diocese without 
the Archbishop's express consent.
As soon as possible, Santiago de la Pena proceeded 
to the convent of San Adrian, the residence of Padre 
Reig, and was immediately introduced to Archbishop Claret. 
Monsenor Claret could not have received more welcome news. 
His priests had been driven from Spain by the Revolution
17
Mariano Aguilar Historia de la Congregacion de Mision- 
eros Hilos del Inmaculado Corazon de Marla. 2 toroos 
Barcelona! Libreria Monserrat, 1901. 1(245*
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of* 1868 and he was without hope of* immediate expansion. 
After their conversation, Claret agreed to present the 
proposal to the Superior of the community exiled in 
Prades, Prance*
With his business in Rome complete, don Santiago 
proceeded to Prance, a trip already on his itinerary.
From Paris he wrote the Claretian Superior General,
Padre Jos6 Xifre, and outlined the plan as presented 
to the Pounder. On September 17, 1869, Padres Xifre' 
and Santiago de la Pefia met in Perpignan. There they 
discussed the ideas each had regarding the proposed 
foundation•
The two clerics were very different in psychologi* 
cal makeup* Xifre was open, incapable of hypocrisy or 
dissimulation. He attacked a problem head on, opposing 
tortuosity. Imperious in character and saddened by the 
tragic circumstances that surrounded his government, 
he was inflexible in the norms of conduct outlined by 
his conscience.
Don Santiago was flexible. He knew how to adapt 
himself to the times and the demands of the moment. 
Tenacious, he did not reject dissimulation and did not 
hesitate to make use of evasion and exaggeration. He 
possessed the natural cunning and instinct of a lawyer, 
avoiding the frontal approach in preference to an oblique
attack. He maintained that the end always justified the
18means.
Padre Xifre was anxious to expand the Congregacion. 
and he felt that the establishment in America would open 
a field presently closed in Europe. He refused, however, 
to send only three men to Chile. He had no intention 
of sending missionaries to be chaplains to a brother­
hood which did not conform to the pattern of the Congre­
gacion. He expressed the desire for mission houses 
from which the priests could travel in the performance 
of their apostolate. He wanted large, populous houses, 
not to send three miserable souls to be buried in an 
oratory. He offered seven men, five priests and two 
brothers, all to be governed by their own superior who
would be responsible for their spiritual and physical 
19well-being.
Don Santiago explained that there was abundant 
work in the fields in and around Santiago for the most 
zealous missionaries, that the little church in Calle 
Dieciocho maintained a fervent cult, and that there was 
always a pressing need for preachers in the area. He 
held forth for a small delegation because of the rise 
in prices and the expense entailed in bringing the men 
across the Atlantic. Nevertheless, the Superior was 
adamant, and Santiago de la Pena agreed to compromise,
Alduan, "Historia de la Congregacion," I»l6.
^Carta del Padre Jose Xifr6 al Monsoftor Antonio Claret,
19 da octubre de 1869. "Epistolario," Archivo Pro­
vincial Claretiano, Santiago de Chile.
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accepting the seven men but with the stipulation that the 
priests were to travel second class and the brothers 
third class. The only requirement he set forth was 
that the Padres attend well to the needs of the chapel 
and the cofradia. and that he be treated with benevo­
lence and solicitude.
The stipulations faithfully reflect the positions
20and philosophies of the signatory parties. Padre
Mariano Aguilar, one of the Congregacion1 a leading
historians, wrotet
"Prom the simple language of the compact, one 
can understand that through the generosity of 
don Santiago de la Pefia, his goods and he him­
self were to be assigned to the Xnstituto. As 
the founder of a new house, he opened the door to 
the Congregacion for a new and profitable founda­
tion. Those who would be critical of don Jose 
^Santiago de la Pena] should consider the differ­
ences between those who signed the contract and 
give credit to his virtues."21
After signing the Pact of Prades, as the agreement 
came to be called, Padre Xifrl had the difficult task 
of selecting the men most qualified for the new founda­
tion. An excellent team with unified aspirations was 
quickly formed. The group included Padres Pablo Vallier, 
Superior and Provincialt Marcos Dominguez, Consultor 
Prlmero and Ministro; Jose Coma, Consultor Segundot 
Jaime Heras and Santiago Sanchez accompanied by Brothers
20For the complete text of the document in translation, 
see appendix.
21 /Aguilar, Historia de la Congregacion. 1(206.
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Joaquin Escriu and Miguel Baro.
Padre Vallier, only thirty-six years of age, was 
the moving spirit of the group. He was known to be 
of like mind with the Founder and was strict in his ad­
herence to the Rule of the Congregacion. He had served 
as master of novices and turned out a select group of 
missionaries. He was an ascetic in every sense of the 
word. He possessed great leadership talents, but he 
suffered from timidity and a propensity for discourage­
ment, failings against which he struggled all his life.
Padre Marcos Dominguez was the compensating element. 
A Spaniard of the Siglo de Pro and a great talent, to­
day he would be called an intellectual. He spoke with­
out fear and was independent but not rebellious, a 
notable orator, a musician, poet and was consciously
pious. When he entered the Claretian novitiate in 1866
22he was already an archpriest, and was considerably 
more advanced than his fellows in both theological and 
chronological aspects. Within the framework of their 
vows of obedience, there was a wide divergence of opinion 
between Padres Vallier and Dominguez.
Padre Jose Coma, twenty-eight years old, was the 
first student of the Congregacion and the first ordained 
under its auspices. He served as page to the Founder on
22 A priest holding first rank among the members of a 
cathedral chapter, acting as chief assistant to 
the Bishop.
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the occasion of the latter's visit to the Central House 
in Vich, and was a member of the community of Selva del
2*i
Campo when young Padre Francisco Crusats was killod.
At that timet Coma saved himself by hiding in a dark 
nave of the church*
Padre Jaime Heras, innocent, simple and angelic, 
was the saintly member of the Claretian colony.
Very different in character was Padre Santiago 
Sanchez. He had an intense, lively character and 
seemed unable to contain his wrath in the pulpit as he 
reprimanded vices. He lacked moderation and his 
harangues often gave offense. He was, at the same 
time, zealous, hard-working and desirous of overcoming 
his faults.
Brother Joaquin Escriu was a young man of valuable 
domestic talents. He was to serve the new community as 
sacristan.
Brother Miguel Baro was another type of man. He 
was diffident and slow to act and so tedious that he 
could not be charged with two duties at one time.
Such were the characteristics of the men chosen to
2krepresent the Claretians in the New World. Not one
2*3
^Francisco Crusats was beaten and stabbed to death by
revolutionaries on September 30, 1868 in the clois­
ter of the convent in Selva del Campo, Spain.
2kThe priests and brothers were popularly called "Clar- 
etians" in honor of their founder, Archbishop 
Antonio Claret.
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of them had participated In any missionary activity - 
Chile was to be their baptism of fire. It speaks very 
highly of their adaptability that they all turned out 
to be excellent missionaries.
There is a lack of certainty as to the actual date 
of the group's embarkation. There are three Journals 
in the Archivo Provincial in Santiago, one written by
Padre Vallier. one by Padre Coma, and the third annony- 
25mous. That of Padre Coma indicates that the day of 
departure was December 13, 1869i
"...After traveling by train from Prades. a 
trip which consumed a day and a night, we reached 
Burdeos at dawn and looked for a hotel to stop 
for a day or two.•."26
The annonytnous report gives the date as the eigh­
teenth. and that of Padre Vallier. the fifteenth. In 
his papers. Padre Vallier made several references, some 
marginal, to the departure of the Missionaries, saying 
in one:
"The fifteenth of December will have a memorable 
place according to His Excellency. Senor Arzobisno 
don Rafael Valentin Valdivieso, as on this date 
the first Mass was celebrated there in a tiny 
chapel perched on a small cerro named 'Santa 
Lucia' exactly one and one-half months from the 
date of the anniversary of the founding of San­
tiago by Valdivia,"27
O C
Attributed by some to Padre Sanchez, and by others to 
a later arrival. Padre Pablo Sancho.
Jose Coma, "Los Misioneros del Inmaculado Corazon de 
Maria en Chile." Archivo Provincial, p. 2 (Ms)
^"Papeles del Padre Pablo Vallier Escartin," Archivo 
Provincial, Santiago de Chile.
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The group left Burdeos aboard a small sternwheel 
packetboat for transshipment to the English steamship, 
Magellan, a frigate of one hundred, fifteen meters.
The crossing was not unpleasant for the priests but con­
siderably less comfortable for the brothers. Don 
Santiago had insisted that there was little difference 
in the accomodations. On the contrary, the two religious 
were crowded in with immigrant families like cattle being 
taken to market, without staterooms, breathing fetid air; 
seasick, roasted alive in the southern latitudes and 
freezing in the northern. The thirty-six days of the 
ocean crossing were for them days of intense suffering. 
The priests were unable to alleviate their brothers' 
situation, only being able to calm their hunger somewhat 
by giving them food from their own portions. The 
above-decks passengers were made uncomfortable by a 
severe storm which lasted four days, terminating on the 
seventeenth of January. Padre Coma wrote of the end of 
the long voyaget
"We finally arrived safely in the port of 
Valparaiso, but still another mishap befell our 
Magallanes. The bow of a great ship, its figure­
head cutting through the sea, bore down on us 
as if seeking vengeance. She cut through our 
decking, doubling the metal of the railing and 
doing other minor damage."28
The Magellan dropped anchor on the twenty-first of
28 t /Jose Coma, "Los Misioneros del Inmaculado Corazon de 
Maria en Chile." Santiago, 1911* Archivo Provin­
cial Claretiano, Santiago de Chile.
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January, 1870* The little band or Spaniards wae less 
welcome than their fellow passengers. The padres were 
not disturbed, although they knew that the residents of 
the Port had not forgetten the bombardment of the city 
by the cannon of Mendez Nunez on the thirty-first of 
March, 1866. The knowledgeable Padre Domingues Stated)
"Spain occupied the Islae Chinches in 1864 with 
a military force without guaranteeing payment of 
indemnities left pending by colonial viceroys. 
Concurrently with events in Peru and Ecuador, indig­
nation was manifested in Chile with popular dis­
plays of opposition to Spain. In Chile excitement 
was extreme and the mob attacked the Spanish 
legation in Santiago. The Admiral of the Squadron,
Jose Pareja y Septien, issued an ultimatum to La 
Moneda demanding a twenty-one gun salute to the 
Spanish ensign. La Moneda responded with a declar­
ation of war. Chile captured the Covadonga and 
Pareja committed suicide. Me'ndez Nunez blockaded 
the ports of Chile, and, before leaving the Pacific, 
he carried out bis orders from Spain and bombarded 
the defenseless city of Valparaiso, causing damage 
to the extent of some fourteen million pesos."29
This was the atmosphere which awaited the Missionaries.
The townspeople knew only that the name of the group's
30leader was French and that they had sailed, not from 
Spain, but from France. These bits of information served 
to allay the suspicions of the people and the padres 
were not harassed.
The travelers were conducted to the house of the 
Jesuit fathers who received them with warm cordiality.
Z^ibld. See alsot Enclna, Historia de Chile. XVIg376.
30Vallier was born in Huesca: Spain of French parents.
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The group left Valparaiso that save night for Santiago. 
Padre Vallier described their arrival in the capital 
city*
"••.The train arrived in Santiago under a 
clear sky with a pleasant tenperature although 
it was the Middle of the sumcr, X was over- 
whelned by the sight of the sun reflected 
against the perpetual snows of the lnposlng 
Cordillera of the Andes,••"31
The priests and brothers took a coach to the Calls 
PiftgjftCh? and in front of the Palacio CoualSo. they 
beheld the little chapel and bouse they were to occupy* 
They recited a Te Dsuw in thanksgiving for their safe 
arrival* and celebrated a Mass.
On the same day (January 22, 1870) padre Vallier 
presented hiMself and his credentials to don Manuel 
Parreno* the Vicar General* substituting for the absent 
Archbishop* in order to petition for ecclesiastic re­
cognition and faculties for the new ConMunity.
C. ABROGATION OP THE PACT OF PRAPES AMP THE MOVE TO BBLBN
The Congregacion1s historians and journalists are 
vague in their references to the events which transpired 
between the arrival of the Missionaries and their Move 
to the barrio of Belen in May of 1870.^ The subject
T1J Vallier* "Papeles," Archivo Provincial, Santiago, Chile.
*^The barrio (city district) of Belen is located just
south of the government palace. La Moneda. in San­
tiago . It was and is a sector of lower-class
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1* treated obliquely and thara ara n n y  insinuations.
In tha Compact of Prades, tba basis for tba Congra- 
gacion*s Chilean mission, don Santiago da la PaSa had 
placed himself under the orders of and at the disposal 
of the Claretlan superior. However, it was not in tha 
nature of the old gentleman to function under close 
supervision. Ha had left the Jesuit order probably to 
free himself from its restrictions. It was hardly likely, 
particularly in light of his advanced years, that he was 
psychologically able to place himself under the super­
vision of the local superior as he had agreed. Ha was, 
however, totally devoted to his faith and his calling, 
and the Missionaries were to him a means to the essen­
tial end of perpetuating the cult he had founded. He 
had anticipated having a community of two or three 
priests, all of whom would devote their complete and 
unwavering attention to don Santiago's project. He 
had a tiger by tha tail, it seemed.
Padre Vallier instructed his priests to go about 
their duties, showing the utmost consideration for don 
Santiago and living according to the Rule of tha Con- 
gregacion. Don Santiago equivocated on the latter point 
and there were probably other areas of dispute, What­
ever the cause, Padre Vallier and his group found
residences and small businesses.
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thaasflvia in an untentable position and conaidarad it 
politic to abrogate tha Pact of Pradaa.
The Claretiane ware not anxious to rapaat tha 
rigors of an ocaan crossing, avan if they had had tha 
necessary funds* Nor vara they able to bow to tha de­
mands of the old priest* Their circumstances vara 
desperate, with neither food nor shelter, nor money 
with which to purchase either* In addition, Padre 
Dominguez had had a dispute with the beataa of the 
chapel when he closed off the cloister to them* Don 
Santiago refused to discuss the problems, believing 
that the padres had no other recourse than to remain 
with him* The offended ladies launched a whispered 
campaign to rid their cofradia of "those foreign 
priests who have attacked the person of our beloved 
cura. don Santiago de la Pena*"' The air was thick 
with animosity and letters of protest were received 
by the Chancery*
The community of Claretiane set out to better its 
image with the public through the exemplary conduct of 
its members and in the outstanding performance of their
Literally the word means "blessed women}" however, 
in this case, it is intended to convey a more 
harsh sentiment* These were women who meddled 
in the affairs of the clergy and considered them­
selves qualified to make value judgements and 
decisions on the basis of their participation in 
the cofradia.
Alduan, "Historia de la Congregacion," It 10k.
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religious and temporal duties. Envisioning possible 
trouble for Padre Dominguez, and worried about the young 
priest's safety, Padre Vallier decided to present their 
case to the Curia.
The pro-vicar general, don Manuel ParreSo^ re­
ceived Vallier cordially and listened to the Superior's 
explanations. The Vicar suggested the immediate separa­
tion of the Claretian community from don Santiago and 
his cofradia. Parreno told Vallier of a snail chapel 
available in the barrio of Belen, an area heavily pop­
ulated and much in need of the ninistrations of the 
Missionaries.
Even with such an opportune suggestion, Padre Vallier 
could not irnnediately make a change. He wanted to give 
don Santiago every opportunity to fulfill his part of 
the Prades Conpact, while conplylng with the letter and 
spirit of the agreenent himself. On Instructions from 
the Generalate, he signed, on January 29* 1870, a 
document recognising the nullity of the Prades paper 
and entailing the Community to don Santiago in the amount 
of two thousand pesos. Everything was returned to don 
Santiago and he was freed of any subordination to the
~^Hfbile the Archbishop (Valdivieso) was in Rome for the 
Vatican Council, his Vioar General, don Jose Miguel 
Aristigui, was enjoying his summer vacation. Bon 
Manuel ParreSo was appointed to temporarily fill 
the post of the latter. Historia eclesiastica de 
Chile. Santiago: Imprenta Chile, 19^5. p. 180.
36Archivo Provincial, Santiago de Chile.
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C l a n t i u s .  The old man's rsactlon was entirely ntga- 
tlrs and Padra Valliar fait compelled to aooapt tba 
Vicar's offar of tba location In Belen.
Tha Chapal of Belen bad baan built in 1846 by 
Sailor don AleJo Eyzaguirre, Dean of tha cathedral, and 
ha held the title of "patron" over it* In tha same 
year don Antonio Valdes ceded his lands in tha Calle 
Galvez to tha Curia for tha use of tha chapel and to 
support the foundation and its ministers* Tha chapal 
itself was a vary simple structure soma forty by eight 
meters, with a small adjacent structure containing six 
little rooms with tile roofs, six smaller with straw 
roofs built around a tiny orchard where various fruit 
trees had been planted.
On the 28th of March, 1870, the Pro-Vicar General 
approved the contract by which the little chapel of 
Belen and its apurtenances were ceded to the Contra* 
sacion for two years.37
It took two months to get the house in shape for 
human habitation and many benefactors cane forward at 
the time with funds to buy materials and to support the 
priests in the interim. The move was accomplished on 
May 14, 1870.
The little dining room was so small, wrote one of
37ibid.
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the priests, that whan all were aaatad and ona antarad, 
It was nacaaaary for all to stand ao that tha lata 
arrival could pass. Ha furthar daacribad tha living 
conditional
"Ve liva hara aa Jacob guarding tha shaap of 
hia father-in-law Laban* At night wa aaa tha 
stars and by day wa frequently feel tha rays of 
tha sun on our heads. Tha paopla who come hara 
on businaas aaa us in that atata of povarty and 
adif1cation•"38
Tha Spanish priests made efforts to accustom then- 
aalvaa to the ways of tha Chileans and aodified thair 
religious practices to suit the needs of the paopla 
whon they served. They learned to avoid tha use of 
certain typically Castilian words and phrases which wara 
likely to arouse ill feelings in Chile. Padre Vallier 
entered such words in a little copy book and all later
a
arrivals fron Spain wara instructed to study it care­
fully.
As tha Spaniards learned, they worked. Lata in 
1870, tha Pro-Vicar General assigned the Missionaries 
twelve missions to be preached in the space of ona year. 
His intent was to examine tha degree of perfection of 
tha man, to make them batter known in the Archdiocese, 
to achieve the purposes of tha Archbishop and to dimin­
ish the number of individuals in tha house and, in 
that way, improve its economic status. ^
GQ
J Coma, "Los Misioneros," p. 7*
Although the Pro-Vicar General had signed the con­
tract In the Archbishop's absence giving the chapel of 
Beltfn to the Claretians, the transfer was not valid 
until the Archbishop hiaself should sign it. Upon his 
return froa Rone in January of 1871, Valdivieso Indicated 
his displeasure at the presuaption of the foreign 
aisslonarles who entered his diocese without hie express 
consent. Uncertain of the purposes of the new Comers- 
gacion. he found certain irregularities in the con­
tract with the Vicar General which seeaed to invalidate 
it. The Coaaunlty was terribly upset by the news. That 
aeant that they would have to aove in two years, If 
they were peruitted to reaaln that long. They had 
set down roots in the barrio. The people knew and liked 
thea, calling thea their "padreoitos."
In February of 1871 the Arohblshop sent for Padre 
Vallier and told hie that he was aware of the difficul­
ties in the barrio - the uncoafortable living quarters, 
the tiny chapel, and the vast nuaber of people. The
Prelate offered the Missionaries a church in the barrio
40de Matucana near the railroad station.
Vallier thanked hia for his offer, but judged it
J Such a practice was custoaary and served as a fora of 
probation. Bolet£n eclesiastlco, nuaero 3109 
(7 de Julio de 1871) pY 376.
llO sToday the Parroauia del Saarada Coraxon de Jesus.
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best not to acoopt bocauso ho was thinking of tho 
Judicial change and also because he had communicated 
the present situation to the Generalate and awaited 
instructions*
In the Meanwhile, Padre Xifre agonised over the 
situation of the overseas Mission. He did not approve 
of the abrogation of the Pact of Prades and was concern­
ed with the precarious econoMic status in Belen and the 
failure of the Archbishop to give definitive approval
to the transfer of the chapel to the Congregacidn. On
4i
the other hand, the Illness and death of the Pounder, 
the enormity of the state of Spanish politics, and 
other probleaa which beset the Institute, did not 
permit him to leave Europe in order to seek a solution 
to the difficulties in Chile. Nevertheless, this ques­
tion was so vital to the further developnent of the 
Congregacion that once serenity appeared on the Penin­
sular horizon with the elevation of don Amadeo to the
throne, Padre Xifre crossed the ocean and almost un-
k2expected, presented himself in Santiago.
L i
See letter, following pages.
tl9
The actual date is in question. Three different dates 
were founds Alduan, "Historia, "1*3*1, gives June 14, 
1871| "Apuntes para los anales Sudanericanos de los 
Misioneros perteneclentes a las conunidades de San­
tiago, Serena, Valparaiso," p. 5, says July 18, 1871j 
Aguilar, Historia de la Congregacion. Ia26k, states 
that the day was June 12. Jose Coma merely says 
that the visit was in June of 1871.
Y'f*. -r ‘ . "" • ' • -V» *
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Huerte del fundador p. 3*
He found all the ■tnbars of the Commoity In good 
heaXth with the exception of Padre Coma. The General 
was pXeased with the group's progress. In the year and 
a haXf the CXaretians had been active in the Curacies 
of Colnco, Oliver, Talpen, Curepto, Pencahue, Pelarco, 
San Clemente, Molina, Pegu^n, San Lasaro, Lampa, Tango, 
Sagrario (Catedral), Talagante, Alhue, MeXlpiXXa, San 
Pedro, Casa Blanca, Cartagenea and Curacavi.^ The 
litany of their accomplishments was music to the 
Superior's ears. The Missionaries were revered by the 
people to whom they ministered and were well known and 
appreciated in the Archdiocese. Even don Santiago for­
got his animosity and invited Padre Xifre to a Mass in 
the chapel of the Calls Dieciocho. Xifre's concern, 
however, was for the nature and stability of the founda­
tion in Santiago. Either it had to be made definitive 
or abandoned.
The problem was not so simple as it appeared at 
first glance. To the Juridical aspect was added the 
personal question. Three men were involved) Archbishop 
Valdivieso, Monself or Jose Victor Eyzaguirre and the 
Claretlan Superior General.
Monsenor Eyzaguirre believed in good faith that 
the chapel of Belen and the land contiguous to it were 
the property of his uncle, the Dean of the Cathedral.
liq
-'Parishes in the Arzobianado de Santiago. See appendix.
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Being the Dean's executor, he considered himself within 
the law in turning the property over to the Missionaries. 
He Maintained that the Archbishop's claim to ownership 
was invalid} that the Curia actually owned another dis­
tinct territory on which there was a snail chapel, al­
most in ruins. He proferred deeds and papers to sub­
stantiate his claim to ownership. He further assured 
Padre Xifr£ that he was offering the Congregacion defin­
itive ownership of all the property under consideration.
Xifre/ presented these facts to the Archbishop and 
several interviews followed. Xn every one Valdlvieeo 
affirmed that he would turn the chapel over to the 
Claretians, but he, or the Curia, not Eyzaguirre. He 
finally sent Xifre to the Chanoery for the file on the 
chapel of Belen. The legal document they were shown 
read in part*
"January 8. 1846. D. Jose Antonio Valdes gives 
(al obispado) a site on which is under construc­
tion a chapel to Our Lady of Belen, situated on 
the south side of the street Olives, eight blocks 
from Calls Canadrf. and the lands that have been 
his property. The chapel extension is thirty 
v^ras in front, including that which is unused 
for a little plaza on the north side, and in depth 
to where the chapel construction ends, containing 
seventy varas on the north, and seventy-four on 
the south, delineated on the front by the lands 
of don Francisco de Borja Valdes, on the north 
side with the street through which runs the canal 
'San Miguel,* and on the other two sides by its 
own lands. Be advised that the patnfn of the 
aforementioned chapel is the Dean don Alejo 
Eyzaguirre, named by Moneetfor Valdivleao.
kkArchivo del Arzobispado, Santiago. Copy in Claretian 
Archivo Provincial, Santiago de Chile.
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Th# document proved to th« Clantlao General that 
tha Archbishopric did have a valid cliia to tha property. 
Xift 4 forthwith prasantad himself before tha Pralata who 
appaarad perfectly willing to turn tha legacy over to 
tha Congregacion. aaying that tha first stap waa to aak 
tha civil government for juridical aponaorshlp for tha 
Community, after which tha transfer could be made 
legally and definitively.
Three great concerns oppressed tha spirit of tha
46great Archbishop at tha time of his nestings with the 
Claratian Superior Generali first, tha lack in his arch-
Ministario da Justicia, Republica da Chile. 10 da 
Julio da 1871.i
^Rafael Valentin Valdiviaso y Zanartu (1804-1878) was
called tha "Portales of tha Church in Chilet* for his 
astuteness and preoccupation with legalities. Ha 
obtained tha degree of Doctor an daracho civil in 
1825. Ordained priest in 183^ by Bishop Kennel 
Vicuna, ha later rejected the bishoprics of La 
Serena and Ancud and tha rectorship of tha Insti- 
tuto Nacional. In 1842 he was elected Dean of the 
Faculty of Theology of the newly established 
Universidad del Eatado (later Univeraldad de Chile). 
In 1843 he became thefirst director of La Reviata 
Cato'lica. the official organ of the Archdiocese of 
Santiago. With the resignation in 18^5 of the 
Archbishop elect, Jose Alejo Eyzaguirre, Valdiviaso 
accepted the Miter of Santiago. His reception of 
the letter of Ruego v ancargo from President Bulnes 
precipitated difficulties over the exercise of the 
Patronato. However, the Papacy preconized Valdl- 
vleso in 1847 and, in July of the following year, 
he was consecrated. One of his greatest concerns 
throughout his years as head of the vast Archdiocese 
was the increasing interference by the State in 
matters he considered to be the exclusive preroga­
tive of the Church. For further information, seat 
Rodolfo Vergara A., Vida v obrae de don Rafael 
Valentin Valdiviaso.
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diocese and in his country of a Missionary congregation| 
second, the consolidation of the refora of the religious 
orders and congregations of both aon and woaenf and
third, the tendency toward secularisation, each tiae
Z17
more evident after an election. 1 A part of his burden 
was lifted with the definitive foundation by the Claretians.
D. HISTORICAL BACKGROUNDt THE CHURCH IK CHILE
In Aaerica, and especially in Chile, the activities 
of Missionaries were and, in fact, still are, essential 
for the lncreaent and conservation of the Roaan Catholic 
faith. The iaaensity of the territory, for which the 
curAcies are responsible with six or eight tiny chapels 
separated by great distances and connected by dangerous 
and often impassable roads, defies the inagination. In 
the late nineteenth century Chile -was a land of haciendas. 
fundos and estancias whose duetfos or hacendadoa held ab­
solute sway over the InauilinoB who lived and worked 
thereon. The geographic factors and econoaic tyranies 
they suffered often precluded the farmers' seeking the 
spiritual aid they needed and they often neglected obli­
gations incumbent upon Catholics such as legitlaate 
matrimonial union and religious instruction for their
This final point referred to the Increasing concern 
and agitation in political and social circles for 
the complete separation of Church and State and 




In 1757* at the beginning of the dioceeen government 
of don Manuel de Alday y Aspe'e, the dioceee of Santiago, 
which extended from the Atacama desert to the B^o Maule 
and embraced the trans-Andean provinces, contained no 
more than thirty-six parishes• During his rule twenty- 
two wore were founded* The c^dula of Carlos III of 
October 18,176h ordered the bishops to establish parishes 
and to put assistant curates in those places which were
more than four leagues from the parish seat and which
48had over one hundred inhabitants* The king could not 
envision the configuration of the land, the scarcity of 
the population and the lack of revenue for the congruent 
subsistence of the parish priests* Although, in 1785, 
the sanguine Monsettor Alday y Aspee case up with a figure 
of one hundred and seventy secular priests, he sost have 
Included those employed in the archdiocesan government, 
in the offices of the Curia, in the schools and those 
who were ill, retired or for sons reason out of service* 
With these figures one can understand the enormous dis­
proportion of evangelistic works to the great expanse of
ha
the field that had to be covered*
The number of parishes and of priests did not in­
crease in proportion to the population. In 1830 there
48Contained in Fuero Real. Libro II, tit*1, leyes I y II*
2iQ .
^Silva Cotapos, Hiatoria de la Ialeaia. pp. 36-52*
3k
were fewer than eighty parishes in the extensive diocese
of Santiago. In the fourteen years between 1816 and 1830,
only fifty men were ordained. The number of priests vas-
cillated between two hundred and two hundred and twenty
for the care of a population of six million Even
adding the one hundred, forty or so religious that were
secularized by the indult of the Vicario Anoat6lico.
51Juan Muzi, there were not sufficient to meet the dio­
cesan needs, particularly in the rural areas. It is not
50Fidel Araneda Bravo, Breve historia de la Iglesia en 
Chile. Santiagot Paulinas, 1968. p. 86.
51In an effort to find solutions to the numerous problems 
which assailed the new Chilean government, Bernardo 
O'Higgins, on October 1, 1821, commissioned the dis­
tinguished priest-patriot, don Jose Ignacio Cienfue- 
gos, lawyer Pedro Palazuelos Astaburuaga, Manuel and 
Santiago Salas and don Manuel Donoso to present the 
views of the Supreme Director to the Holy Father in 
Rome. Among his charges, Cienfuegos was to petition 
the Pope to send to Chile an envoy amply endowed 
with negotiative powers, preferably an ambassador, 
(instrucciones, numero 2.)
By the end of 1822, American independence appear­
ed to be definitive and irrevocable. Although the 
Pope considered recognition premature, he did deign 
to give consideration to the Chilean government's 
request for a Vatican delegation. In March of 1823 
Monsenor Juan Muzi, Archbishop Titular of Filipos, 
was recalled from Vienna in order to head the dele­
gation to Santiago. The fifty-year-old cleric was 
thoroughly versed in canon law, theology, diplo­
matic protocol, Greek, Latin, English, French, He­
brew and Italian. He traveled with the credentials 
of Apostolic Vicar and was the first Papal envoy to 
any of the newly independent Latin American countries. 
Muzi was accompanied by the Canonlgo. Juan Maria 
Mastai Ferret!, who, a quarter century later was elect­
ed Pope (Pio IX) and the Presbitero Jose Sallustl.
Luis Barros Borgono La misidn delVicario apost6lico 
don Juan Muzi. 182*1-1825. Santiago! La Epoca, 1883.
pp. 63-68.
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strange therefore, that in the first years of the govern-
^ 52
ment of Bishop Manuel Vicuna his Vicar General, don
Francisco Meneses complained that there were not sufficient
priests in Santiago and that during Lent he had to provide
dispensations for the faithful who could not perform
51their Easter duties.
The deficiency could not be relieved by the four 
religious orders extant in that era, as the cloistered 
were the most affected by political pressures. The 
religious tended to align themselves with anti-govern­
ment politicians and in that way made themselves and their 
communities fair game for the reformists. Civil authorities 
interfered in the rule of the communities, dictated laws 
prohibiting the emission of religious vows before the 
age of twenty-one, seized property and closed small con­
vents. The religious retaliated by forming small commun­
ities outside the convents and soon lost the spirit and 
discipline of the founding congregations. This was
^ Don Manuel Vicuna Larrain (1778-1832) was named Bishop 
Titular of Cer&n and Apostolic Vicar on December 22, 
1828. He took over the Diocese of Santiago on 
March 19f 1830 when Bishop RodrXguez Zorrilla with­
drew. Rodriguez Zorrilla died in 1832 and Vicufia 
was preconized by a Bull of the Holy See in July of 
the same year. Santiago was elevated canonically 
to the status of Archdiocese in 16*10 and Vicuna 
served as the first Archbishop. Historia eclesias- 
tlca de Chile, pp. 142-143*
-*3*El Iltmo. senor don Manuel Vicufia y Lanafn,tt por
Alfredo Undurraga Huldobro in La Iglesia en Chile. 
Santiago: Cervantes, 1887. pp. 85-117*
later to become the motive for the reforme undertaken
Kh
by Archbishop Valdivieso.
Added to the problems resultant from the paucity of
clerics, was the increasing animosity between the Church
and the liberal elements in the government of Chile*
The Jesuits were expelled in 1767 end during the Var of
Independence legislation mirrored anti-Church attitudes.
In 1811 came the suppression of parochial laws by which
the parishes lost congruence and the decree causing the
election of the parish priest by popular vote* On the
27th of July, 1813, the Seminary was incorporated into
the Instituto Hacional. Civil authorities interfered in
56the designation of Vicars Capitular. The government 
confined and later exiled the bishop of Santiago, Jose 
Santiago Rodriguez Zorrilla in 1820 (he was restored in 
1822) and appropriated ecclesiastic goods in 1820* The 
closing of convents with fewer than eight religious, the 
deluge of secularizations and the proceedings against 
the Apostolic Vicar, Monsenor Muzi, provoked sharp crises
5^ r -M* Gongora, "El pensamiento de don J* Egana sobre la
reforma eclesiastica." Boletfn de la Academia
Chilena de Historia. LXVIII(120 (l970).
^Joaquin Echenique G., "El patronato," in La Iglesia 
en Chile, pp. 268-289*
e/
Domingo Santa Cruz Wilson, El dorecho de natronato 
de la Republlca de Chile ante el feriterio mo d e m o . 
(Memoria de prueba, Universidad de Chile) Santiagot 
Cervantes, 1921.
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in the Chilean Church.
All was not ruins and decadence. Xn the Bidet of 
the disturbances, as a result of the crises, the Chilean 
Church could exhibit a brilliant constellation of both 
secular and religious priests, models of virtue and 
notable for their zeal and knowledge, and worthy of 
further mention.
Don Jose Manuel Xrrarrazaval spent his entire life 
in missions which he preached during thirty eight years 
in Santiago and in the surrounding countryside. Fray 
Pedro Nolasco Ortiz de Zarate was a singular missionary 
from the years 1822 to 1824 in Colchagua and Talca, min­
istering to an estimated six thousand persons. Don 
Manuel Vicuna, before being elevated to the episcopacy, 
preached in the fields. Don Jose Xgnacio Victor Eyza- 
guirre, the geniel founder of the Coleaio P£o Latino 
Americano, took part in missionary activity before being 
a presbitero. and the list could go on and on, terminating 
with Senor Valdivieso who was himself inbued with the 
missionary spirit.
Two religious orders, the Capuchins and Franciscans, 
dedicated themselves to missionary efforts. The Jesuits 
had gone to Valparaiso in 1843 and founded the Coleaio 
de Santiago in 1856, They were established in Puerto 
Montt in 1859 and in Concepcion in 1871. Although their 
activities ran in different channels, they were in the 
vanguard of the enterprise. The Sacred Heart Fathers
38
were established in Chile in 1834 and were dedicated to
teaching* The Lazarltes founded their house in Santiago
in 1854 for charitable works* The Redemptorists were
not established until the year 1876. Sone secular priests,
attracted by the example of don Rafael Valdivieso, made
apostolic trips into the outlands and dedicated them-
57selves to evangelization. 1
The need for missionaries was of great concern to 
Archbishop Valdivieso* After much thought, he decided 
that the only solution would be to establish a congrega­
tion of missionary priests in the country whose sole 
concern would be evangelization. He had gone so far as 
to compose, in conjunction with don Hipolito Salas, its 
statutes. One of the provisions made in the document 
was the gift of the sizeable personal library of Monsenor 
Valdivieso to the community he hoped to found. So the 
matter stood when he left Santiago for the Vatican 
Council in 1869. It was providential that the Sons of 
Archbishop Claret fell into his hands as they did.
In the year 1871, when he discussed with Padre Xlfr£ 
the permanence of his religious in Chile, Archbishop 
Valdivieso was finalizing his grand plans, having been 
occupied with the reform of religious orders in the 
Archdiocese. With the abrogation of the Pact of Prades,
pit
Oficina Nacional de Estadlstica de la Accitfn Catolica 
Chilena, Estado de la Iglesia en Chile. Santiagot 
Imp. San Francisco, 1946.
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the Claretians were unencumbered except for the sun of 
two thousand pesos owed to don Santiago de la Pena.
The Claretian Superior General refused to approve 
the abrogation agreement because he considered the re­
payment clause irrational. He stated that he felt the 
sum to be excessive and that don Santiago would use it 
to augment his personal fortune. Don Santiago disagreed, 
maintaining that he had accepted the original contract 
and that, were it not for him, the Congregacion would still 
be confined to France. As neither party would yield, the 
matter was submitted to a committee of arbitration com­
posed of the Pro-Vicar Farreno and the Rector of the 
Compania, Padre Ignacio Gurri. The findings of the com­
mittee were worthy of Solomon himself. Don Manuel 
Parreno announced!
"After due consideration, this committee finds 
it necessary to recognize the justice of both 
claims. Therefore, the difference will be split, 
the Superior of the Missionaries of this Capital 
will pay to don Santiago de la Pena the sum of 
one thousand pesos at the end of five years, in 
equal payments of two hundred pesos per year. *58
Just a few months later, don Santiago died, assisted 
in his last moments by Padre Dominguez, who had become 
his friend and confessor.
Pursuant to his promise, Monsenor Valdivieso hasten­
ed to secure from the Supreme Government the juridical
58
dated "23 de junio de 1871." Archivo Provincial, 
Santiago de Chile.
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solicltorahip for the Institute• He directed his request 
to the Ministro de Culto on July 7* 1871*
"Attendant to the increasing number of faithful 
the extensive spread of the parishes in the campoa 
and the difficulty that the parish priests have in 
proportioning auxilliaries, it is, on all points, 
impossible to satisfy the spiritual needs of the 
people who are most deserving of the assistance of 
our Holy Religion. For the purpose of alleviating 
in so far as possible, the above situation, rural 
missions have been established in the campos 
annually, during the summers, paid for by funds 
received from the Papacy... But it is not possible 
to augment them as would be advantageous because 
of the woeful lack of personnel, although as many 
as present themselves for this work are utilized, 
there are never enough."
"Diverse attempts have been made to obtain a 
force of missionaries, and now the occasion arises 
when a new congregation, exclusively dedicated to 
missionary work has been introduced into the Arch­
diocese and adapted to the necessities of our times. 
Already members of said Congregacidn have worked 
to the satisfaction of my Vicars and with notable 
fruition, as much in the missions as in the rest 
of the ministry, and today the Superior General 
has agreed to establish a foundation in our coun­
try. The Congregacidn■ as introduced into my dio­
cese merely awaits, as I, the word that the Su­
preme Government will not only authorize such 
beneficient work, but that it will grant its 
favor and protection for the introduction and 
progress of said Congregacidn..."59
In reply to the Archepiscopal Office, the Minister
of Justice, Cult and Public Education, Abdon Cifuentes
Espinosa, signed on the tenth of the same month and year
the following decree*
"The President of the Republic decreest I 
authorize the establishment in the Republic of 
Chile of the Congregacidn de los Hilo a del Corazdn 
de la Bienventurada Virgen Maria."60
^ Bolotin ecleaiaatlco. obispado de Santiago de Chile. 
7 do julio de 1871• p. 376*
6ftSee document following page*

With these documents and the definitive release of 
the property in Bel&i, the Claretlans vere able to settle 
down to the work at hand* The barrio of Belen was famous 
for neither its morality nor its quietude and the five 
hardy missionaries had their work cut out for them*
Many families in the barrio lived on the fringes of the 
law; there was a general neglect of Christian practices, 
frequent quarrels, disorderly street walkers, and such 
a number of criminals who sought shelter there that it 
became known as a lair of wild beasts in Santiago* With 
such parents as these, it was not surprising that the 
children were like little animals - expert rock throwers, 
with vocabularies found neither in polite society nor in 
any dictionary, they were hyperactive, nervous and amoral. 
It was through the teaching of the children that the 
"Padrecitos" endeared themselves to the people of the 
barrio. It went a long way toward raising the sights of 
the populace toward the better life that could be theirs* 
It opened the way for the future regeneration of the 
sector*
CHAPTER XI
A. THE SECOND EXPEDITION TO CHILE
Monsenor Valdivieso governed a tremendously widespread 
territory. Although the regions to the north of the Choapa 
had been dismembered in 18^3, to be added to the Diocese of 
La Serena, the Archdiocese extended to the Rio Maule with 
1»1 7 0 ( 5 6 9 inhabitants in sixty-seven parishes . 1
Wishing the Claretian missionaries to extend their 
radius of activity to other regions, not as transients but 
as permanent as in the barrio of Bel^n, the Prelate pro­
posed to Padre Vallier that another house be established 
2in Apalta.
The local Superior reserved his reply until he could 
communicate with the Generalate, as he was not empowered to 
make such a decision. Nor could he consider reducing the 
community resident in Santiago, which was already short- 
handed, in its own plans to regenerate the urban sector.
He suggested that, should the General Government decide to 
accept the Archbishop's offer, more men should be sent from 
Prades, not only sufficient to staff a new foundation, but
^istoria eclesiastica de Chile, p. 1 5 6 .
2
Curacy in the Archdiocese of Santiago, approximately one 
hundred kilometers from Santiago.
*3
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also to reinforce the group in Belen.
On the 22nd of Mayf 1872, three rented coaches stopped 
in the Calle G&lvez in front of the wooden fence contiguous 
to the Chapel of Belen. Ten men descended from them - six 
dressed in habits, four in civil dress. The last, for all 
their lack of religious garb, displayed a modesty, a re­
served bearing and a fraternal solicitude for the priests 
which gave evidence of their religious calling.
They were Brothers Felipe GkSmez, Jose Masmit^a, Ram6n 
Puignou and Miguel Xanc<S, all be! onging to the Congrega- 
cion of Padre Claret. The priests were Donato Berenguer, 
Jose Bayona, Jose Prune, Pascual Solar, Placldo Abella and 
Pablo Sancho. Such constituted the second expedition 
sent to Chile by Padre Xifre.
With the arrival of the second group there was initia­
ted a new era in the development of the Congregacion, both 
in the apostolate in Chile and in the aggregate. It was 
no longer a single organism, but each new house formed a 
cell of the Central Province still resident in France. 
Although dependent upon the Superior House,each group had 
life of its own. The decision was made at this time by 
the General Council, forseeing great future expansion as 
a result of the vistas opened by the Chilean missionaries, 
to establish the "Province of San Jostf,n which was to com— 
prise all the communities of Cordimarianas which would be
^Appelation derived from the Latin "Cordi" (heart) and 
"Mariana," (Mary)often used for "Claretians."
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established in the American republics. Padre Vallier 
was chosen to head the new province. He was relieved of 
all duties and responsibilities for the house in Santiago 
in order that he be left free to devote his time to the 
new enterprise. Padre Berenguer was named Superior in 
Santiago.
There is considerable doubt that the new Province 
had valid legal standing due, first of all, to its lack 
of a noviciate and secondly, because there is no mention 
of the degree or title of erection in the Provincial Ar­
chives. The second is negative without probatory force. 
The Acta of the General Council is adequate with the pub­
lic announcement of the erection and appointment. Primar­
ily when the appointment is made there follows communica­
tions between the Provincial and the Ecclesiastic author­
ities, such as the Archbishop of Santiago and the Bishop 
of La Serena. Above all, the Inatituto must adhere to its 
own Rule, pursuant to number thirty-seven of the Constitu- 
ciones. to the General Chapter of Gracia, as constituted 
in 1 8 7 6 , in whose Actas the title of Provincial was given 
to Padre Vallier. The first point loses credence on the 
fact that, in that time, canonical legislation referred 
to the Religious Provinces of Orders, properly said, not 
to the Congregations with simple vows. Therefore, the
A place for study preparatory to entrance into the 
Congregacion.
necessity for the noviciate did not exist, solely the 
faculty for implanting one. If there were any doubt, it 
would be over the right that the General Government had 
or did not have to name provincials, as the Rule indicated 
the proceedings that should be followed for the naming of 
Superiors during the General Chapter; and, since the 
General Chapter enunciated the Rule, and the same General 
Chapter could be convened by the Provincial, it became 
the classic problem of what came first, the chicken or the 
egg. Not having any organism superior to the Institute, 
this same doubt was to assail them until the middle of 
the century, when the historian of the CongregacilSn. Padre 
Mariano Aguilar, found himself enmeshed in the same ques­
tions. The matter was resolved when he found justlflca-
5
tion for the nomination in the writings of Padre Clotet.
In July two padres left for Apalta. The formation 
of a religious community is a serious undertaking. If 
they did not have guarantees that the field of action was 
suitable, if the living conditions were such that the 
ministers were unable to follow their Rule, or, as in 
some cases, there were not enough there to consume a mini­
mum of their energies and in time give some benefit to 
the Instituto, it could become a source of concern for the 
Superiors and a well-spring of frictions and discontent 
for all concerned. Padre Vallier anxiously desired the
^Aguilar, Historia de la Congregaci^n. I., p. 29^.
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expansion of the Congregacitfn. nevertheless, he could not 
act precipitously* He had to measure the advantages and 
disadvantages and look always to the future. His criteria 
were summed up in a letter to the Generalate, "The Province 
must be Integrated into few communities, well supplied 
with personnel, twelve to thirteen individuals, and stra­
tegically located."**
The problems which arose in Apalta were apparently in­
soluble . Whatever the reasons, the Claretlans withdrew 
and the Archbishop turned the mission over to the Augus- 
tinian padres of Asuncion.
B. HOSPITAL SERVICE
The way was slow and sometimes laborious, but the 
Claretian missionaries soon became known in the city of 
Santiago, especially for their care of the sick. In the 
year 1 8 7 2 Santiago was assaulted unmercifully by an epidemic 
of smallpox. In 1805 the Spanish doctor, don Jos6 Grajales, 
had imported vaccine to be used in the prevention of the 
dread disease and, after 1 8 3 0 , a general vaccination was 
organized in the Republic. Nevertheless, over half the 
population, through ignorance or fear and prejudice, had 
refused to submit to the innoculations. In describing 
living conditions in the city at the time, Minister Abd<$n
^October 5, 1871. Archivo Provincial, Santiago de Chile.
Cifuentes said, "...our people live as animals in filthy 
little pest houses, poorer than the 'tolderias* of the 
Jews."^ Vith such information, it is not difficult to 
see how the epidemic struck down hundreds of people in 
the capital each week. At that time there were only two 
hospitals in the city - San Juan de Dios for men and San 
Borja for women. Both were so crowded with the sick that 
every day more were turned away for lack of space. During 
the emergency assistance was provided by the four dispen­
saries that were converted into lazarettos. Among them 
were San Rafael and Yungay. The Junta General de Lazaretos 
solicited the aid of the Hisionaries for the Lazarette of 
Yungay. Padre Vallier accepted the charge with alacrity 
and he and another of the priests proceeded at once to 
Yungay. The Junta was so pleased with their services that 
it requested that men from the Community be sent to all 
the other asylums as chaplains.
During the last days of November, 1872, Padre Vallier 
was approached by the new Vicar of Valparaiso, don Mariano 
Casanova, who requested that the Claretians accept the 
chaplaincy of the hospital of Caridad In Valparaiso.
Padre Vallier accepted the offer contingent upon the ap­
proval of the General Council.
If the Instituto was destined to spread throughout
"^Abddn Cifuentes Memories: 1816-1928. Santiago: Naci- 
mento, 1 9 3 6 . ""iT” pT295T^*”~^^"""
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Chile, Valparaiso was a logical place to begin the expan­
sion. It served as a port of entry for those who cane to 
staff the community*a houses and there a new arrival 
could find a brother to give him shelter, to counsel him 
and to assist him with the thousand and one inconveniences 
of the new arrival. In addition, Valparaiso was a point 
of departure for the apostolic excursions to the North 
and had a climate ideal for the convalescent and ill. It 
was the second largest city in the Republic and the Mission­
aries could find there all the work familiar to them - 
hospitals and asylums to visit, schools in which to teach, 
brotherhoods and workers' organizations which required the 
services of religious, and parishes in which they could 
work helping over-worked priests.
On December 31* 1872, Padres Dominguez and Abella 
were in Valparaiso and formally accepted the hospital 
chaplaincy. Shortly afterward Padre Bayona was substituted 
for Padre Dominguez.
In 1870 the hospital was divided into two departments,
one for men and one for women, with a total capacity of
forty patients. In the year 1870 there were 3,795 male
patients and 1,39** female. Of that number, 1,133 died,
8
most of them from consumption.
In 1872, during the height of the smallpox epidemic, 
the capacity of the hospital was increased by the addition
g
Junta de Beneficiencia, 31 de diciembre de 1870.
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of new rooms* The hospital was supported in large measure
by the tonnage charge Imposed upon each ship entering the 
o
port.
The Claretlans projected their work plan, altering 
somewhat the assumption that they were simple chaplains 
celebrating Mass and offering the last rites to the dying* 
They were first and foremost missionaries. They went about 
their duties in the hospital, offering not only solace, 
but religious instruction as well.
Padre Bayona worked in the jails and the asylums and 
in the lazaretto. Padre Abella, with his knowledge of 
medicine and pharmacy (he had studied both before entering 
the Conereeacion) was admirably suited to his work in the 
hospital.
In addition to their work in the hospital of San Juan
de Dios, the Padres also worked as chaplains for the Buen
Pastor of Valparaiso. The latter activity was a delicate
one, serving some seventy female criminals and eighty
10others similarly in need of shelter.
The Padres received commendations on all sides. The 
hospital administrator, don Enrique Lyon, spoke admiring­
ly of them to Monsenor Casanova. The Intendant, don Fran­
cisco Echaurren, pleased with both the padres and the 
general progress of the hospital, expressed his apprecia-
^By virtue of Ley 8 5 of September 15» 1 8 6 5 .
10There were unwed mothers and unconvicted delinquents.
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tion to the Superior.
C. THE APOSTLES OF ATACAMA
The Atacama desert has a power of suggestion and 
attraction that can be understood only by those who have 
lived there, seen it with their own eyes and heard its 
voice. It seems that the more sullen, the more wild, and 
the more Inhospitable the place is, the more tempting it 
becomes and the more it is loved. Great enchantments are 
produced by a sky without clouds, that never releases 
rain, by constellations in the firmament that are never 
eclipsed. It is a gray land, dark in color, with thirsty 
and arid dust scattered over an infinite area. The sand 
is spread like a sheet, raised here into a cerro, there a 
sheer wall, always in motion, pushed by the relentless 
wind. Here and there a dry river bed, devoid of its 
torrent, appears, soon to be replaced by the caricature 
of a great monster. In a few hours it disappears and in 
its stead a mirage of a sparkling lake lures the passer­
by. The sun bakes the land during the day and at night 
the voluptous rays of the moon are as fingers of ice in 
bone-chilling cold.
The voice of the desert is heard only by the strong, 
the adventurous, those who spurn the easy life of idleness 
or the more simple chores of city or campo. Among those 
who have heard the voice of the desert most strongly are 
the Claretian missionaries. They established chapels in
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Mejillones and in Antofagasta and in Sierra Gorda. They 
crossed the Plain of Desolation, the Salar de Carmen, 
the LLano de la Paciencia. They transversed the Altiplano 
and climbed to the skirts of the volcanoes Licancaur and 
Lascar. They worked in San Pedro de Atacama, in Chiu- 
Chiu and where the waters of the Loa mix with the brine 
of the Salado. They lived with the miners of Chuquica— 
mata and Caracoles. Before the Chilean flag flew on the 
heights of the Morro of Arica, the Claretians were there. 
Their voices were heard all along the Bolivian coast and 
throughout the south of Peru.
The first Claretian encounter with the great northern 
desert was in the year 1877* The occasion was the great 
earthquake and tidal wave that assaulted the southern coast 
of Peru and the littoral of Bolivia during the early hours 
of the ninth of May, 1877* The movement of the earth was 
sluggish but it affected the major part of Chile's geo­
graphy, as far south as the B£o Bfo.
The central point of the catastrophe appeared to be 
at Cobija (22*3” a* lat.) where a depression under the 
earth's crust caused a wave-like movement similar to a 
housewife shaking put a sheet. The greatest damage was 
caused by the tremendous wave created by the movement of 
the earth. In a flight of rather ill-timed humor, El
Mercurio of Santiago reported on the 10th of May, "The
11sea has been capricious today.*1
The great tidal wave was felt within a brief space
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of time in an immense triangle of the Pacific, having as 
its vertices Valparaiso at the base, Honolulu on the north 
and New Zealand at the point. All experienced the inun­
dation within seven hours.
Padre Mariano Avellana wrote of his experiences in 
the area north of Valparaiso!
■In the year *77 I was a missionary along the 
coasts of the Republics of Perti and Bolivia* After 
the earthquake and the great innundation by the sea 
I saw sights I believed reserved for the day of 
Judgement. So many families ruined - the sea had 
taken all they possessed. A very considerable num­
ber were reduced to the final misery, dying of hunger 
and thirst because there was no potable water there 
for days. The piers were all destroyed so that ships 
could not take people off without great danger to 
their lives. Some few houses were still habitable, 
but on the streets where the sea had flowed, there 
was nothing left to even suggest that there had been 
human beings living there. All the food that remain­
ed was polluted with filth. What I have written is 
no exaggeration. There were one hundred leagues along 
these coasts where not one green thing was to be found 
•..The people could not survive without provisions 
from the outside. It was many days before ships could 
approach the coast because of the conditions of har­
bors and landing areas."12
During such times the milk of human kindness flowed 
freely in Chile. Through the Instigation of Santiago's 
Archbishop, Valentin Valdivieso, the Colegio de P^rrocos 
in Santiago was designated for the public collection and 
distribution of relief funds. More than ten thousand pesos 
and an enormous quantity of clothing and food were collected
1*E1 Mercurio (Santiago) 10 de Mayo de 1877- p. 1.
12 /Mariano Avellana in Medardo Alduan's Vida del Padre
Mariano Avellana. Lima; Samarti, 1931* PP* 102-103.
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in the first few days. The Government transported families 
to the north where they were offered shelter by the area 
residents. Don Joaquin Ruiz Tagle, a member of the Colegio 
de P^rrocos. was selected to deliver the funds to the north. 
He was accompanied by two Claretians, Padre Jose Coma and 
Padre Mariano Avellana. On May 25th the Archbishop wrote 
Padre Ruiz Tagle,
"It is a very laudable proposition that you and 
the two priests of the Congregacion del Coraztfn de 
Maria have set forth. The occasion offers a chance 
for bringing material succor to the unfortunate 
victims of that terrible catastrophe and also to 
minister to their spiritual needs."13
The three priests embarked on the first of June,
following the Chilean coastline northward. They found that,
for the most part, the government had .reached the major
part of the survivors and had secured free passage out of
the area for them. Following the Archbishop's instructions,
the missionaries continued northward toward Antofagasta,
Mejillones, Cobija, Xquique and Arica, which at that time
were part of the national territories of Peru and Bolivia.
1 O
Alduan, Vida del Padre Mariano Avellana. p. 105,
CHAPTER III
A. DEATH OP THE ARCHBISHOP AND THE RELIGIOUS QUESTION.
1878 - 1881
His Excellency, the illustrious Archbishop of San­
tiago, Doctor don Rafael Valentin Valdivieso, died on the 
10th of June, 1878* from the effects of a massive brain 
hemorrhage. He ruled the Archdiocese with an iron hand 
for thirty-three years. He had led a public life from
the beginning, as a- lawyer, municipal official, Diputado.
missionary, and Rector, as writer, polemicist, reformer 
and founder and protector of religious congregations. As 
Archbishop and member of the Vatican Council, he was a 
powerful influence in the Church of Chile. He was one of 
the most loved and admired figures of his times. Even 
his adversaries in matters of the laws and rights of the 
Church venerated him.
With the death of Monsefior Valdivieso, the Claretians 
lost a loyal protector. To him they owed their definitive
establishment in Chile. He generously ceded the rights
of the Curia in the matter of the property in Bel&i* he 
employed the Padres in delicate and confidential missions; 
he granted favors without reserve and used his influence 
whenever the Community was threatened.
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The death of Valdivieso precipitated one of the most 
stormy periods in the history of the Chilean Church. The 
Cabildo Catedralicio met immediately for the purpose of 
naming a successor. The group chose don Joaquin Larrain 
Gandarillas as interim Vicar Capitular. The Chilean 
Government, for its part, selected don Francisco de Paula 
Tafor6 as the new Archbishop of Santiago. Accepting the 
theory of the Patronato del Estado. the Supreme Government 
Insisted that it, not the ecclesiastic authorities, had 
the right to name the new prelate. The Cabildo refused to 
yield and the Government urged Tafortf to assume the miter 
immediately. Taforo responded to a letter from the Minister 
of Justice and Cult, Miguel Luis Amunategui, giving serious 
reasons why he, Taforo, could not accept the Vicarate 
based on the Bull Romanus Pontifex, promulgated by Pio XX 
(August 28, 1873) which prohibited Cabildos from naming 
Vicars Capitular and maintained that the right to name 
Bishops and Archbishops was vested solely in the Papacy.
The Minister informed the Metropolitan Cabildo and the 
President of the Republic that there were serious impedi­
ments to the assumption of the See by Francisco Tafortf. 
President Anibal Pinto expressed his refusal to accept 
the selection of the ecclesiastic tribunal (July 2, 1878).
In order to inform the Vatican of the Chilean situa­
tion and the opposition of the Civil Government, the 
Diocesan authorities sent all the pertinent documents to 
prove the ineligibility of the Government's candidate.
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Taforo himself provided proofs of his inability to accept 
the appointment.1 The Chilean minister to Prance, don 
Alberto Blest Gana, arrived in Rome in August of 1878 and 
reinforced the claims of the Diocese of Santiago before 
the Pope.
The Secretary of the Holy See informed the Supreme 
Government of Chile that the Pope refused to recognize 
the right of any American government to interfere in the 
naming of candidates for vacant Sees. The Vatican further 
declared the Government candidate unsuitable and reiter­
ated that any intervention by civil authorities in eccles­
iastic matters would not be tolerated.
The disagreement was held in abeyance by the outbreak 
of the War of the Pacific in 1879* ln 1881 don Domingo 
Santa Maria assumed the office of President of Chile. One 
of his first acts was to insist that Taforcf be invested 
with the miter of the Archdiocese of Santiago. To mediate 
the quarrel and to reinforce the position of the Papacy, 
the Apostolic Delegate, Monsenor Celestino del Prate, a 
resident of Lima, traveled to Chile. The Government re­
ceived him cordially but attempted to keep him separated 
from the Chilean clergy. Nevertheless, del Frate was 
able to meet with the ecclesiastical authorities in Sant-
1Francisco de Paula Taforo La vacancia Arzobispal de
Santiagoi 1878-1887. Santiago* Facultad de Filosofia 
y Clencia de la Universidad Catolica, 1936. pp. 267- 
271.
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iago and he immediately forwarded his data to the Vatican. 
Pope Leo XIII wrote the President communicating his ir­
refutable refusal to accept the candidate Taforo. The 
President, ired, immediately presented Monsenor del Frate
with his passports, in this manner effectively severing
2
diplomatic relations with the Vatican. Some nine years 
were to pass before the matter was definitively settled.
During those years the See was governed by the Vicar 
Capitular, don Joaquin Larrafn Gandarlllas, Bishop Titular 
of Martiropolis. The era was a stormy one, but the clergy 
showed a rare cohesiveness and unity in their determined 
opposition to the Tafor£ candidacy. In a block they 
condemned the repressive measures of the government of 
President Santa Marfa.
Fortunately for the Cordimariano.s. their standing 
as foreigners kept them on the fringes of the dispute and 
they were able to maintain cordial relations with both 
sides. Don Joaquin was very friendly toward the Community. 
He frequently visited their house and he held Padre Vallier 
in such esteem that he insisted upon kneeling for the 
priest's blessing.
Shortly after the break in diplomatic relations, the 
Sees of Ancud and Concepcion fell vacant. The offices were 
not filled, leaving only one diocese, that of Serena,
o ^
Alejandro Huneeus Cox Historia Ecleaiastica de Chile. 




In 1881 President Santa Maria began to take legal 
steps to alter the religious-social situation in the 
country. Imbued with liberal French doctrines. Parliament 
passed the law of Civil Marriage on August 2, 1883*^ The 
ecclesiastics of Chile were convinced that the law would 
be as ineffective in Chile as it was in Spain because 
they believed that the people would not accept it. The 
clergy maintained that the new law favored concubinage, 
and for that reason they abstained from recommending its 
observance* The Bishop of La Serena, however, took a 
different stand* At the end of 1885 he published a
letter in his diocese relative to the new law and stating
■ «?
in parts
nA good Catholic should have as a norm of his 
conduct obedience to all the laws of the Church 
and also those of the State when one can be o- 
bedient without offending his conscience,nk
The statement was not promulgated in either Santiago or
Valparaiso.
In 1 8 8 3 one of the most odious of the theological re­
forms was passed, stating;
"In the cemeteries subject to the administration 
of the State or Municipalities nothing will impede, 
for any reason, the burial of the cadavers of per­
sons who have acquired or do acquire tombs, indivi-
3 -^Fidel Araneda Bravo Cien Anos del Arzobispado de Sant­
iago. 18*10-19^0. Santiago; Casa Nacional del Nino, 
1940. p . W .
kHuneeus Cox, Historia eclesiastica. p. 191*
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dually or by families, nor the interrment of those 
lacking religious ceremony."5
Indignant Catholics saw the new law as a desecration 
of sacred ground. The Vicar Capitular of Santiago respon­
ded immediately with a decree of execration of all fiscal 
and municipal cemeteries, closing their chapels and pro­
hibiting all liturgical funeral ceremonies outside the 
parish churches and the accompanyment of corpses to their 
graves. The Government retaliated by blocking interrment 
in ecclesiastical cemeteries, and the police dedicated 
themselves to the pursuit of the cadavers which they 
suspected were bound for burial in consecrated ground.
The story is told of a professor from the Seminary of 
Santiago who was transported to the cemetery seated up­
right in a carriage as if alive in order that he might be 
interred secretly in the parish cemetery of Renca. Such 
practices verged on the ridiculous and were repugnant to 
all concerned.
B. LA UNION CATOLICA AND THE IMPROVEMENT OF CHURCH-STATE
RELATIONS
In 1883 Catholics organized a pressure group called 
"La Union Cat6 lica." It spread rapidly throughout the Re-
5
^Manuel Solar C., "Historia de la ley de cementerios," 
in La Iglesia en Chile. Santiago* La Academia 
Filosofica, 1887. pp* 316-327.
^Zorobarel Rodriguez, "Editorial" El Independiente (San­
tiago) 15 de septiembre de 1 8 8 3.
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public and the activities and pressures exerted by the 
lobbyists were contributory in large measure to the 
pacification achieved under the civil administration of 
Balmaceda*
Don Jose Manuel Balmaceda succeeded to the office of 
President in 1886. He immediately sought reconciliation 
with the Vatican, sending the Holy See an accounting of 
his office and his proposals for the vacant dioceses*
His choice to fill the post of Archbishop of Santiago was 
don Mariano Casanova, one of the most eloquent orators
7
of his day and a professor of the Seminary of Santiago. 
Don Mariano was preconized Archbishop of Santiago on
g
December 3, 1886, and consecrated on January 30, 1887*
^Silva Cotapos, Historia eclesiefstica de Chile* p. 267
O
Araneda Bravo, Cien afloa. p. 42*
CHAPTER IV
CLARBTIAN INVOLVEMENT IN THE WAR OF THE PACIFIC 1879*1881
During the colonial era* the frontier region between 
Bolivia and Chile had little or no importance. After 
the two countries gained their sovereignty in the War 
for Independence, the desert of Atacama was discovered to 
be a storehouse of wealth. Explorers from Copiapd' first 
found immense deposits of animal fertilizer in the guano 
beds of Mejillones. A little later in the pampa of Anto­
fagasta the mineral fertilizer, nitrate was discovered 
in great quantities and almost as f.ruitfhl veins of 
silver were found in the mines of Caracoles. The great 
discoveries, for which each country believed it had a 
legitimate claim, so excited the chancellories of the two 
new Republics, that tempers flared and angry protestations 
and counter-claims were filed. When cooler heads prevail­
ed, two treaties of limits were signed by the governments 
of Chile and Bolivia. In 1866 Chile set its northern 
limit at the 24th degree south latitude and reserved the 
right to collect half the revenue from the import-export 
duty from the guano fields discovered or to be discovered 
between the parallels 23 and 23 degrees south latitude.^
A second treaty, in 1874, provided that Chile turn
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over to Bolivia all her rights to the territory north of 
the 24th parallel, with the condition that those industries 
operated by Chileans in the desert were not subject to 
any new imposts.
When General Hilarion Daza assumed control of the 
government of Bolivia in 1878, he imposed a tax of ten 
centavos per ton on the Chilean Salitre Companies of 
Antofagasta. The company refused to pay and, on January 
6, 1879» Daza placed an embargo on their goods and set 
the fourteenth of February for the judicial sale of the 
company's property. On the same day two hundred soldiers 
under the orders of Colonel Emilio Sotomayor took possess­
ion of Antofagasta for Chile. With the instigation and 
cooperation of Peru (she had signed a secret pact of 
offense and defense with Bolivia in 1873)f General Daza 
declared war on Chile on March 1, 1879• So began the 
War of the Pacific.2
The Chilean army quickly mobilized, drawing men from 
all the provinces. The troops were in need of spiritual 
assistance and, up until this time, there had been no 
regular chaplains assigned to the army. In order to 
provide for a military Vicarate, the Archbishop of Santiago 
obtained the faculties from the Apostolic Delegate to em­
power him to name military chaplains. The first so desig-
1Galdames, History of Chile, p. 323*
o
Encina, Historia de Chile. II, p. 1412.
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nated were don Florencio Fontecilla and don Ruperto Mar- 
chant. Both were transferred to Antofagasta in March of 
1879.3
Ecclesiastical considerations were complicated by 
a jurisdictional dispute, since Antofagasta legally be­
longed to Bolivia, the diocesan priests in the area re­
ceived their faculties from the See of Arequipa, which 
was located north of the twenty-second parallel.
When the Vicar Capitular sent a request to Padre 
Vallier for men to serve as army chaplains, Padre Bernardo 
Bech was dispatched, in company with Padre Vallier him­
self, to the military hospital in Xquique, When the 
parish priest there was notified of the arrival of the new 
chaplains, he angrily wrote to the Vicar Capitular of 
Arequipa, Monsenor Lorenzo Bedoya, stating in part that 
the presence of the regulars, complicated by the fact 
that both were Spaniards, would cause unpleasantness in 
his parish. The reply was hardly what the parroco antici­
pated*
wMuy apreciado Senor* Only today I have had the 
pleasure of receiving your letter of April 28th 
last, which serves to inform me that within the limits 
of this diocese of Arequipa are the Padres Pablo 
Vallier in company with Bernardo Bech, priest of the 
same Congregacion. and foreigners as you yourself,..
1 am aware that both are Spaniards and I myself 
have given them the necessary faculties to carry 
out their priestly duties.*.X provide the necessary 
licenses for Padre Bech and for whatever other priest 
of said Congregacion who can come into the territory
O
Huneeus Cox, Historia eclesidlstica de Chile, pp. 187* 190*
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of this ecclesiastic Jurisdiction*" (Signed, Mon- 
senor.Lorenzo Bedoya, Vicar Capitular.) May 18,
1880.
There was no novelty in the trip to Iquique and the two 
Claretians disembarked in the port on April 19» 1880,
Padre Vallier wrote two days later to the Vicar Capitular;
"Illustrious Senor* I arrived at this port in 
company of my brother of the Congregacion. Padre 
Bernardo Bech, and we have been well received by 
the authorities of the city and those in charge 
of the hospital.n
"The Governor, don Patricio Lynch, was desirous 
that we take charge of the church and house of 
this parish, I have received the approval of 
Se£or Fontecilla and I accepted the charge...We 
actually have two hospitals a great distance apart 
and you will understand that these cares occupy 
all our time. Ve don't object to giving assis­
tance in the parish in so far as possible and I 
have communicated this last to the Vicar Capi­
tular of Arequipa."
"I have been told that in this locality there 
is a body of civilians attached to the military.
I hope that Your Excellency will have the goodness 
to tell me if our jurisdiction is to be extended 
to the affiliates of this body and also to their 
families. The same difficulty confronts me with 
respect to the families of the employees of the 
hospitals and the ambulance service."
As the soldiers advanced into enemy territory, into
towns abandoned by the opposing armies, often the parish
priests were found trying to arouse the people to guerrilla
activities - a violation of their safe-conduct licenses.
On one occasion, such a cura was captured by the Chilean
army and brought before their commander. The officer
It
Medardo Alduan, Vida del Siervo de Dios. R. P. Pablo Vallier 
Escartin. Santiago; Claret, 1919* P» 1 6 7.
^Ibid. p. 168.
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could have ordered the execution of the offender; but, 
as it happened, Padre Vallier was present at the time and 
his entreaties for mercy were heeded. His advice was 
that the priests caught trying to arouse the people against 
the Chileans be sent to Lima, as many were, leaving the 
parishes of the north for the most part, totally unattend­
ed.
The two Claretians went about their duties in the 
hospitals, their primary obligation. They found it im­
possible to remain in the parish house, however, because 
of the hostility of the citizens of the town. There was 
also a communication from an official in one of the hos­
pitals stating that he did not want religious services 
there. Hostility increased to the point where the inhab­
itants threw rocks and all manner of filth at the rectory, 
the cleaning of which consumed much of their valuable 
time.
The number of sick and wounded admitted to the hos­
pitals during the early months of the war was staggering. 
They were brought to Iquique from all sectors and when 
the two hospitals were filled to capacity, another was 
opened in Noria, adding to the duties of the padres 
assigned there. There were twenty smallpox victims in 
the lazarette, and the number remained more or less con­
stant as those who died were replaced by new victims.
In order to travel from place to place more rapidly, 
the padres often rode horseback. On one occasion they
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were given a half-broken horse and a cart. It was a 
cruel joke. The horse bolted and Padre Bech was thrown 
from the cart. He suffered a severe concussion and cuts 
on his legs. At the time the priests were living in the 
hospital, thinking they would be among more friendly 
people and closer to their work. However, the high 
officials of the hospital were so hostile that they 
would only tolerate the priests because they were under 
military protection. Padre Bech refused to allow his 
companion to inform the hospital employees of his injuries 
and he was to suffer frequent and severe headaches for the 
remainder of his life.
The continual abuses inflicted upon them finally 
prompted Padre Vallier to write the Vicar Capitulart
"At the table, where it is necessary that we 
be with them, their conversations are, at times, 
impious and obscene. The type of thing which 
hardly seems appropriate for persons of their 
high station who have supposedly received some 
education. There is no one on our side, nor any­
one who attempts to stop their odious talk. All 
we can do is to meet this with meekness as God 
teaches us, forgiving them in our hearts. They 
have come to the point of boasting of their 
wrongdoings to others.
The district army chaplain, don Marco Aurelio 
Herrera, in a letter dated June 8th from Xquique, inform­
ed Padre Vallierj
"I am assured by a friend that in the hospital 
there has been ill will displayed toward you and 
your companion, Padre Bernardo. He said that on
6Ibid., p. 173
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the first day of your arrival the employees proposed 
to molest you until you are forced to leave as a 
consequence."7
The situation of the two Claretians soon became un- 
supportable. Padre Bech's wounds were not healing and 
he had to cut down drastically on his activities. Padre 
Vallier was unable to attend to his duties as Visitador 
of the Congreeacidh as he received no communication from 
the communities. In addition, it was time for the visit 
of the Superior General and Padre Vallier1s presence 
would be required. He also had pending two matters of 
prime importance with the ecclesiastic authorities in 
Santiago. One was the cession of the chapel of Lourdes 
and the other the church of Carmen in Curled, the acquis­
itions of which would enable the Congregacidn to form 
two new communities. He had written but he did not know 
whether or not his letters were being intercepted.
When the two Cordimarianos returned to Santiago, 
Monsenor Gandarillaa requested that they make a complete 
report of the conditions in the north to the Supreme 
Government. The Vicar himself felt that the duties of 
the chaplains had been excessive and that they were un­
able to effectively exercise the duties of the office of 
parroco in Iquique.
Gandarillas wrote the Supreme Government relative
7Ibid., p. 17^
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to the situation affecting religious service in the mili­
tary encampment areas of Iquique and Antofagasta. His 
letter carried the date "12 de julio de 1880,n and saidi
"Religious service for the hospitals and inhabi­
tants of Iquique and Antofagasta has attracted our 
special attention. I refer to my communication of 
March 19 which the Government received on the 2^th 
of the same month. In order to fill a definitive 
need chaplains were named in accordance with the 
Supreme Decree of the 27th of that month. Sent 
were Padres Carlos Infante and Simdn San Mart£n 
for the hospital in Antofagasta and Padre Bernardo 
Bech and accidently Padre Pablo Vallier, for the 
hospital of Iquique."
"In conformity with the Government1s proposal,
I charged the above-mentioned religious to remain 
at the disposal of the people in need there after 
they assisted the patients in the hospitals. The 
religious sent to Antofagasta have not encountered 
major difficulties in the exercise of their minis­
try. The same has not been true in Iquique...
What made their position very painful and finally 
insupportable was the hostility, hidden but con­
stant, odious and vexatious, on the part of many 
of the employees of the hospital, which was mani­
fested not only in deprecation of their ministry 
but also in religious hatred and a cynical dis­
regard for decency."
"The padres endured the unjustified treatment 
with patience and without complaint••.when they 
could no longer support that moral suffering and 
the fatigue imposed by service to the sick and 
wounded in addition to the duties of the Parish 
of Iquique, they resolved to return and seek 
council."
"Attentive to the foregoing, it does not ap­
pear reasonable to ask the Religious of the 
Inmaculado Coraz6n de Marla to return to the 
hospital of Iquique."8
The Minister of War, don Cornelio Saavedra, respond­
ed with a memorandum dated July 29t 1880*
"This Ministry sincerely laments the deeds 
which you denounce, which occurred in the military
8Ibid., pp. 177-178
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hospital of Iquique. I shall recommend the matter 
to the attention of the local authorities so that 
measures may be taken to avoid such incidents in the 
future.”9
All of this served to indicate that the animosities 
engendered by the religious reforms boiled just under the 
surface and, even though patriotism occupied the minds 
of most, there were times when nothing lessened the 
hatreds of the anti-religious.
q /
Ministro de la Guerra y Marina, Numero 3.788. 29 de
julio de 1880.
CHAPTER V
ABORTIVE EXPANSION AND FRATRICIDAL VAR IN CHILEt IBS'S-1889
On October 10, 1885, the General Chapter^was con­
vened in the city of Segovia, Spain. The primary point 
under consideration was the advisability of dividing the 
Instituto into smaller units (Provinces) with greater 
autonomy. After considerable debate on the subject, the 
Capitulares decided against fracturing the establishment. 
Chile remained a VisitadurOa. Padre Vallier returned to 
Chile in October of 1 8 8 8. He brought with him four priests 
and one brother, making a total of forty-seven Claretian 
Missionaries then in America.
The Visitador was beginning to show the effects of 
the tremendous burden of responsibility he carried; not 
only for his own conduct, but also for that of his subor­
dinates. In a copious correspondence with his superiors 
in Spain, Padre Vallier expressed the sentiment that it 
was expedient that he be replaced as Visitador. Padre 
Xifre, the Superior General, agreed and gave the order
^Each 12 years there was a meeting of all the Superiors 
of the Congregacion during which they discussed 
matters of general importance to the Institute.
At the same gatherings the General Councils were 
formed for the government of the Congregacion.
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substituting Padre Molinero as Visitador effective on 
June 29» 1889. The new Visitador was of even and easy­
going temperament, a lover of peace who did not know how 
to say "no,1'
Two new foundations were projected during this
2
period with petitions being received from L&bu and 
Iquique. Padre Molinero evidently accepted both with­
out restrictions by failing to negate the projections. 
Little is known of the first except that the place which 
was designated for the Padres, the circumstances surround­
ing their work and the conditions of the contract made 
the establishment somewhat less than viable. The prime 
mover was don Maximiliano Errazurlz, who had a consuming 
interest in the foundation. With his death in 1890, the 
project collapsed and Padre Molinero reported to the 
General Council on November Zkt 1 8 9 0*
"The Congregacion just experienced a very pain­
ful loss in the person of don Maximiliano Errazurlz, 
our signal protector, precisely in a conjuncture in 
which he was disposed to give us the greatest proof 
of his affection, founding a mission-house in Lebu. 
With eight to fifteen more days of life, he would 
have realized the project to the satisfaction of 
all.'*3
Iquique, the second foundation, was considerably less 
appealing to the Claretians. From the stay of the Padres 
as parish priests and chaplains in the hospitals, the
2
One hundred, forty-five kilometers south of Concepcion.
3
Archivo Provincial, Santiago de Chile.
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desire to pass the "Via Dolorosa" again was none too 
great•
The necessity for evangelical operations in the
very rich nitrate fields and in the valleys and in the
k
area of Pica made any essential sacrifice worthwhile*
The circumstances of its recent incorporation into the 
sovereignty of Chile made it prudent to avoid confronta­
tions with separatist elements and to overcome national­
istic resistence by making careful selection of priests 
to serve in the area. The zealous vicar of Tarapac^i, 
don Catnilo Ortuzar, had described in vivid language for 
Padre Molinero the advantages of a community formed under 
his auspices. He envisioned a mission house as head­
quarters with the priests working among the people of 
the cities and villages on the Bolivian frontier. Padre
Molinero accepted the offer, designating the personnel
^ /
who would accompany the Vicar. Monsenor Ortuzar traveled
to Santiago to meet them and to sign the bases for the
foundation. However, on his arrival, the Bishop found
5
that Padre Molinero had died. In his place as Visitador 
was the intrepid Padre Vallier who, with the delicacy the 
case required, succeeded in convincing the Vicar that the 
foundation had no chance for success.
On the national scene a great dangerous boil was
Approximately one hundred kilometers south of Iquique. 
Apuntes. p. 5 gives the date December 5» 1891.
7k
coming' to a head. There had been friction between Pres­
ident Jos£ M. Balmaceda and the coalition which formed 
a majority in Congress. The legislators took full ad­
vantage of the situation in order to control Balmaceda's 
projects. Parliament ended its 1890 session without 
having considered the budget requested by the President.
On January 1, 1891* Balmaceda issued a manifiesto stating 
that all power would be concentrated in his hands.^ On 
Jan. k he put the 1890 budget into force by decree.
Meanwhile* five congressmen. Manuel Jose Xrarr^zaval. 
Carlos and Joaquin Walker Martinez, Ventura Blanco Viel 
and Abdon Cifuentes. acting as representatives of the
entire body* declared the President deposed for violation
7
of the Constitution. The document was held in reserve to 
be presented for perusal and signature by the individual 
members of Congress.®
On the night of January 6, with the Vice President 
of the Senate. Waldo Silva.and the President of the 
Chamber of Deputies. Ramon Barros Luco, the Armada sailed 
out of the Bay of Valparaiso "without orders.” The 
fleet was placed under the command of Jorge Montt Alvarez
^Jose Manuel Balmaceda, "Manifiesto,” El Independiente 
(Santiago) 1 de enero de 1891. pp. 5-6.
^Encina, Historia de Chile. XXt62-7*l.
g
A copy was delivered to the diplomatic corps on January 
15* 1891. The text of the Act was published offici­
ally on April 13* Ibid.
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pfa M h *• fab farWK fe* fa*# ouu* I feUfefaMplMl fe* fa* fefefelM h 
p n tn  Mklpfa iu m  L* *j
p it  *1 M tnM
lM.tl|UMl 
Li Ifrr- ufrftCb*.'—*f#i. MUM pv* 
*, M U Htt fe* U Itfa l*f >Ufa.
POLjTIOA.
(ALIBI* 1 j l l  vD H M ii 
(Uufafeliiiifepfal 
tt^faMKfapfe * iv fe iu w  WFfufen wtfaVW fa B#T*faiU I feWW
- — • P fa* But tl ifak#|'ilal
•m W W r*t**M* i l » 4  U feu fe 
l'Mi| <fa,4tll 4"* J 11 lt*t*
* H*M fevtMMt:wtlfa*r** l#,«l li'UV fa* * 
•MU IBmWH fa kfalMUWW 
il^ lw lH l'ifa .k H i*) •# 'fa#L 
i»* 1 (*Bi* ft *•*■*! ♦ * IWtr*MIMrt
itaUn irfayliiiJfivfek'k
ali**y* I'M-k. w i i l i i l i t W  ,<■| (tfaitp, niinM.*
la M"J|TT*#,V ' fci* p-4** fa*"1** I n  a# •*—  i# !*••* ««•.**•*> W
a-••. • p*arlal* HH»»|*1<1
|| at< |»a (ad H l*n M iHr ,* a 1H 
I i .a i lM  fa
» F t i  F»-|.,-»kW iaf .fifaw  
< m rfaa ,i* '« i' i i lFllir*ii I*#
f.llMt *J l-V.fa It MV1 ItVfe uM l
t t m i i t - t - i ' l  (H tP  ■* 4*<h
M lfe lk « l(V #h  farip*# h U*M^
Wtall ll lM fe k * # l | fe 
_ MIKkk* |A  p *“*
#]I<|1 M  k-a ■ *1 btfaa* III tltf
r k» *ain I* » fal.t'r I 
■ Hll'l • !«• IF* pi>a*MWM*mM 
feat fafeVfabfa *trfaM*1M. a r-tll 1’ fa 
HimKHaa"faMM*«HI>a B—* 
ta.|. .•*pirt| iimririrfMMat M# 
(*••• ki (it*. >*t* tm’n. Pt***— *
m iw lH i pi#»Pa M #|W fa**u »m 
...................*a n r*' ■ »i t aa tai
4-11n|*-"ii.pi i n n w  + m iy '
Mi* U»v*. Mil Mil a Inaat#! I M il 
Javtfakfe I M*r»‘ik' -* 
r * b n m  I* irmiifafafaiM  
bit *• B,(wr ■ h#M ■ i m  ***, m U*fM
|4luibMli,kirfai*t|fafa«J




.. *fetl*featwnfea1HI *a — m» |t 
fen—4i*Mh»i hi «*•*■ —4—  |*  
tw k-ta r ■* fa a». t t*M M PatMl 
H" a. k k pw*(li ill! I M |H lb |l 
«»■ nMkfa i*a tj* fa* |un* *• aw iu
WTfa*l«|'ll I'll"* tut* llll faM fa fa 
fei *1 il«y* f* in FV I ■ *U |.w*a 
ti fa feai*'>« #►**"*■• • n— *iu. r**
Ifala HMfl falfaMtW* I II hllM 
•wfea lupp* Pa ppij i*i I i(H Ijfa B* 
Ik'Nl la ^  tMfik a«tl1l>l*'«> u atri*
QVfaMtmfai Mktl Ult 
| U  fe) C«w*ifa— — u»ul#
fepklNI (Ii HilU 1 f *B lu  
on '* la P u-au a «  •  M Hu M 
nifea * tmwniKtlrpla I—.
M ■ U**k«,| J a.liwta * lifer (UlM M 
HMtlfannar-OnfaHw 41**1 
u m nuMi ■malMtl iMfai fetlfe 
Ua.,(nfaiilfaultp*fa lllkitfa
I «•*•*■ I fa Uuk4
r.kTT# !^ "• *» 'i.^i *•»"
— al faMku.H— ' wfarHtk Ba»- 
«i pa fa i,n b U i ilkH M M M  
P a paafa Mpl. p p H  M il* )* *
MpaatP i l t f a l  i  4rM (M
f  a fa ta i*M ^ I !•* ■• *♦ I MU
1 *-<■ a k*  J* Ikliw t kaur ifap Ip fa 
tMfe.waaU P u w i < |.(— I IMIII 
Mra takfaW«*ll I**»*li mu fe feM 
till, I fa*!'* Mfa# tuufaai m 1 iii.twuapml 
iaaMiai*U*|np U lltiW M l U 
w .av 'F ia iw ia .a  MuaUtitMU
MHktPfa4*) UMa* TTi M ■ law 
UmttUfHU *MM M-f* fe* !•*-
.niMcitt-Ua fa •*/»♦ (feikafuah 
|M 4i fa t*i*M U HVffaM fa—> PPPI 
•w4a**il*i -u>(* *a p ■uamm iin  
|iU(ul(PWafa*t» ltl k Ml** fa* —*
M *»a feint I •• tu* U*1 tfaap *11)1
h t It*'** fa paj *-t H l l l f fa', ■ 
r*« Ma x  *n * v — *  *  "I* t«a ilmiifikiMlt. *11 y r«w>li 
fa lfa|aiHpa)|)a*UPfelll.l 
» |u | l l i a < l t k  MfaMfefaM* 
fa tana t« ft F-"1U k iiriiin
aHtumi—  4« few *u« UfewfaUu 
(rikll H-a ulalilfaa Mpuafefa 
O44TV H HU r«**au N Ikur • -
I ana* lain til n>a*> lit 41 an tt fern 
faa lull Ii fa IfeltfaluWakfafa' 
Inaiafnaaa ■ 1 M fatu. 1 M*t — 
Fixwalu (Fa— *1 fe* Pnufafa Tfefeh
HU M ll tl t* tL lp llf  falfe.il*
fe«|*i r—fa.m* IMV piai Ntfafap
n! la# H lfia . Mtlfa M fa ■-------• tl II* k. —fa fa MU M Ifaafa
IMP* u— Uai.ufeiilil
)«#« *a ill a.
H" inalnuaanliHi'aiMiafe F* >!»>■ M--1 ‘ —»*■•*.»
|)Ma»!afa I K-lfa M^t <1 t in  (1<* " *'**— t
*'> ..• ~w* t , 1 >JT7fa*kfalfa*lp n . i l l t l l . i i r  ifaaalHafaaanafa
k KI r-p|>. W >al . !• (a w  la * 11 hut * I MfaMI fe*t<fe
hi.at,!,, 1 , f  fa a~ia>| raW-l M—a.u »— M>atu| #*fa I M fepfa—f ’|*a In -I) tl lar (a ak I t tfV fan ■**•* . #a* >1. (*"l I. . tl
na a.r *-* •* fa fa tfalMar n Owp—I I ^ rp—* ant— — wiki Ij^ MfaMM"
* t MM I. .1 4 1 1 .,7 """ka CT VS*. u 1. la HU .. wHI , I* Ullffal'
H, 1. , * fa b.r.W.I faPMfataa, 4 ’ *1*1" • 11 1 *1*1 , Ma( (• Ia|!4 fan
Ifa I'FH |u  f," * . n,,4aa- e-.* ..*• .*■ *- at ft 4 tt 11 1 I 414 fa •+* fa* a*
C,l’a-I*4*. r.ttiaiit* fa-fa +.bt fe* It*** feta lit. H< a.t I •** **"* M *11 a*fa.1 la ■ t l * T 1 a.kkti* fa x n m t n  4 M H feat I— * a»M* fa II ••'•• fe fat M * **fa ivaal" fe* a*i. fl •*"
| t rv lN k * k a fe ,l ' fa  1(01*1 I lmu*P MfalU t* W p*\l UUP
I Ib a , 14 U Ufa fe** fa*fa-fa* *fa fa W faafar* 1»n*pM fa feiuife Ujl pnfa
ahfb
ffafafaf 1*-* M hiii'PI P II* fafu# it fa*
VfafaU'riUil lauHbMbhOtrP 
riifaaaaal 
I* v iviaawfa fa lilt Ml * kfatfafefea 
fa a* 4a- fv ib tiv n l * 1* fe 
M* (I prafa ik-U fen Ufa ffaU* (if I I* fef 
lilt 1*1* fe a*m *1 M*t MUfaUr** B 
feaa* u4 4 Ii* fat fat* (featpi f.l ■ t-tu 
(I t * *a it fan *# *e-fa» ifat-ai a 4a 1 faaa 
nM*i Pfefal(4 i* 1 faa— put) ip 1.1*4 
41 •• II fa
f.p—  pui.kfaaufa.tawM*fe* llll 
fetfarvt lafaiu tl frialiiu «* fa hfalliu 
4 *awfalMfa Kfeifela plfauia 4* MlH 
ti4ui tkt mtff'4 ifa >lj*U*fa frnt •# I* 
IIHlU'faMll *■ 4 t ■ u ll l  I Bt Ifa
•OfaMfa.iHfaHfe a MHfaM|*#t 
*U trui.l WPMl It faa—(afa
li r.iaiuipfai.tn fat f fedm b
. Laifa.M ■ 1 
fafeataa t tl pi atttl
Mt Ir(a**a* Itafa—al l^
•fa « |*M « 14*4Hfa 4* t* I lilt 
1*4141.M Int. m  mvi*4 M>r*
Hiaftpnu
H" —ffanatalfal tfafa fa«a*M
IwtrivtiM Hkfeifa nf ,  B* Lufe 
Iwfa fe ajaatfaaa 4* KMvf «4 afallk
4a ml fe. I fa UWMfat fa Ufa (Ufa t* 
I Mr fa*, ffafa U ' ..............
lu ll  I4 M life pu 1*MP ■ fefefe 
lapuikfai.Huti«y*lUHpuiH 
IfeflB I*  I f  UUta pfe fukM -kPt'B 
• wta— at —ifa **i tat 1*  —it *a ait nr, 
feaaPllfafeu*(*i4*fe|ai ** mlitan
fafUf. Hmtiap l l n a t t  Ifel I U,r*P—fa— tu pMfeftMt—* — r *»*■. 11 i ■ tiutfetta iilquit 
I n *—a u faMP fekffa it faa M»* feaUV. *•■ 
UfaifaMnm* nap. 1*4 Ml* twt-a 
Ml* (ufeu M*1 •(*.«■ U (fa* 4 14
p*A— fewartl *U Bit I UatlrUa f* M*
cvr.~
. tu r n *  aupwkfUM* hiiiUfawi rttwavfefi fe lUit* *a M 
(tw ufa >11* — **. ■)>*• 1 M a. I nut *■
 . . *?M 0* rn fefa*fafaaw**
ItJihl. It*** fa feu MW M*t #* fea
all t I - M I II It fa L—aaaUfa Ml—a
ul *♦ a-u. 4* |fa-» Wtfa t at p*«t Ifafa*
fa 1 (ttfai a aufaw ►* r .' *| tu
  tp.faa**fa,i*v*m
i4*tfe ■ fe«Mfe* I fa u,| afafaufefa _ _ .
•  ■atfafaaul *#*■ ttM  IrHfab
tuiPfa *■***• Wm
tWMPIHllfea I* pM lftPk  
It Urwa*• fatimu pu*fa*aUPaa
fa*l>*W
w tt r—1
aafa | It fay* .VI M II lH
*ma ■ few* auMpf P k
feafal* tally
^^Wtfeul — rWWMMW-W PUP' 
alUUpa. I* — |Uau* M * -iTP* * 
faiaPWa'l'+ill •’ -* * ' ■M kit inpfefauuu U1F" -u a-k fe* a** , 
4 bfatfafalu ffattPl ^ fa.*^ WfaJb I
Ti,“?.%Vfa*«'fa*»*t- kt-aa taaifl I
U-M JllfalfaW.’itJI^fafelW^ I
  fail. *4 • ■ 1 fa • *
_► J*. >t«fafa fr-.fekia 1 
.4fa4(Utl>lH*W|fe
n t t /a n i l t n *  ** feu 1
far*r a (■ 4 aw life.
la* 1*0 fe‘U*(al ua
feuupuktinprjw— t—*ut fe* 
—>*uH>*a«a-ii Ha Itani* *1 ■ 
Ml Ft faa t- (fa.raafa fen Mirfafal
_lfa..u**fafal« r-tfe (U.ufa i*U fen e u |mu wktft—■ pa-fa fe 





t*W» a*tMauW H H
ua ft*aa a im  fe a-fa-i 1*1*44*1 
< fw**u a n  tfe r*f#u iOrfe pa
( 1 11 1 ifaPMtfefa fun turn a** hfat1 
IfaafalraaimaikfeMitfe .
frfe.atwa-i-ife f w a it a a«u 
4-U ■ (-■•* t*l Ml tfefa* P .—  w ’H 
am lifafea feu A —**>•( l*ltfepahl 
avferatta 44 fallf lBlfa*pl*f*
4a**Lfe#fa A.tiakfa fen fawfe**uf. 4t lat*
a at fat* 14* twin 1a*fa |WI Pa— k Pa«a*P* Laapufef— 4*4 u ■ —(•!»—
falkkM I 111 fa pi p i  Ufa* | afelU
tprt l#T« **i1 rHltfa • 1 Ufa fa—• 
faaira*. k l-fatfafe»<M 1 *M 
fMp. « 44 fa * IfeH fe f» *■*■( fa ■ |W 
■ i.na a, 4_rk-.a In ■■•(•■Iliad aki-tt.lnml ■! r.atfafe** id
4 n kft • *v-a*a tl tm  ..Mfati Mat 
fe**r^*#fa*> faafafafe l/fa 4*- * ut/tU,
fekMUkl 4 4  fea ffea an (Fla, naraf 
Iwan.fe a j l k  fafetlH l . l a i*  
— 1* wt If •*• * m  ffaa fa ta • au * t ‘ fe .tufe — itrfa ■ afa. * M a tfai 4* UVHltl 1n(tW*U* (Ufa ip***
t* fa* *♦»*-. t*i u ***
uwiatat — I li M in 1 
ta b*> at iw, pr- •*•
«u !•«  . Ufa Ufa fe ll fe-tkt KUI 
fa 1.1 aa aa (xtrt 1 aa I-
—*-|fefeiA*f frlfa— wfafefai-,
111* fe fart* 4*4 It amMt fe *4 a* fefe 
ft —atfe *a Upw |Wk tfe *a* b #■>**•
fei.aa fataaia auiM. »aa til-u* ■ wtt. * * 
4*4 )'■•* pa r*t# Mta.fe.felU 
kfefafe »■■—lat—kba K-a knup m* r*siwfa-n -r t—1—i #.
La Hi a k*»*4fikwww m'w 
11 4, bib |*a.fa.fa.-n 11 tilt1 
(— an r>la>11 li *a *•«-.t t 
*wta .fan»an«u. il (Ha nwt- 
■ 1 ajauu on .aia a-w «*uf.
iffafe t* k Liu# a* «j *fafefe «•(— nf
(M fed l|l"ria«faK kfa fe—fe
a a lu b atfe l.i«api*iitffe
«• (ta p  paatfeia ta pu ffe P* wu
tu**i l*fe*t p Ml 1 fefefe* m mm  intu ** q
O w a i a  p Umirw
   Mwhab ipafeWa 1
- **11 tifai iu
knPinl ip PfpwPjiiHUfe.
(H4nw.PiMarWfa(fa ipfefa 
— aa. r«i jnffa III# h'af flfaaf « 
‘ u —taafet* «•***"■* feWfakfe (fe
■"**k fe IMfe. ft Lit) U* 11
t.'i'uH hi tr—4im tfeuXq '*■ * a 4fe LiHfeai.a fe — *W—. 
ta aiatfal. h /W  f. fell faea (fe ltd U » •r-fa'i]* * * W,fet|*l.fe.t 
("•itbHwMpaaiMtM n o .  
- ti nb- -4*
UffeufuripaiwpPtfePllfe
MANIFIESTO del Presidente Jose' Manuel Balmaceda, 
El Independlente (Santiago) 1 de enero de 1891
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I k W v la t M *  rtftfaM Jmrn k k
M Vt.p 11 4» i Ut
k«*i.,k«a*vlnv*4»B. B. tl Ptm
Iftu lift ft Wait i t  k«»k#
ti s-j,s >«kiV *-wl«*la i t *  ■ 
t*w «w kt awt- V*k« «a tt h l t j .U lt  
ft A *-■*ft 4* ft* 1‘r'n L *  M w^ i*— i
H ik > l> iiW l4 ||k  I,
k t i  ( t |^ « t  ttr]irtt ta t v
l*l*fik<,b4»ft f V t U H  ■! »■%< | ,  
i' iJ m . *  *\ia* 4il w an lain It a t *  
' t l k u k ,  av,
C h  M*H. au liiV k k  •* ■  ft* O’* 
I w t  ba ml I I  ■ l a l t t t  v .nH  V  *1 
k li« > 4 M (t i-* ii i it ' i< tb A  ( I *  
a t t w v t i  a4jr B n tM  aji.fJ
■ktk *■ tkt t  >J * •■  k
t l4 H H -r < «  a t m  h m H<«i m
H l> * |iM  ft C(tnna•  I*  4.1 l'«nti 
UiBua, K*. tl M l  If ViS* n m  
M ft t t  f * »M ft M a w  a faJjaw f, m
t*twft-»Li Okklkl >.»»l»l U«<t<ai <M*
n  ( u ^ t f l  tm*t9 H  H tH  r v t
Ifv P> I t h k  H u r t
Bkfc'mtt In  — A* At
i, n i.kM ik /t f tM  atiM ili
lk*f*ll
i 'i  tvruti W i i t r f l i i f i  i t A lt l  
i iiia 4* V(tJt I *  tlM 'kk h u t*  i| 
M*4 A I ^ k t ik M N I  fM 0* M *  
In I
•J .-.M b O t ^  i k k f r t i t i t ^  
u F«H p* m. pr,,»»M*!|l,Mktt 
Ir^tt'itfVk kkvHj 4 t« V r*
t, '►* *i |* k t  it H W f f
Hr*tkk At r*r^
k I «!*■!, k t« *  IMMt, I M k i l *
M * '|U * - 'L .4 * tr « A t — J P
■ »M »k,i ■ I* t# fk |i  ta ■* !• tkttkl* (t*M
V i m lh u t i a iM M M i M .  
ItW i ■ k i l a N  HW 4I **t m i  
■ p r t r i i r i  HI |N  (M i k  k  m i I
‘ t t l k t i k l X H f i i M  ^kM IW H  
A k> *■ k m  Jk *  p i I 
■ I4<t* At* M-MaK i  kri | k * h n
M u arim ti1*  r K l n l  “ i t .  
■ < -»> '«« 14>i — I « m . [ M i a  
i « 0  h k v l t  A tw t* *»*vL\?*k> 
H I *•* J** f * lV  I l«W, a f|t  fct| H 
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J*t »* t  | i  i i  M i  4 > ^ < v « b n  ti|«>
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ta>*^i)trt* (v^ ll k'MI l i  i’jMM 
I Vll.n'k >hm bk«l*U fliMli 
f'W m M k At b u w ib i
■ '-'kf’tvbft'I^Ntf IwMk 1 1 AH Him.
4 ft f •,'% l>w) trm t>i  ^k**n Un 4 ]kH 
' t t t t k  I  l i - m  t*
t l U k l> ( > L l .k t f M  t 4 w  |MW
kilt b t k k t d i u u  i*« » ) i w i i k  
I tdkit*Cwa It kf | i t n  •  Ilk*,
i l l l t  i11 ■ IH | fc», M  If h M k  |i  kl 
rpt'tk tt t<k> fj |m>4 ftf A
-  mi* |ta  a  a t * *  a r * t hm\ i•m* ^ if v
U .Ifk tk n A *  r'A* *A^M*Mt.ti 
I w i  »  «r* t iM M tlN  * 1*1 At *
* Ml l l f k i lk .' »■ IfcWTt'* — t
. * l i *  RttiMia, 
I n H v I ]  t a l t » k « b ( H i > T k  
a. n tm it ham*
M i ( ll III M I  iMV*< it 1H
i b i l  * « i |i^ *  ta t 1 1 t f 
||fc»M • U ■* i t a U t l  lk *N  t  M.
IV nt V. Am SV i F>ttM t4^ P*i 
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and proceeded toward the north. Meanwhile there were 
insurrections in the northern provinces loyal to Congress 
and Congress raised an army of ten thousand men.
The army remained loyal to the President. Balmaceda, 
in order to form a counter-revolutionary force in the 
provinces that were not under the sway of Parliament, re­
sorted to all types of exactions. He made the function-' 
aries who did not concur with his thinking destitute.
He jailed those whom he considered dangerous. He shut 
down presses and established an irritating spy system.
The jails filled with political enemies and many claimed 
to have been tortured*. The President became both feared 
and hated. One incident in particular added to his un­
popularity. As was their custom, a group of young people, 
all members of prominent families, were meeting in the 
house of Lo Canas, owned by don Carlos Walker Martdtnez, 
when it was attacked by Government troops. Several of 
the youths, representatives of the Young Conservatives,
were killed and others were taken captive. The prisoners
9
were executed immediately on the grounds.
Finally, on the 21st of August, the two armies met 
on the sandy soil of Concon, at the mouth of the R^o 
Anconcagua. The Congresionales triumphed. Seven days 
later they met the forces of Balmaceda'at La Placilla, 
the "back door to Valparaiso." The battle was a bloody
Q
The night of August 19-20. Encina, Historia XX*249-251.
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one and proved fatal for Balmaceda's cause. In the two 
battles some eight thousand persons were killed. Among 
the dead was the Commander of the Gobiemlsta forces, 
General Orosimbo Barbosa.
The revolution cost Chile over ten thousand lives 
and some one hundred million pesos. 10
In those eight months of civil war between Congress 
and Balmaceda, of the four Claretian communities (Santiago, 
Curicd, La Serena and Valparaiso) only those of Curico' and 
La Serena followed a relatively normal course. The people 
of Valparaiso experienced constant fear of sudden assault 
and bombardment. The Community in Santiago came the 
closest to disaster.
Balmaceda's espionage system served as a form of 
organized persecution for those in opposition to the re- 
gime. The systematic search of houses was carried out 
sometimes by official authorities and at others by a 
turbulent rabble that took advantage of the opportunity 
to avenge injuries and to steal without fear of punish­
ment. Regardless of the circumstances, each house was 
considered a refuge for revolutionaries. Guilt was al­
ways assumed. Neither the house of worship nor the con­
vent was exempt from the invasion. The Portero. Brother 
Pedro Marco, recounted later the events as they took
^Encina, Historia de Chile. (1970) 111*1900
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place and the trials and tribulations of the Community 
during the troubled timesi
"Groups of ten to twenty men passed through 
the streets* always armed and always with that 
characteristic step. X knew them by their heavy 
and authoritative blows on the door. When X 
opened it they threw me aside and began to search 
the premises - Church* attic, cells, kitchen* re­
fectory. They had to be left to their own devices 
in order to convince themselves of our innocence.
We did not argue with them. As foreigners we were 
neutrals* neither Balmacedistas nor Constltucional- 
istas. We have never affiliated ourselves with 
any party* although individual sympathies may have 
been expressed within the cloister... " 1 1
One day one of the Community's benefactors came to 
the door. Shortly before his son had died at Lo Cartas 
and he was desolate and in a highly agitated state. He 
was seeking refuge. He assured the priests that he was 
to be killed if he fell into the hands of the government 
sympathizers. The Claretians wanted to help, but as 
their house was always subject to search and always high­
ly suspect, they did not know just what to do. Every­
thing there was in full view, there was no hiding place. 
Xt was said that the searchers even looked under the 
church bells. The distraught gentleman begged their 
pardon for having compromised them and turned to leave. 
The anguish of his friend refreshed the memory of the 
Superior. He called the Brother in charge of the dis­
pensary and asked where the Community kept food that
11Archivo Provincial, Santiago de Chile.
would spoil with the heat. There was a hole under the 
dispensary, hardly a comfortable hiding place as a man 
could only fit inside in a sitting position. It was not 
even large enough to keep the wine. The gentleman was 
as delighted as if he had been offered the suite of honor 
in a luxury hotel. He remained hidden several days; 
fortunately very few, as the triumph at La Placilla changed 
the complexion of things. Barely a half an hour after 
the refugee had taken his jubilent leave, another gentle­
man entered. He revealed himself as a Balmacista in need 
of sanctuary. The Superior had no time for reflection 
and indicated the little hole, still warm from the other's 
presence. He told the latest refugee that they would 
converse later when the situation had stabilized some­
what. After a short while, the Community decided that 
it was necessary to refer the case to don Carlos Walker, 
to whom the asilado was known as a "perfect gentleman 
incapable of committing a felony." Don Carlos asked 
that they protect the man until such time as he could be 
provided with the necessary assistance. A safe-conduct 
pass was soon forthcoming, and the Balmacedista went to 
join his family.12
With the return of peace the Claretian Community of 
Santiago settled down to the routine of its daily regime.
12Antonio Molinero in Ensayo histdrico de los Misioneros 
Hi.jos del Inmaculado Corazdn de Marin de la caaa de 
Santiago, by Concordio de Nebreda. np* MS• p . kj.
CHAPTER VI
A. CAPITULAR GENERAL DE CERVERA - 1895
1
While the Visltadurfa of Chile extended itself to­
ward the south of the Republic and located one of its 
communities in the Diocese of Concepcion, there were 
discussions relative to the internal development of the 
Congregacion and the expansion of its overseas missions 
in progress in the historic University of Cervera in 
Spain, The meetings involved the most distinguished 
members of the hierarchy of the Claretian Institute, 
Among them was a Chilean. Born in Serena, he followed 
two careers — that of lawyer and priest. He also taught 
mathematics in the Seminario Serenese. and he wrote a 
highly recommended text on the subject. After his or­
dination, he presided over the Cofradia del Corazon de 
Jesus, in his time the most prestigious and the largest 
landowner in the district. On March 19* 1886, he enter­
ed the noviate of the Sons of the Immaculate Heart of 
Mary and was professed on May 7th of the same year. He 
was transferred to Alagon and made superior of the
•j
Administrative unit of the Congregacion during the 19th 
century. Presided over by the Visitador. its scope 
was equivalent to today's Provincia.
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Colegio there* In September of 1895 he assisted as a 
delegate to the General Chapter being held in Cervera. 
From that he would go out invested with the first Pro- 
vincialature of the Congregacion. He was to exercise the 
same charge in the Republic of Mexico and later serve as 
Consultor General. His name - Padre F&lix Alejandro 
Cepeda.^
Although it lacked five years for the fulfillment 
of the specified time period, internal circumstances pre- 
cipitated a new General Chapter. The Congregacion had 
extended itself prodigiously. The missionaries had 
houses in almost every province in Spain. They worked 
in the Americas, both South and North, and in the terri­
tory of Spanish Guiana. In the year 1895 the Claretians 
possessed fifty houses; one in Italy, twenty-nine in 
Spain, nine in Africa and eleven in America, inhabited 
by one thousand, five hundred and ninety-one individuals. 
A centralized, one-man government was no longer viable. 
Padre Xifre was approaching eighty years of age and the 
state of his health did not permit him the ease of move-
2 *Juan Ramon Ramirez, Vida del ilustre obispri chileno Dr. 
don Jose Manuel Orrego v Pizarro. Santiagoi ImD. 
Chile’,' iTi'i." p. 224. --------
The last General Chapter met in 1888 and another was not 
scheduled before 1 9 0 0.
^Aguilar, Historia de la Congregacion. I;650-678.
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ment required by the office he held. He felt that the 
time had come to diversify the "command" of the Institu- 
te and proposed the division of the Coneregacion into 
more autonomous provinces. The General Chapter was 
convened on September 2 for this express purpose.
There were many factors involved, but the end re­
sult of the discussions was that the Coneregacion was
sectioned into the Provinces of Cataluna and Castilla. 
Decisions were made relative to the assignment of houses 
of formation to each and the delination of territory.
The American communities were not elevated into provinces 
but were aggregate, those of the North and Central regions 
to the Province of Cataluna, governed by Padre Cepeda, 
and that of Castilla, taking in all of South America and 
ruled by Padre Isaac Burgos. Under this arrangement, the 
Visitaduria of Chile fell under the supervision of the 
Provincial of Castilla, and immediately the charge of
5
Padre Antonio Dalmau as Visitador of Chile was confirmed.
Juridically speaking, it can be said that with the 
new organization, the old province of San Jos£ of Chile, 
which in 1876 was converted into a Visitadurfa dependent 
upon the Generalate, dropped back another rung, passing 
to the dependency of a Provincial. Actually, the system 
was favorable for the almost omnivorous provisional
^Fernandez, Compendio hlstorico de la Congregacion. I*
8h
powers invested in its Visitadores. Since,in this sane 
year (1895)» the house of San Pablo was founded in Brazil, 
the Jurisdiction of the Visitador of America Meridonal. 
which until that time had been only nominal, was ampli­
fied with the immense Brazilian territory.
The American Visitadores did not attend the Chapter 
of Cervera, a fact which Padre Xifre lamented with 
these words;
"The Visitadores of America could not be heard s 
and their voices would have been very appropriate*"^
The following year an extraordinary Chapter was con­
vened in Santo Domingo de Calzada, Spain (April 15* 1 8 9 6)
that was no more than a complement to the first. It ser­
ved to delineate the duties and prerogatives of the pro­
vinces, the method by which the Visitadores or their
delegates would supervise the different houses, terri-
7
torial limitations and the like*
In Accordance with the Capitular resolutions, Padre 
Xifre, in a circular dated May 26, 1 8 9 8, ordered that all 
the American Visitadores were to assist in exercises in 
the house in Segovia scheduled to begin on July 3rd of
g
the same year. In compliance, Padre Dalmau traveled to 
Spain and met with Padre Xifr£, Padre Burgos and the Gen-
^Anales de la Congregacion. V;197-200.
rr
Actas del Cap£tulo General Extraordinarlo de Santo Do­
mingo de la C&lzada." Abril de 1895* MS p. 5*
g
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eral Council. He returned to Chile on September 2, 1898.
B. PADRES VALLIER AND DALMAU
On December 18, 1892, Padre Antonio Dalmau was named
Visitador for the Province of San Jose. Very soon there­
after the Superior General ordered the return of Padre 
Vallier to Spain. The new Visitador Judged it unwise to 
advise Vallier of the Generalate's order, and he wrote 
the Generalate giving his reasons for having suspended 
the mandate. Padre Placido Abella, the Provincial Sec-
I
retary, in a letter to Padre Xifr£, enumerated them:
"...Humanly speaking, it would be a very great 
loss for this portion of the Congreeacion. He 
^Vallier] is much needed here for his council, 
his knowledge and his leadership. He is also 
well-known and admired outside the community.•• 
with a reputation Justly acquired."9
In February of 1893» the Superior General made his 
visit to the Chilean communities. He met with Padre 
Vallier and evidently poured oil on the troubled waters 
and soothing Padre Vallier*s ruffled feelings.
Padre Valuer's health had been broken with the 
physical and mental anguish he suffered during the dis­
agreement. In the same year (1893) he suffered an 
attack of paralysis from which he recuperated very slowly. 
In 189^ he lived for three months in Curic6, taking ad-
^Padre Placido Abella al Muy Reverendo Padre Xifre, 5 do
mayo de 1892. Archivo Provincial, Santiago de Chile.
MS.
vantage of the mild climate there. He later went to Val­
paraiso, where he died on the 26th of July, 1895, at the 
age of 62. He was buried in the city cemetery after 
funeral services in the Iglesia del Coraz6n de Maria.
Six years after his death his remains were disinterred 
and transferred to Santiago for*^  burial in the front of 
the left nave of the Basilica del Corazon de Maria.
His loss was felt throughout the Archdiocese. Letters 
of admiration and commiseration poured in from the Vicar 
General, religious congregations - Capuchins, Buen Pastor. 
Magdalenas. Provldencias - the Bishop of La Serena, Mon- 
senor Orrega, and don Plorencio Fontecilla of Valparaiso, 
among others. Except for the brief two years that Padre 
Molinero held the reins, Padre Vallier had ruled the Con- 
gregacidm in America from its founding in I8 7O until the 
first months of 1893* some twenty-two years.
As Padre Vallier1s successor, Padre Dalmau*s task 
was far from an easy one. He was stepping into the shoes 
of a man admired, loved and respected by the Community, 
the clergy and the public. Padre Dalmau was dynamic and 
felt a very strong impulse to expand the Province and to 
carry it to the furtherest territories. In his time, 
the voices of the Missionaries resounded in all the cities 
of the Republic, in the Obispado of Concepci6n, in Arau- 
candia and on the rocky, barren coasts of the Archipelago 
of Chiloe. He wanted to establish houses in San Fernando, 
in Talca, in Temuco, in Quirihue, in Buenos Aires, in the
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barrioa of ultra-Mapocho. in the Monaaterio de las Veron­
icas .
Two circumstances prejudiced Padre Dalmau*s orien­
tation and negated his influence. First, the impossibili­
ty of his having been imbued with the Claretian spirit; 
and, secondly, his reliance upon those who thought as he 
or who came to Chile posterior to the patriarchial era.
In reality, the nomination of Padre Dalmau as Visitador 
in Chile came as a surprise to all concerned, not only 
in America, but on the Peninsula as well. No one knew 
him. It was known only that he possessed excellent gifts, 
that he had been an exemplary parish priest, that he 
carried a reputation of being a great preacher, due to 
which he was sought after throughout his parish as a 
speaker* His religious life was another matter. After 
only one year in the noviate, in the company of little 
boys and youths, where he was as a cedar among shrubs, 
he had lived with the Padres of the Congregacion for 
only five months. The question was raised as to the 
possibility of his having been able to assimilate the 
spirit of the Congregacion in such a short span of time.
He had to adapt himself to different methods, to become 
acclimatized and accustomed to the Institute's collective 
phychology, to study its traditions and understand its 
singularities. Was he, then, qualified to govern a pro­
vince at such a great distance from the center, across 
an ocean, while conforming to the modality, not of the
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secular priest and parroco. but as a Claretian religious? 
Only time could provide the answers to such questions.
The Bishop of Concepcion, Monsenor don Pl£cido 
Labarca, wrote Padre Dalmau early in 1895 requesting that 
missionaries be sent into the Araucanian country*
"I am proposing to you a Mission in Chilian 
because I would like for you to be known in 
those regions adjacent to Linares so that later in 
they may become your field of apostolic activity,"
The Bishop asked Dalmau to set the date for the 
mission and that the Visitador himself be one of the 
missionaries participating. It was to be the first time 
the Claretians had evangelized in the Diocese of Concep­
cion. They preached in Chilian, Temuco, Traiguen, Victoria, 
Coigtieco, Parral, San Carlos, and Concepcion.
Two years later, Padres Soteras and Silvester Alvarez 
returned to the Diocese and preached in many of the 
places in Araucanxa which are steeped in the history of 
Chile. The inhabitants recounted in much detail the dis­
graceful fate of Valdivia in his struggle with Caupoli- 
can and the priests were shown the site of his imprison­
ment and death. In Canete they viewed Valdivia's fort 
with its moat, and in the jail-barracks, the cannon 
used at that time.
In 1 8 9 8 the Claretians sent missionaries into the 
southern Diocese of Ancud, where they worked in Ancud,
^Archivo Provincial, Santiago de Chile.
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Achao, Castro, Calbuco, Puerto Montt, Osomo, La Unicfn, 
Valdivia and Corral. With this mission, the Claretian 
voice had been heard throughout Chile.
Padre Dalmau aspired for more stable establishments. 
The prelates were concerned with the establishment of 
missionary centers in their dioceses. As was natural, 
they were looking out for their own interests; whatever 
would most benefit the people for whom they ministered.
The Visitador had to be concerned with the advantages for 
the Xnstituto. carefully weighing the proposed conditions 
and projecting future development.
In 1 8 9 6 , Padre Dalmau, on his way to Spain, negotia­
ted the formation of a new community in Buenos Aires as 
projected by the Bishop of the Argentine capital. The 
plan was implemented, after further developments, by the 
Visitador of Chile in 1900.
In July of 1897» and in January of 1899» as Visitador 
of Chile and Brazil, Dalmau made a visit to the house in 
Sao Paulo, the only one then in the immediate Brazilian 
territory, and treated with the Archbishop of Rio de 
Janeiro, don Joaquin Arcoverde, referent to the foundation 
in Campinas and Butucapu.
C. THE RECALL OF PADRE DALMAU AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF
FRANCISCO CLAPAROLS
Padre Dalmau received a letter from Cervera signed 
by the General Council and dated March 11, 1899» part of
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which said*
"Very esteemed Padre, special circumstances 
oblige us to order that as soon as possible, you 
come to Spain, Leave Padre Claparols in charge 
of those missions and in the capacity of Visita­
dor in the interim. Invest him with the facul­
ties conceded to yourself..." 11
True to his vow of obedience, Padre Dalmau departed im­
mediately for Spain. It is not known precisely why he 
was recalled. Rumors and opinions flowed freely - that 
his methods of expanding the Institute had not met with 
favor; that there were at that time men high in the 
government of the Congregacion who did not approve of 
him because he was identified with an anterior regime - 
for whatever reason, Antonio Dalmau was no longer Visi­
tador of Chile and Brazil.
On the 1^th of April, 1899» without leaving the 
Supership of Santiago, a post he had held since February 
of 189**, Padre Francisco Claparols assumed the interim 
office of Visitador. In the thinking of his superiors, 
the interim was to be a brief one as Padre Dalmaufs re­
placement had been named a few months earlier. Internal 
problems caused the nomination to be cancelled and the 
interim rule of Padre Claparols was prolonged until 
August of 1901» at which time the Provincial Chapter met 
in Segovia.
Francisco Claparols was well accepted by his subor-
11Anales, VI*35^« For complete text, see pages following.
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ordinates. He treated them with feeling and respect.
His contemporaries said that he was slow to anger and 
zealous in his duties. They also said that he could not 
preach and that he was not much of a conversationalist.
Padre Claparols sent several recommendations to his 
friendt Padre Tomas Sese, who was later to serve as the 
Congregacion1s highest official in Chile. Sese was asked 
to give his opinion as to the suitability of the proposals
before they were submitted to the Generalate. The sug­
gestions reflect a progressive evolution of the minister­
ial activities, orientation toward the juridical and a 
tendency toward greater amplitude for the faculties of 
the Visitador;
1) Stipulate that the Visitador not be Superior in 
any of the houses in order that he might have 
greater freedom of action.
2 ) Indicate the names of those who can be named 
Superiors of the houses.
3 ) When permission is granted an individual, it 
should not have force until it has the OK of
the Visitador; or the Visitador should be con­
sulted beforehand.
k) Ask the Generalate of the Congregacion to give 
permission for day and night schools in specific 
ed locales with the approval of the Visitador. 
(This was of paramount importance and indicated 
the tendency toward new fields of action for 
the communities.)
5) When an individual is designated Superior he 
should receive documentary proof of his charge,
6 ) The communities in America should be in constant 
contact with those in Spain and should receive 
whatever benefits accrue to the whole.12
In 1900 the Archbishop of* Santiago requested, as he 
had for several years, that the Cordimarianos take charge 
of the spiritual direction of the Captoline Seminary.
The Superiors vere opposed to the idea because it would 
necessitate the Missionaries living outside the convent. 
However, on March 1st of that same year, the Archbishop 
specifically requested the attendance of Padre Jos^
Maria Forcada. The community, despite the dissenting vote 
of Padre Avellana, complied with the Bishop's request 
and Padre Forcada assumed the spiritual directorship of 
the seminary.
12Archivo Provincial, Santiago de Chile.
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Nombramiento oficial de Visitador 
y superiores locales de Santiago, La 
Serena, Curico y Valparaiso.
CHAPTER VII
CLARETIAN ADMINISTRATIVE REORGANIZATION
The Claretian houses in America, by their profusion, 
by the intensity of their work, by the variation in their 
nature, by the immense radius they covered, by their prob­
lems, often urgently in need of solution, caused much in­
quietude and agonizing moments for the Visitadores. Im­
pulsive, dynamic, of unlimited horizons and as inquiet 
as the Republic itself, they needed a regime with more 
agility, more independence, more authority in their own 
initiatives| in short, a regime which would permit them 
to live more by and for their own actuation.
The Spanish provinces, to which the Americans were 
subject, had too many internal problems to be able to 
pay close attention to the distant overseas foundations. 
Even they had not achieved complete organization. They 
lacked noviciates and scholastic facilities, without 
which they could staff neither their own nor the houses 
overseas. This urgent necessity imposed a change of 
structure on the organization of the CongregacitSn.
Almost exclusively with this end in mind, the Extraor­
dinary Chapter was convened in Selva del Campo (Spain) 
on April 2*1, 190*1. The American Visitadores could not
9 6
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be excluded from such relevant negotiations. However, 
by the Rule of the Congregacion. they did not enjoy the 
right to assist at the Chapter. The authorization came 
through Pontifical Decree.1 By virtue of the new author­
ization, Ram6n Genover, Visitador of Chile and Brazil, 
and Ramon Prat, Visitador of Mexico, were among those 
present at the General Chapter. The former left Padre 
Claparols in charge of the Chilean houses during his 
absence.
The first sessions of the Chapter were concerned with 
the Visitadurias. The discussions, the motivations and 
the resolutions adopted are to be found in the Actas as 
summarized by Padre Mata and published for the overseas 
communities.
"...By the decree of October 28, 1895i the erec­
tion of the VisitadurjCas in America was provisional 
but it gave them a definitive and stable organization. 
It has been observed that said Visitadurias could not 
exist as such with a permanent character within Chap­
ter XI of our Constituciones...being considered in­
consistent with the Pontifical concession, it was 
decided to make provisions for resolution of the 
problem. From those antecedentes have come eight 
points of discussion, as follows;
to give the Visitadurfas a stable organization.
b) the question of their segregation from the 
provinces of Cataluna and Castilla.
c) if the superior of each is to be named by the 
Generalate.
d) if also the other members of the governing 
body are to be so named.
e) who is to name the superiors of the local 
houses?
f) the length of terms of office.
g) the divisions and demarkations of said Visi-
1 Anales , IX*^51
tadurfas. 2
h) names to be assigned to them.11
The first four were fundamental. They proposed a 
government of major efficiency and one which could re­
solve problems as they arose. The Chapter approved the 
first four proposals, after which the solution of the 
final four offered no great difficulties.
The action on the eight cited accords should be con­
sidered as terminating the t r a n s i t o r y  regime of the old 
Visitadurfas in America. They were to be replaced, pre­
supposing approval by the Holy See, by three divisions.
They were to be called "Vicarias Generalicias,11 in or­
der to more closely follow the practice of other religious 
corporations extant in the Americas. The northern divis­
ion was to be the Vicarfa Generalicia de Mexico and the 
southern portion was to be made up of the Vicarfa Gener­
alicia de Chile and the VicarJa Generalicia de Argentina 
3V Brazil.
The Vicar^as were to be segregated from the Spanish 
provinces immediately and were to be dependent upon the 
General Government. The General Council was to name those 
to fill the offices of Vicario Generalicio. two Consultores. 
Ministro and Secretario. These five individuals were to 
constitute the Vicaral Government. The local superiors
2
'Actas del Capitulo General Extraordinario." Selva del
Campo, 15>0^ i. MS.
Fernandez, Compendio historico. 11:162.
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and their councils were to be named by the Vicaral govern­
ment and the duration of all offices was set at six years.
The Holy See, to which the provisions were sent, in­
terpreted the resolutions as indicative of the anxiety of 
the Americans for major independence and greater control 
over their own destinies. Before approving the changes, 
the Congregation of Bishops and Regulars introduced the 
following modifications*
"1) In the Vicarlas Generales the naming of 
the Vicar and Consultors appertains to the local 
superiors, requiring the confirmation of the 
Superior General and his Council.
2) The Vicar and another delegate elected by 
the local superiors will have the right to assist 
at the General Chapter.
3 ) If there be difficulty for the meeting of 
the cited superiors, they will be empowered to 
make the indicated nomination by means of secret 
ballots that will be sent to the Generalate.”5
The Sacred Congregation approved, with additional
alterations, the accords as follows*
" 1 ) The regimen of the Vicarios and Cuasi- 
Pnvincias will be for five years ad experimentum.
2) The election of the Vicar and his Consul- 
tores will rest with the local superiors and al­
so with a delegate from each one of the houses or 
residencias of the Vicarate.””
The mandate carries the date of August 19, 190*1 and
it delayed, at least temporarily, the democratic process. 
The Generalate, in council on the 10th of September,
it




190**, agreed to the dismemberment of the Visitadurias of
of America from the Provinces of Catalu&a and Castillaf
with the communities of South America dependent upon the 
7Cuasiprovincia of Chile for those in that country, and 
those of Brazil and Argentina on the Visitadurias of
g
the same name. It further decreed that Padre Genover
would continue at the head of the Cuasiprovincia. not
as delegate of the Provincia de Castilla, but as delegate
of the Superior General until such time as the election
9
of a new Cuasiprovincial could be verified.
On September 22 the compiled instructions as approved 
were sent to each of the local superiors. Included were 
points of canon law and the order of procedure. Among 
the Chileans there was a certain amount of dissention and 
nervousness in the exercise of one of the functions of 
popular sovereignty for the first time.
The first Capitulo Cuasiprovincial was convened in 
Valparaiso on May 3, 1905- The following July saw the
conclusion of the conferences, with the results being 
submitted to the Generalate for ratification. The 
approval of Padre Tomas Ses6 as Superior Cuasiprovincial. 
came by cable on the 19th of July, 1905.
7
An appelation adopted as being more in keeping with the
Constituciones. It indicated a degree under Provincia.
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CHAPTER VIII
A. THE CUASI PROVINCIA UNDER PADRE TOMAS SESE* 1905-1909
At. this point in time, with less of an aspect of a 
colony, having acquired in 190** the right of choosing 
for itself the people to govern it, the Congregacion 
in Chile manifested a sweeping tendency toward wider 
horizons, new modalities in the apostolate and the desire 
to break ground in virgin fields.
This tendency was manifest in the election of Padre 
Tomas Sese as superior of the Cuasiprovincia.1 Padre 
Sese was, with the exception of Padre Vallier, the most 
influential man in the history of the Chilean community. 
From the Visitaduria of Padre Dalmau until the Provincial- 
ate of Padre Silvestre Alvarez (192**-1930), officially or 
extra-officially, Padre Sese never ceased intervening in
According to ecclesiastic law, the union of various reli­
gious houses under the same superior constitutes a 
religious province. Juridically speaking, there is 
considerable doubt that the title of "Province" as 
used by the Congregacion in Chile between 1870 and 
1876 was canonically legitimate, based as it was 
upon future and forseen foundations. The Chilean 
houses were constituted Cuasiprovincia in 190** (by 
Rescript of August 19, 190**) and only legitimately
acquired the title Provincia in 1923.
Lorenzo Cristobal, CrOnica v Archivo» 1870-1970. 
Santiago: SOPECH, 1970. p. 157.
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the affairs of the Provincialate. Seal's personality 
has been much discussed. This would indicate that he 
was a relevant personality who was above the common­
place. Because Padre Sese was polyfaceted, he was 
usually judged contradictorily according to the facet 
he exhibited. He was, at the same time, soft and hard, 
prodigal and stingy, expansive and reserved, careless 
and diligent, ductile and extreme, tenacious and obstinate 
without seeming so. No one surpassed him in diplomacy, 
few in his own domain. No one was beneath his personal 
attention and he was as concerned for the small as for 
the great of his world. His intellectual gifts were sub­
stantial and he never failed to find a quick and equitable 
solution for problems as they arose. Padre Sese loved 
his congregaci6n and wished it a prestigious presentation 
in the society of his time. He attempted anything which, 
would contribute to this prestige.
Sese concerned himself with accomodating authorities 
and persons outside the Institute,' constituting himself 
press agent or commercial broker. In his concern for 
foundations and his mania for expansion he acquired enor­
mous prestige in high places. The bishops found in him 
an incomparable solicitor in his activities in the dio­
cese on the part of the Missionaries* He received a 
copious correspondence from civil authorities and persons 
of high station full of consideration and affection. On 
the other hand, he received from his hierarchial superiors
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and from other members of the Institute letters of cor­
rection, of bitter reproach, of disapproval of his con­
duct and proceedure.
Thus the reader may form an opinion of the man who 
governed the Claretian Corporation during the first period 
of the Cuasiprovincia. His gestations culminated in the 
appearance of the revista Estrella de Andacollo on the 
25th of December, .1905* He set the foundations for the 
establishment of the commercial printing office, Editorial
Claret. In later years it was called Talleres Tlpografi- 
2cos.
Padre Sese was responsible for launching the Congre­
gacion on a fully educational mission in Chile* He also 
inaugurated programs for adults - the Circulo de Obreros 
del Corazon de Marfa and the Instituto San Martin in 
Curico.^
Between the years 1870 and 190*t one hundred, thirty- 
nine missionaries arrived from Spain in different expedi­
tions to found and reinforce the Colonia Claretiana in
Chile. Ninety-seven were priests and forty-two Brothers 
I*
Coadjutors. In the course of thirty-five years, death, 
return to the Peninsula, transfer to other provinces
O
‘’Talleres Tipograficos was sold in 19*>5»
3
Both of these organizations were part of the social apos- 
tolate of the Claretians to provide pertinent educa­
tional activities and common meeting grounds for adults.
Aguilar, Historia de la Congregacion. 1*29**.
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and defections considerably diminished the personnel 
available for the active ministry with the result that, 
during- the period of the Cuasiprovincia. there were only 
ninety-six individuals, sixty priests and thirty-six 
brothers, for the staffing of ten residences and to 
provide for new foundations.
Fortunately, the Spanish seminaries had a plethora 
of life and the youth therein dreamed of their passage 
to America. In 1905» 1906 and 1907* there were expedi­
tions sent to Chile, with six, six and three men res­
pectively. In 1908 there were two groups, six in one 
and seven in the other.^
On January 6 , 1906, Padre Clemente Serrat, the 
Superior General, died. For the purpose of replacing 
him an extraordinary General Chapter was convoked in 
Araneda de Duero, Spain. Padre Anselmo Santesteban was 
selected to represent the Cuasiprovincia and he embarked 
immediately after his election (April, 1906) for Spain.
While Padre Santesteban made his way to Araneda de 
Duero, a tremendous catastrophe befell the cities and 
towns of the Republic of Chile. On August 16 , 1906, as
reported by a Santiaguino journalist:
"At eight in the afternoon a dreadful earth­
quake was produced that spread desolation through­
out the central valley of Chile, extending more 
than 100,000 square kilometers. Its jolts were 
carried to the last confines of the Republic. The
Aguilar, Historia de la Congregacion. 1*29^*
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catastrophe in San Francisco, California was no 
more than a rehersal for the much more terrible 
event from which the country has not yet fully re­
covered. Ther terrible phenomenon <began in a man­
ner both sudden and violent, and it filled the 
two million inhabitants with panic - all those who 
peopled the eleven most fertile provinces from the 
Rio Choapa to the Bio Bio. The most solid, heavy 
buildings rocked as a ship on the high seas, pro­
ducing a deafening noise. Under foot the earth 
vibrated, threatening to open momentarily to swal­
low lives as effectively as it opened deep grooves 
and circular fissures. Overhead the sky, reddened 
by the abundant electric current that Issued from 
the high peaks of the Andes and illuminated by the 
resplendant lightening flashes over the horizon, 
seemed to announce the conflagration that is to 
precede the universal judgement of all peoples.
The plazas and walkways of the city of Santiago 
served from the first moments as points of refuge 
for the people. They rushed to them seized by a 
terror without measure. Thousands of persons knelt 
in the mud, under the rain which fell at the same 
time, and invoked the aid of God, believing that to 
be the last day of their lives. When the hours of 
panic passed, the wealthy families were installed 
in their carriages and many people occupied the 
public service coaches and tramways in order to 
pass the night and keep out of the rain - no one 
was going to attempt to enter his house. By mid­
night there was not a single unoccupied vehicle to 
be found. The Government and^Diplomatic Corps were 
lodged in railway coaches..."
Even more severe were the effects of the earthquake 
in the Province of 0*Higgins where the earth opened and 
entire houses disappeared under the ground. In Petorca 
all the ground sank two meters. The seismic vertical pass­
ed through Nogales and all the houses jumped from their 
foundations. Almost nothing remained of Melipilla, but 
the most serious damage occured in the Province of Val-
^"El terremote!" El Mercurio (Santiago) 17 de agosto de
1906. p. 1.
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paraiso, with its four departments ( Valparaiso, Litnache, 
Quillota and Casa Blanca), most of which was totally ruined* 
One journalist wrote of the terrible destruction in the 
port city and its environs:
"Valparaiso, the second city of the Republic, 
and the first port in South America on the Pacific, 
is the first of all the cities that have suffered, 
having been left almost totally destroyed by the 
combined action of the earthquake and the fire.
It is estimated that there are five thousand dead, 
ten .thousand injured and hundreds of millions of 
pesos worth of material damage. Numerous ships and 
trains were used in transporting the survivors to 
other areas of the Republic - twenty thousand from 
Vifta del Mar; one thousand, nine hundred from Limache- 
San Francisco; Quilpu£, four thousand; Olmu^, one 
thousand, five hundred; Quillota, ten thousand; Llay- 
Llay, five thousand; Calera, two thousand; Nogales, 
one thousand, three hundred; and Casa Blanca one 
thousand two hundred. Additionally awesome is the 
realization that all this devastation was the re­
sult of a catastrophe which lasted four minutes, 
fifty seconds, and was followed four minutes later 
by another of equal intensity of twenty seconds.
The oscillations were repeated, although more gently, 
twenty-three times from 8*00 P. M. on the night of 
the 16th until the morning of the 17th, on which day 
twenty tremors were registered, although lesser in 
intensity."7
The Claretians, too, experienced the consequences of 
this national flaggelation. Miraculously, they did not 
suffer the loss of any of their personnel, although their 
material losses were extensive. Of the four communities 
within the central zone, Linares was the most fortunate.
Its new church with its iron framework resisted the shocks. 
In Curico the high altar was moved from its base. In
^"Cat^strofe de Valparaiso,11 El Mercurio (Santiago)
19 de agosto de 1906. p. 3* '
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Talca both the house and the church fell. Santiago's 
community saw the crest of the church's facade fall and 
the dislocation of one of the arches, minor defects which 
were soon forgotten. The most unfortunate victim was 
Valparaiso, where nothing more than rubbish remained of 
the church, the casa de e.iercicios and the residence of 
the community.
There are two chronicles of the effects of the 
earthquake on the Claretians in Valparaiso, one by Padre 
Santiago Jim&nez, who was a member of the community, and 
the other by Padre Vilahur, who went to assist the people 
in Valparaiso as soon as communications were established. 
From both were solicited the following data of the happen­
ings in the Province*
"Fortunately, the Padre Superior had called a 
meeting of the Community and all, with the ex­
ception of the Sacristan and Padres Latorre and 
Pinosa, heeded the call. At the moment when they 
gathered the first tremor was felt. Their instinct 
for self-preservation drove them to seek refuge in 
the patio in the Casa de E.iercicios. which was some 
thirty meters to the side. In order to reach the 
safety of the patio, they had to transverse two 
corridors and a staircase. The stairs fell seconds 
after the last priest stepped from it. One wall 
fell around the shoulders of Padre Jimenez, covering 
him with debris. Fortunately he was not injured.
They were deafened by all the noises - the great din 
of the buildings as they were destroyed, the crack­
ing of water pipes and the explosions of gases, the 
thunderous roar of the sea and the clamor and cries 
of alarm from the thousands of terrified humans. 
Everything was enshrouded in a thick cloud of as- 
phixiating dust, penetrated solely by the brilliant 
red of the fires and on all sides were great heaps 
of rubble. The earth executed a 'danse macabre' 
that sometimes finalized by its opening and swallow­
ing the living."
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'♦Added to their discomfort was the anguish they 
£the Claretians of Valparaiso] experienced upon 
discovering that two of their brothers were missing 
and the poor paralytic, Padre Plficido Abella, con­
fined to his bed with no means of saving himself, 
was probably dead. The darkness was complete; 
walls had disappeared and all passages were obstruc­
ted. The dance continued. A step inside was a step 
into eternity. Thus passed a tragic night."®
Just what had transpired with the unfortunate, bed­
ridden priest? He was attended by one of the brothers 
(Cenon Flores) who refused to leave his side. With the 
first tremor an oil lamp fell and set fire to the bed 
covers. Brother Flores threw himself across the bed and 
extinguished the flames with his own body. A second 
tremor dislodged the ceiling and part of the wall. The 
bed and its occupant apparently slid off into the abyss. 
Brother Flores, thinking his patient dead, made his way 
through the rubble and came upon Brother Casanova in the 
shelter of a doorway. Together they struggled through the 
debris and into the open, mourning the death of the priests. 
As they explored the mounds of bricks and dirt they beheld 
the huddled forms of the bedraggled, dirty, wet, but safe 
members of the community.
The Jesuits, whose residence had not suffered to such 
an extent, offered asylum to the Claretians. Their offer 
was accepted with alacrity. However, there were always 
those who profited from the misfortune of others so it 
was necessary that the property be guarded constantly.
8Anales. IX;580-597.
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Padres Arturo Diaz and Eugenio Garallo remained there 
day and night, sheltering themselves with a canvas in 
the manner of gypsies. Their fears were not unfounded, 
as evidenced by the fact that martial law was declared 
by the military governor, Col. G<£mez Carreno and the In- 
tendant, don Enrique Larrain Alcalde. The following 
statements were taken from an abstract of their decree 
in a Captoline newspapert
"All individuals caught as incendiaries are to 
be shot. Any individual caught violating cadavers, 
cutting off fingers or ears to strip them of jewels, 
will be shot. He who in any way profanes a cadaver 
will be shot. The despicable plunderer inflaganti 
is to be shot. To the alarmist who publically cries 
disturbing news, one hundred lashes for the first 
offense; for the second, death. He who is not a 
known thief, caught stealing, one hundred lashes 
for the first time. If the act is repeated, the 
offender is to be shot. Lastly, there is one 
other crime for which the penalty is death - the 
cutting of the pipes for potable water..."
"The individual surprised in any one of these 
crimes will be taken by the guards with the wit­
nesses into the presence of the Mayor Schonmayer.
The latter merely passes sentence, which will be 
executed within four hours in order to give the 
culprit the opportunity to confess. The criminal 
will be tied to a post, executed and a card hung 
around his neck saying, 'for the thief,* 'for 
banditry,* 'for the incendiary'..."9
Meanwhile, the Cuasiprovincial government was anxious­
ly awaiting news of the fate of the Portefio community.
All communications were interrupted, The only thing 
known of the disaster was the probable number of victims.
El Mercurio (Santiago) 18 de agosto de 1906, p. 1. 
"Ordenes de las autoridades, " El Mercurio (Valparaiso)
19 de agosto de 1906. Ediclon gratis.
Padre Gumersindo Vilahur, substituting for Padre Sese, 
decided to go himself to Valparaiso on the train that the 
governor put at the disposal of those who secured passes 
from the Ministry. At eight on the morning of August 20, 
he left Santiago. In the Montenegro station he had to 
make one transfer and then another at Quilpu£, where he 
had to walk a league and a half (over four miles) during 
the night. In £1 Salto he took another train that carried 
him toward Valparaiso. He arrived at El Bar<$n at eleven, 
but was not permitted to pass through at that hour be­
cause the guard patrols kept watch for marauders. He 
spent the balance of the night in a carriage with "much 
hunger and little rest," awaiting the dawn so that he 
could enter the city. At six o'clock in the evening he 
finally set foot in the city of Valparaiso. He related 
later that, "each step I took increased my stupefaction 
at the ruins and my fear for the fate of the Community."^  
Making his way through the rubble, he finally found a 
means of entering the site. He rejoiced at seeing that 
their losses were only material ones (Padre Abe11a had 
been found alive and only a bit the worse for his harrow­
ing experience) and made provisions for the care of the 
homeless clerics. Such belongings as they had been able 
to salvage had been placed in the care of the Sisters of 
Providence and the men were enjoying the hospitality of
10Archivo Provincial, Santiago de Chile.
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the Jesuits* Padre Abella was sent to Santiago with one 
of the brothers. Pour priests and two brothers were sent 
to the houses in the north* and Padres Dies and Gerallo 
were left to guard the ruins*'
On September 7* Padre Sese and Padre Jose Marla 
Codera, disembarked in Coronal,11 since they1 were unable 
to enter the port of Valparaiso* There they were given 
an accounting of the terrible effects of the. cataclysm 
and the tremendous losses of the community. .The Superior 
traveled immediately to Santiago, and, on the 10th of the 
same month, the Council met to discuss the problem and 
to attempt to reach some accord.as to its solution*
In reality there were two ;problems, one ^ internal and 
one external. Both had to be resolved immediately and 
both required all the prudence and malleability of Padre 
Sese. First, should he consider the community of Val­
paraiso no longer extant and therefore phase out the office 
of the superior there? Secondly, should he recall the 
personnel left to guard the ruins? So long as there were 
religious there, there was need for the office of Superior, 
However, the answer to the second question was not so 
simple. If the guards retired and left the site abandoned, 
it was a confession that the Claretians renounced their 
rights to the terrain and the archepiscopal authorities 
could take everything. The Missionaries had almost totally
1^ n  the Province of Concepcion, some 300 kilometers south
of Valparaiso.
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raised the church, the Casa de E.iercicios and the communi­
ty's residence*
The Council decided that Padre Vilahur, a member of 
the Cuasiprovincial government, should be sent to Val­
paraiso with another priest and one brother and take up 
temporary residence there on the site until such time as 
they could secure explicit acknowledgement of their pro­
prietorship of the land from the Archbishop, after which 
they could commence the reconstruction* With this dictate,
the house of Valparaiso converted to the status of "cuasl-
12residencia," dependent upon the Central Government*
Such was not the intent of the Council's juridical inter­
pretation of the resolution. The problem was resolved 
in these termsi
"The church and house of Valparaiso were destroy­
ed and through that event, the Community was dissol­
ved, its individuals being assigned to different 
houses, where they have spent the interim since the 
catastrophe.”13
In order to retain all the canonical aspects in their 
proper order, Padre Arturo Diez was asked to resign his 
superiorship of Valparaiso. This he refused to do by 
virtue of the Pontifical Decree of August 19# 190^, which 
provided for five-year terms for superiors designate. He 
demanded that the request be presented to him in properly 
constituted form. This was done, but he refused to sign
4 2
Constituciones (1872) Seccion III.
1 3Archivo Provincial Claretiano, Santiago de Chile.
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it until he knew the opinion of the Generalato. However, 
cognizant of his vow of obedience, he went to preach in 
the north, and discharged his duties honorably, but he 
continued to consider himself by rights the superior of 
Valparaiso*
Finally, in March of 1908, when plans were finalized 
for the reconstruction of the city of Valparaiso, the 
Archbishop of Santiago recognized the Community's pro­
prietorship of the property in that city and the Claretians 
were able to begin work on the restoration of the build­
ings* At that time, Padre Arturo Diez was again sent to 
Valparaiso and placed at the head of the community there.
B. VISITA GENERALICIA
Advanced age and precarious health prevented the 
Superior General, Clemente Serrat, from making the reg­
ularly scheduled visit to the Chilean communities in 1905,
His obligation was discharged at that time by a sub-
/  1Udelegate, Padre Ramon Genover.
The distressing news from Chile of the earthquake 
of August, 1906 reached Spain in the first days of Septem­
ber of that same year. The new Superior General, Martin
1**Padre Clemente Serrat died on January 6, 1906. His re­
placement was Padre Martin Alsina. Fernandez, 
Compendio historico. II1787*
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Alsina, felt obliged to travel to Chile in order to per­
sonally express his sympathies and support for the commun­
ities of the Cuasiorovincia. His departure was delayed 
by the unsettled conditions of the Church-State relations 
in Spain*
President Canalejas had brought his proposal for the
reform of the "Law of Associations" before the Cortes in
Madrid, with the intent of subjecting religious orders
15and communities to the common legislation* The same 
reform had been proposed in 1901 and had been rejected 
through the tenacious opposition of the nation's Catholics. 
The 1906 bill was opposed with equal vigor and had not 
more than come to a vote when Padre Alaina made his de­
cision to travel to Chile.
In his announcement of his proposed trip, Alsina saidt
"We now communicate the accord of the Oeneralate 
by which we make a visit to our Cuasiprovlncia de 
Chile* Although the loving protection of the Lord 
was afforded all the men, it is very painful to see
the footprint left by the earthquake on the material
interests of the Congregacion in that Cuaainrovincia. 
For that reason, it seems most natural and apt that 
we go there in order to see personally to the best 
possible arrangements after the losses they have 
suffered. Ve go, too, with the sympathies of all 
the houses of Spain* Now that our brothers know 
that in part we have been declared exempt from the 
Law of Associations, all of us can regard it as a 
singular favor. Hopefully, the aforementioned law
Jose' Canalejas was president of the Camera Popular.
The measure included abolishment of ecclesiastical 
priviledge and taxation, along with other restric­
tions on the religious corporations. Agust£n Blan- 
quez, Historia de Banana. Barcelona, 19^3* pp.769-781*
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will fail to apply, not only to our colleges, but
also to our houses and residences** 16
Despite his concern, Padre Alsina embarked on Decem­
ber 3, 1906 aboard the transatlantic liner Leon XIII.
On the 9th he passed Las Palmas, the 2*ith he disembarked 
in Buenos Aires, and on the 27th he left Argentina for 
Chile* He spent two and one-half months on the visit, 
inspecting all the houses. He traveled to Bolivia at 
the insistence of the Archbishop of Sucre, with whom he 
was unable to meet* Later in Santiago he gave his approval 
to certain activities the Claretians considered developing 
further, such as printing and social action. Padre Alsina 
always had a special affection for the American communi­
ties, seeing to their welfare and listening sympatheti­
cally to their problems. In the eighteen years of his 
generalate (1906-192^), the Cuasinrovincia of Chile saw 
its best days and extended its dominions almost as far 
as the Inca in the zenith of his glory.
At the time of the visitation, Padre Alsina was
greatly concerned with a special exemption granted to the
old Provincia de San Jose in Chile with regard to the men's
meals. The Congragacion. from its origin, was accustomed
to terminiating principal meals with a dessert, as is the
custom in most places. When the Roman Pontiff lost his
17temporal domain in 1870, he was reduced to living on
^Archivo Provincial, Santiago de Chile.
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the charity of the faithful. The Congregacion. in its 
poverty, supported the assistance, but felt that the alms 
should assume the character of sacrifice and mortifica­
tion. For that reason, all the missionaries voluntarily
renounced desserts, whose coat in cash was remitted an-
18nually to the "Prisoner of the Vatican
In Chile, due to the pressures of work, the prolifer­
ation of fruit throughout the year and the lack of great 
quantities of other nourishing food, the missionaries 
were, from the early days of the colonization, granted an 
exemption from the Congregaclon1 a observance. The Span­
ish Visitadores looked askance upon the colony*s lack of 
conformity, but they continued to eat as before. Padre 
Alsina wanted the communities to conform uniformly to the
Congregaclon * s norms, and so stated to the Provincial 
19Council. The Chileans stood their ground, however, and
17On September 20, 1870, the troops of Garibaldi, in sup­
port of King Victor Emanuel, entered the Holy City. 
Some days later a plebescite approved the annexation 
of Rome to the Kingdom of Italy. The Pope was left 
with the Vatican, the Lateranense palace, and the 
Villa Castel Gandolfo. The Law of Guarantees (May
15, 1871) recognized Pius IX*s person as inviolable 
and offered an annual rent of 3,250,000 lira for his 
support. The Pope refused the offer because he felt 
that its acceptance meant the recognition of the new 
government. Eduardo Marfa Vilarrasa y Emilio Moreno 
Cebada. Pio IX. historia documentada de su vida. 
Barcelona: Imp. Religiose, 1871* .
1 ^Jose Sanchis y Sivera Compendio de historia eclesiastlca 
general. Valencia!J. Presencia, 193^* pp. 4^9-471.
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Claretian foundations in Chile and Bolivia, 
1912. Fernandez, Coropendio hist^rico XI(^78,
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the General, however unwillingly, granted the dispensation 
officially,
C. CAPITOLO GENERAL - 1912
The Roman Rescript of 190*t set the erection of the
Chilean Claretlan Communities into "Cuasiprovincla de
20San Josrf" for an experimental five-year period. One
of the matters of prime concern for the Capitulo General
of 1912 was the possibility of elevating the Cuasiprovincla
to the category of Provincia. The Generalate designated
the house in Vich, Spain as the seat of the meetings,
21and set the date for April 28.
Of the accords reached in Vich, we are interested 
here only in those dealing with the future regimen of the 
Cuasiprovincla of Chile. According to the Pontifical Re­
script of June 18, 1912, the tenor of the agreement wast
"The houses and residences located outside of 
Europe are not elevated, for the present, into 
provinces, nor are they to enjoy the rights of 
such. Instead they will be governed by an appro--* 
priate regimen similar to the Cuasiprovinclales."
In addition, the rescript manifested that it was not
deemed opportune for the erection of novitiated in the
provincias; however, the Generalate was to be solicited
20 *  yFernandes, Compendio histories. II|167.
21Anales. XIII*217. (22 de agosto de 191l).
22 "Disposiciones capitulares," Anales. XIII*553-560.
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for the erection when it was judged prudent. Another 
part dealt with elections of superiors and their councils. 
Under its new rulingt the General Council issued the per­
sonnel directives for the Cuaaiprovincia in Chile.23 The 
new government was headed by Padre Lino Sarriugarte and 
he took charge of the Cuaaiprovincia on November 13, 1912.
D. THE ADMINISTRATION OF PADRE LINO SARRIUGARTEt 1912-1916 
Two innovations were affected under the administra-
Oli
tion of Padre Lino s first, the "ley brothers" and 
second, a written history of the Claretian colony.
The Brothers Coadjutors, so necessary in the relig­
ious community of that time, became very scarce as ill­
ness reduced their usefulness and death carried them 
away. Their numbers were not reinforced from Spain, and 
the ingress of native Chileans was negated by the Holy 
See's refusal to allow the Cuaaiprovincia the faculty to 
establish a novitiate. In 1915 a young man, Luis Fer­
nandez, requested permission to enter the Congregacion 
as a Brother Coadjutor. Unable to accept him as a novice, 
the Cuasiprovincial Council, in a session of June l4, 1915,
23Anales. XIIIt2l8-219.
21*
A "lay brother" had no formal religious training and
made no formal vows, as opposed to the Brothers Co­
adjutors, who had both. "Actas de la Cuaaiprovincia," 
junio de 1915*
found a means of accepting him as an aspirant. By way 
of experiment he was assigned as a resident of the house 
in Serena. He remained there and in Coquimbo until 1918* 
rendering signal services to the communities. An aspir­
ant of this nature resembled a lay brother, and from this 
sprouted the idea of instituting such a project. On De­
cember 10, 1912, the necessary approval was given by the 
Cuasiprovincial Council
*?To adopt the idea on an experimental basis 
of admitting as lay brothers some servants of 
good disposition."25
During the year 1913* the Provincial was stimulated 
to give some thought to the need for a comprehensive 
history of the Province. He gave orders that all local 
houses were to provide data, using whatever primary sources 
were available, including the memories of the surviving 
priests, for such a history. Padre Concordio del Cura 
Nebreda was given the difficult task of editing the 
chronicles as they were submitted. The notes Padre del 
Cura gathered are in the nature of Memoriaa. unpublished, 
and are to be found in the Provincial Archive in Santiago.
25ibid.
PART II EXPANSION OF THE INSTITUTE
CHAPTER I NORTHERN SECTOR
A. ANTOFAGASTA
In 1882 the Holy See raised the territories of Tara- 
pac^ and Antofagasta to Apostolic Vicarates, annexed to 
the sovereignty of Chile. From 1895 the Vicarate of 
Iquique was governed by a friend of the Claretians whom 
they had known in Serena, the Bishop of Antedone, Doctor 
don Guillermo Juan Carter. The Bishop*s greatest problem 
was the scarcity of priests in the northern region. He 
approached first Padre Claparola and later Padre Genover 
in his efforts to persuade them to establish a community 
in the area. He offered them the parishes of Pica and 
Lagunas or any other ministry in the capital. Vhen all 
appeals failed, he counted on the support of the Cuasi- 
provincial. Padre Tom£s Sese, the defender of all hope­
less causes.
The streak of anxieties which plagued the Institute 
at this period served to Increase opposition to any major 
expansion of the Congregaclon in the Republic. One Super­
ior wrote in October of 1901*
"I am not partisan of the foundation in Pica 
of which MonseBor Carter has refex'nnce. These are
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' ARZOB1SPADO DE ANTOFAGASTA DATOS SOBRE ERECCIQN DE LAS VICE PARHOQUIAS Y
c*! ?£ k > * DESPUES. PARROQPIAS DE MEJILLONES.- ANTOFAQAS-
TA Y CARACOLES..
(Tornados de los llbros del Archlvo del her 
Arzobispado do Antofagasta*)
PARROQUIA DE MEJILLONES—
El Son or Arzobiepo de La Plata (Sucre), por De- 
creto (no se sabe el No., nes nl fecha,) del affo 1672, erigid la Vice 
Parroquia de MEJILLONES, dependeiente de la Parroquia de Cobija.
Has tarde, con notlvo de la Guerra de 1879, sobre todo, despues 
del Combat e de Angamos, los habltantes se retiraron hasta tan to, qua 
en Mayo de 1889, no hab£a ningun habitante en el pueblo, segun escribe 
Monsenor Luis Silva Lezaeta, qulen personalnente constato este hecho. 
Despues, en el ano 1905, comenzd el resurginiento de Mejlllones, 
eon notlvo de la exportacidn del salitre por ese puerto. /
En vista de esto, Monsenor Silva Lezaeta, Vlcarlo Apostolico de 
de Antofagasta, erigid la parroquia de MEJILLONES y nonbro parroco de 
ella al Padre ANTONIO GARCIA, C.M.F,, quien periddicamente se trasla- 
daba desde Antofagasta a Mejlllones para atender el servicio religio- 
so.
PARROQUIA DE ANTOFAGASTA—
_ Prlmitivamente, "ANTOFAGASTA", era conocida
con el nombre de "PENA BLANCA" - o la CHIMBA, o sea, el lugar donde 
hoy se encuentra esta cludad..
Desde el ano 1870, esta poblacion era atendida periodlcamente 
por el Parroco de Cobija, Don JOSE PIZARRO MENDOZA, qulen se traslada- 
ba a este puerto para atender el servicio religioso. Este se hac£a, 
al prlnclpio en una casa particular, por no haber tenplo, En el ano 
1872, se erigio una pequena Capilla, frente a la que hoy es Plaza Co- 
l<5n, en el nismo sltio donde se encuentra actualnente la Iglesia Ca~ 
tedral.
En el nismo ano 1872, el Senor Arzoblspo de "La PLATA" (Sucre) 
creo la Vice Parroquia de ANTOFAGASTA, Junto oon la de Mejlllones y 
Caracoles,
Mas tarde, el mismo Prelado, con fecha 14 de Octubre de 1875» 
le did el Tftulo de Parroquia, ^
Con notlvo de la ocupacion de Antofagasta por las trOpas chi- 
lenas, en la guerra del Pac£flco, los habltantes quedaron casi sin 
ningun servicio religioso y este fue atendldo en parte por algunos 
sacerdotes chilenos, sobre todo Capellanes nilitares.
Despues, pasaron los anos, y Monsenor Luis Silva Lezaeta, en 
su calidad de Vlcarlo Apostdllco de Antofagasta, por Decreto No,29 
de fecha 22 de Enero de 1906, fiJd a San Josd coso Titular de> la 
Parroquia y detemlno los Unites que no estaban bien claros y de- 
finidos.
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' 'A RZO BISPAD O DE ANTOFAGASTA
CiSILIil B
( C H I L E )
PARROQUIA PS CARAC0LB3 —
En el Ano 1872, (no ee conocen No* del De- 
creto, nl fecha del mlsmo), el Senor Arzobispo de LA. PUTA (Sucre), 
creo la Vice Parroquia de Caracoles, pues debido al descubrlmiento 
del Mineral del mlsato nombre, en Mayo de 1670, se habia reunido en 
esa localidad, gran cantldad de oineros con sus famillares.
Despues, por Auto del 14 de Octubre de 1675* 1a nisna Autori- 
dad Eclesiastica, 1a elevl a la categoria de Parroquia*
Mis tarde, en el ano 1908, fueron trasladados a la Parroquia 
de Sierra Oorda, (distante unos 30 Kildnetros) todos los vaaos sa- 
grados, omamentos, Imagenes, etc. etc. pertenecientes a esta Parro* 
quia de Caracoles, la cual, de hecho quedd deflnitlvamenta clausa* 
rada por temdno de las labors a de explotacion del Mineral y por 
consecuencia, vino el alejaniento de los habltantes, quienes aban- 
donaron todos el pueblo. Hoy, no hay slid, slno silencio, dosola* 
cidh, deslerto*.*.*
yV d v tm rwv: a . m*,
eU i S' C m ftz tn n y i*
■CC* r^ HO«B*TO BAIABOHHR DAB]
Pfo.Vlcuflo Q .n . i . t  y S te ra tir la  
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people whose settlements exist solely and exclusive­
ly for salitre. When this fails* the settlement is 
finished and with it the house."1
The writer ignored the fruitful paradise that was 
the valley of Pica, believing it to be only a nitrate 
field. His opinion, however, has validity in regard to 
the establishment of a new house in the north. The gen­
eral atmosphere was similar throughout the Visitadu^a 
and many of those in positions of responsibility felt the 
same hesitancy.
In 1900 Sefiora Matilda Montes and her daughter, Do- 
minga Aldunate of Santiago, offered Padre Claparola 
eighty thousand pesos for a new Cordimariano foundation 
in Recreo (Valparaiso). The offering was not acceptable, 
but the Visitador did manage to convince the ladies that 
the need in the north was far greater, and they put forty 
thousand pesos at his disposal for a new community in 
either Antofagasta or Iquique. The Visitador preferred 
Iquique, then a flourishing port city. The salitre in 
its pampas had transformed it into a new California. 
Colossal warehouses, provisioning enterprises and great 
exploitation companies all proclaimed a prosperous econ­
omy, justly envied by all the ports of the littoral.
Toward the end of 1902 the Visitador. Padre Genover, 
traveled to Iquique with hopes of establishing a community 
there. He counted upon the unconditional approval of the
1Archivo Provincial Claretxano, Santiago de Chile.
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Vicar and on the enthusiastic reception by the Spanish 
colony which favored the establishment of a peninsular 
religious community in the area. However, in a short time 
the project was beset with insupportable difficulties.
The Prelate renewed his requests that they accept the 
parishes of Pica and Lagunas and expressed indifference 
for the residence which they proposed for the capital.
The Spanish colony was divided on the selection of a 
religious community. One of the more influential members 
had contacted the Franciscans and awaited their response.
When Padre Genover arrived in Xquique and surveyed 
the terrain, he decided that the foundation was not 
viable at that time. He wrote to Padre Ses6, expressing
the opinion that the Conareaacion would be better off
2with a foundation in Antofagasta.
Once more the Claretians bypassed Iquique. The 
newest residence was to be in Antofagasta - the Anto­
fagasta of the first year of the century, with almost 
eighteen thousand inhabitants, without paved streets, 
with houses all of wood and corrugated iron, with only 
one church and a rabidly anti-clerical press.
The reception the Missionaries received was far 
from cordial. They rarely went into the streets without 
being set upon and were the objects of ridicule and sus­
picion. Even the doors of the nitrate companies were
^"Genover a Sese, 19 de enero de 1903*" Angles, IX*163-165-
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closed to them, and this hostile atmosphere was to pre­
vail for fifteen years as the Missionaries crossed and 
recrossed the desert.
The Atacama desert is a vast zone of two hundred 
thousand square kilometers extending between the lati­
tudes 17°30* north and 27° south. It begins in the bed 
of the Rio Lluta and ends in a range of mountains to the 
north of the Rio Copiaptf. It embraces the provinces of 
Tarapaca and Antofagasta and the Department of Chatfaral 
in Atacama. The cordillera there is divided into rope­
like outjuts covered with volcanic rock. In the extreme 
south the Domeyko range serves as a bastion for the
table-like "Puna de Atacama." On the north of this re-
3
gion, at two thousand, four hundred meters altitude, is
found the oasis of San Pedro de Atacama on the route
k
followed by the celebrated Camino de los Incaa.
The wind from the west blasts the region with such 
velocity that great rocks are moved around and the sand, 
black with coal deposits, is pushed into wave-like dunes. 
When there are no windstorms the sky is intensely blue 
and the mornings are silent and cold. The countryside 
is desolate and diaphanous. There is no rain and the 
runoff from the mountains* snows is drunk by the twin lips 
of earth and sky. The only river which transverses the
3
Seven thousand, two hundred feet.
^Benjamin Subercaseaux Chile o una loca geografla.pp.50-1.
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desert is the Loa. The earth is saline and cloddy and 
the atmosphere is capable of wresting the moisture from 
the body until it becomes mummified.
This sterile desert, infertile, intractable as 
currents of water, is sullen and so much the enemy of life 
that neither birds sing nor flowers grow, nor does any 
reptile creep upon it, yet it stores incredible riches.
In their search for these riches audacious men, adventur­
ers disdainful of death, explored its length and breadth. 
They discovered copper, gold, silver, lead, cobalt, oil, 
iron, nickel, manganese, sulphur, rock coral, marble, and 
in the entrails of its pampas, mineral salt, borax and 
the seemingly inexhaustable nitrate."*
In 1870 the silver beds of Caracoles were discovered.^
In only fifteen years the mines produced an income of
7
over eighty million pesos. A few years before, in the 
Salas del Carmen, the brothers Latrilla and Jose Santos 
Ossa discovered nitrate and they built the first refining
g
plant in the province of Antofagasta. The Sociedad Ex- 
plotadora del desierto de Atacama was founded and the 
first railroad, which in time would extend to the capital
5
Subercaseaux, Chile. pp. 71-72.
^Alberto Cabero Chile y los Chilenos. Santiago* Nasci- 
mento, 1926. p. 322.
^Benjamin Vicufia Mackenna El libro del cobre. Santiagot 
Cervantes, 1883. P» 235.
®Encina, Historia de Chile. XIV*633*
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9
of the Altiplano, was built. Dozens of Oficlnas salitreras 
sprouted along the railwayj flat-roofed, with their high 
chimneys and great piles of debris. The copper industry 
was given a tremendous boost and men again worked Chuqui- 
camata, the site of aboriginal copper mining operations. 
Great streams of humanity flowed into the entire area, 
most seeking their fortunes in the nitrate fields and the 
copper mines. A few turned to ranching, but, for the 
most part, they lived provisional, day-to-day lives.
Life on the margin of life has always had the power of 
seducing man.
In order to serve this extremely vast territory and 
its inhabitants there existed only three parishes| those 
of San Pedro de Atacama and Chiu-Chiu, created a little 
after the Spanish conquest, and that of Cobija, erected 
since 18^2.^  The first two served the region of the 
desert and of Puna, the third the littoral from the Rio
Loa to the limit of the frontier between Chile and
Bolivia, which, by the treaty of 187^, was the 2kth para-
lei. The Holy See, by decree of September 2, 1902,
segregated the territory of Puna from Atacama and ag­
gregated it to Salta.11
9 «^Vicuna Mackenna, El libro del cobre. p. 239*
1<*Crescente Errazuriz, Los orlgenes de la Igleaia 
Chilena. Santiago! Nascimento, 1873* p* 50.
1 H^istoria eclesiastica. p. 15*
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The discovery of metals and guano brought new life 
to the desert. After 1870 the population centers grew 
and the archbishop of La Plata was induced to create 
the vice parishes of Mejillones, Antofagasta and Caraco­
les in 1872, and by decree of October 14, 1873* to raise
the parishes of Antofagasta and Caracoles, leaving
12Mejillones as a dependency.
12The "Question of Limits" between Bolivia and Chile, with 
respect to the ecclesiastic sovereignty, has been the 
subject of much literary effort and considerable con­
cern to the clergy of both countries. Briefly, the 
area in question stretches between 22 south latitude 
and 24 south. According to a map presented to the 
king of Spain entitled, 'Carta esftfrica de las costas 
del Reino de Chile,' the limits of the median were*
'comprendidas entre los paralelos de 30 y 22 grados 
de latitud sud,' (levantada de orden del Rey en el 
ano 1790 por varios oficials de su real armada, y 
presentada a S. M. por mano del Excmo. senor don Juan 
de Langara, Secretario de Estado y del despacho uni­
versal de marina, 1799)* The work was the result of a 
hydrographic study commissioned by the king in 1789*
During the colonial period there was no problem- 
the governors of Chile depended upon the Viceroys of 
Lima, the Bishops of the Metropolitans of Chile per­
tained to the same city. With the advent of indepen­
dence, Chile was in possession of the littoral as far 
as Mejillones, latitude 23 south, and exercised the 
right of "uti possidetis."
In 1866 Chile signed a treaty of limits with her 
sister republic, Bolivia. Article I stated in partf 
"Los lfmites entre Chile y Bolivia en el desierto de 
Atacama, sera en adelante el pax&lelo 24 meridional 
desde el litoral del Pacifico hasta los l£mites orien­
tal es de Chile..." (Quoted in La Provincia eclesi^s- 
tlca de Chile, p. 103.) By virtue of this treaty, 
the settlements of Antofagasta, Mejillones, and Caraco­
les, all to the north of parallel 24, were placed out­
side Chilean Jurisdiction. After the outbreak of the 
war brought on by the dispute over the mineral wealth 
of Atacama, priests from the Archdiocese of Santiago 
were assigned to the region, receiving their faculties 
from the Bishop of Serena, Monsenor Orrego. The Arch-
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In 1903* when the Claretian community was established, 
the Vicar of Antofagasta, don Felipe Salas Errazuriz, 
counted only six clerics in the area* The new residents 
were to prove their worth in the parishes, in the mineral 
areas, the ambulatory missions, teaching in the Colegio 
Lord Cochrane, and other pedagogic centers, in the hospi­
tal and lazaretto, as artists and musicians, in the publi­
cation of pamphlets and in social action with the workers 
of the community.
In the first years of the establishment, the Padres 
founded the Archicofradla (August 20, 1903) and opened 
and presided over a school. For the first two years the 
instruction was nocturnal and gratis, operating solely on 
the revenue they secured from the Directorio. In January 
of 1910 they founded the Biblloteca Mariana* dedicated 
to the dissemination of works of literary merit which
bishop of La Plata (Charcas), Monaefior Pedro Puch, 
when he learned of the "invasion,” directed a pro­
test to the Apostolic Delegate resident in Lima 
(May 2, 1879). Monsefior Orrego was upheld, but be­
fore any further action could be taken, the war was 
terminated by the pact promulgated on the 2nd of 
December, 188^* The agreement gave Chile the suze­
rainty over the disputed area and, on the 12th of 
July, 1888, the Chilean province of Antofagasta was 
erected*
For additional and more detailed information see: 
La cuesti<>n de l^mitea entre Chile v Bolivia, by 
Miguel Luis Amun6tegui (1863): La cueation de limites 
eclesiasticos entre el Illmo. sctior Obispo de la Ser­
ena y el Illmo. Arzobispo de La Plata, by Guillermo 
Juan Carter (1880). Monseftor Luis Silva Lesaeta, 
Apostolic Vicar of Antofagasta (1887* 1896) did a com­
plete study of the problem which is to be found in 
the Archive of the Arzobispado de Antofagasta.
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1 3were loaned gratuitously.
The first Claretians in Antofagasta lacked for much.
A flood of correspondence flowed from the Antofagastan
community to Padre Ses^. who was charged with the propor-
tionment of material goods. all of which mirrored the
often humorous state of affairs in the norths
"...send us paper and cards.•.there is no mattress 
for the Visitador...1 write on my knees...send an 
alarm clock...a belt - here everything is very ex­
pensive. ..we cannot write for the lack of pens.•.if 
at least we could have a map so as to know where
we are...I have no hat...The house will be ready in
one more week, those who come after that must bring 
mattresses, pillows, sheets and other bedroom ne­
cessities. A mattress here is worth 'un ojo de la 
cara...' [very expensive] ...etc.nl4
Clearly there were shops in Antofagasta to provide 
the priests with the things they required; but. as the 
correspondence indicates, everything was extremely expen­
sive and the funds allocated by the Prelate could not 
last forever.
One month after the arrival of Padre Constanzo. the 
new Superior (November 7» 1903). two important events 
took place. First the signing of the contract of forma­
tion; and. secondly, the ceremonies marking the formal 
opening of the recently completed church.
Padre Pedro Constanztf. in the name of the Congrega- 
cion. and the Vicar Apostolico. don Felipe Salas Errazuriz.
t3Anales. X t225-225.
14Excerpts from letters. Archivo Provincial Claretiano.
Santiago de Chile.
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signed the contract on December 8 ( 1903. It declared:
"...Make the unconditional and irrevocable de­
livery to the Congregaclon de Misioneros Hiios del 
Xnmaculado Corazdn de Maria the perpetual usufruct 
of the church titled 'Inmaculada Concepcion.1 of 
the buildings adjunct and the adjacent property 
comprising the entire block, reserving primary pro­
prietorship. The Congregaclon is authorized to make 
any improvements it deems necessary for its benefit. 
In the event of the abandonment of the City by the 
Missionaries, they have the right of reoccupation 
for a period not to exceed ten (10) years counted 
from the day on which the return is authorized,"
"The Missionaries will discharge in their church 
the functions proper to their sacred ministry in 
conformity with the Rule of their Institute and the 
dispositions of their superiors, but without exercis­
ing parochial charges save by new contract."15
On December 7, 1912, the Church and house burned to 
the ground.^ The new church, one of the most beautiful 
on tho Pacific coast, was formally dedicated by the Clar- 
etian bishop of Oruro (Bolivia), Monsenor Abel I. Antezana, 
on December 7t 1928.
Among their other works in Antofagasta was the foun­
dation of El Patronato dominical, with library, lecture 
room, playground and gymnasium for the benefit of the 
children of the city. It was the first of their social 
endeavors.^
15 *Antofagasta; "Cesion municipalidad a Vicaria Apostolica"
2k de abril de 1901. "Contrato de cesion a los Mision­
eros Hijos del Corazon de Maria, convento y iglesia 
de la Inmaculada Concepcion." 8 de diciembre de 1903.
1^ "E1 incendio de ayer," El Mercurio de Antofagasta. 8 de 
diciembre de 1912, p. 5 *
1?Anales. X*Ul0-*O2.
13^
The Claretians found their efforts generally limited 
to the lazaretto due to the strong anti-clerical senti­
ments of the civil authorities in the area. They were 
not permitted to teach in the public schools and, as an 
alternative, proposed the opening of their own school for 
the religious education of the Catholic children of the 
city. They first approached the Vicar with the proposal. 
He was more than aware of the need for such facilities 
in the Diocese and very interested in their plans. Padre 
Constanz<f explained the project to the Vlsitador. Padre 
Genover. Emphasizing the need and enlarging upon the 
advantages, he requested permission and assistance. Padre 
Genover considered the Congregaclon one of missionaries, 
not teachers. Moreover, he already was agonizing over 
the lack of personnel for the extant communities and for 
new foundations and he did not look favorably upon further 
divergence from their basic aims.
B. COPIAPO
In 1880 there was a project in the planning for a 
foundation in Coplap6, in the Diocese of La Serena. The 
bishop, don Jos^ Manuel Orrego, expressed urgent concern 
for that city's spiritual welfare. The birthplace of 
Chilean radicalism, it was a mining center whose inhabi­
tants were completely consumed with the passion for gold. 
The clergy blamed the radical press for the impious at-
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18mosphere of the city. The worst of them being Atacama 
whose attacks on the forces of religion were vituperous 
and slanderous.
Among the Bishop's defenses against the radicals were 
the official organ of the diocese, Amigo del Pueblo, and 
its editor, don Guillermo Carter, also the director of 
the seminary. The priest was voluble, tenacious and bril­
liant, but he could not work unaided. The Bishop worried 
about his imminent retirement and discussed the problems 
with the Superior of the Claretians in La Serena, Padre 
Antonio Molinero. Among the solutions offered was the 
formation of a new religious community in Copiapc? to re­
inforce don Guillermo in his efforts to bring Catholicism 
to the Province of Atacama.
Padre Molinero studied the situation and reported 
favorably to Padre Vallier. In January, 1881, Padre 
Molinero communicated the interest of the Visitador to 
the Bishop and requested the bases for the proposed foun­
dation. There was only a brief mention of a Claretian 
house in Copiapo' in a letter written by the superior of 
Valparaiso, Jose Calmet, to the Bishop on March 18, 1881*
11 We are happy to know that your desires have 
been realized with their arrival and the founding 
of a house in Copiapo'. M 19
18Weekly newspaper published under the auspices of the 
Radical Party in Copiapo.
19Archivo Claretiano de la Serena.
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C. LA SERENA
MonsefSor Manuel Orrego, Bishop of La Serena, approach­
ed Padre Vallier in 1873 with a request for the establish­
ment of a Claretian community in that city. Although the 
Congregaclon in 1873 had one hundred, thirty-four men.
Padre Vallier had to be absolutely certain of his ground 
before requesting additional manpower from Europe. In
answer to his petition, the Superior General wrote, "You
20have there the Missionaries sent for Apalta, use them
for Serena. With eleven priests and brothers you can
21
easily support two communities."
Padre Vallier met with the Prelate and listened to 
the conditions for the foundation. He proceeded with cau­
tion because there had been an incident earlier culminat­
ing with the withdrawal of the Capuchins from the area.
In the early part of 1873* Vallier set out on a Journey 
to Serena on the pretext of preaching exercises for the 
students and professors of the seminary. After touring 
the city and its environs and preaching several days, he 
felt sufficiently oriented and knowledgeable about the 
field to treat intelligently with the Bishop. Padre 
Vallier and Monsenor Orrego reached an agreement regard­
ing the church where the Claretians would exercise their
20See Chapter II, A.
21Archivo Provincial Claretlano, Santiago de Chile.
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ministry, their living quarters, the missions that they 
would give in the towns of the Diocese, and the economic 
contribution to be allocated by the curia* With this in­
formation, Vallier could transmit the bases for a defini­
tive foundation in La Serena to the General Council and 
request a new group of men to staff it.
Padre Xifre' retained a favorable impression of La 
Serena from his first visit to Chile in 1871* At that 
time he came from Cuba by way of the Pacific. On his 
arrival at the port of Coquimbo, he saw the silhouette 
of a city seemingly on three platforms at the foot of 
the cerro Santa Lucia. He was told that the city was 
called Serena, the second city founded by Valdivia. It 
was a city of flowers and of churches, the most colonial 
of Chile's cities. The Santiguinos. moved by envy, named 
La Serena of the mid-sixteenth century, "the city of the 
seven capital sins." The city at that time was dominated 
by seven illustrious men who prospered while the Santi­
guinos. hungry and ill-dressed, went out to fight the
22Indians on the Mapocho under the orders of Michimalongo.
Padre Xifre, to whom the name meant nothing, dis­
regarded the subtle allusion and contemplated with a 
feeling close to ecstasy the magnificence of the amphi-
22Juan Luis Espejo, "Ciudad de La Serena," in Nobiliario 
de la antigua canitafifa general de Chile. Santiagot 
Universitaria, 1917* P* 238*
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theater formed by the bay. When he received the letter 
from Padre Vallier twenty-four months later proposing the 
establishment of a new community in La Serena, he hasten­
ed to send the third group of missionaries along with a
letter to Padre Coma in which he said, "A foundation in
23Serena and nothing else in that Republic.” No doubt 
he wrote those words in order to put a stop to the irres­
ponsible expansion by the over-zealous padres.
By ecclesiastic directive of October 28, 1873* the
Missionary Sons of the Immaculate Heart of Mary were in-
24stalled officially in La Serena.
The new group of priests sent to La Serena from Spain 
were Antonio de Jesds Molinero, Bernardo Bech, Cristobal 
Soteras, Francisco Ribalta and Mariano Avellana. Accompany­
ing them were brothers Antonio Callen and Miguel Manet. 
Although not the only ones, they formed the major part of 
the new community, and it remained so constituted for a 
time.
D. COQUIMBO
After taking up the reins of the Serenense Diocese 
in 1857* Bishop Justo Donoso recognized the need for
^Coma, "Los Misioneros," p. 16 .
Juan Ramon Ramirez, Vida del Ilustre Obispo chileno. 
don Jose7 Manuel Orrego v Pizarro. Santiagot Imp. 
Chile, 1911. PP. 210-213.
Archive Provincial Claretiano, Santiago de Chile.
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erecting a new parish in Coquimbo. The decree carried 
the date November 19, 1857» end the new parish was named 
San Isidro.
During the twentieth century Coquimbo became a city 
with extensive industries and commercial activities. Its 
urban radius extended through the Alto de GuavaCan. and 
beautiful and well-cared-for haciendas dotted its country­
side. There were several religious communities of women 
in the city, but the campos and the Department were left 
without religious assistance because all the parochial 
activity was absorbed by the urban population.
Another parish was created to the south of the city 
and it appeared for a time that its care would be deliver­
ed over to the Augustinians. In fact, Padre Clemente 
Serrat, the Superior General, wrote in 1901 that the ac­
ceptance of the foundation in Coquimbo hinged upon the 
acceptance or rejection by the Agustinos. Ten years 
earlier, the Claretians had been approached with the 
same request and, mainly for lack of personnel, they had 
rejected the establishment.
During the ten-year interval, Padre Xifre had died 
and Bishop Florencio Fontecilla had been a visitor in the 
Congregaclon * s house in Cervera (Catalufta) and was ac­
quainted with many of the hierarchy of the Institute. 
Nevertheless, there were difficulties that mere acquain- 
tenance could not overcame.
First of all, it was not easy to attain a foundation
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just a few kilometers from that of La Serena and in the
25same Department in which that of Andacollo functioned* 
The superiors would be opposed to the separation of their 
forces and to the proximity of the communities* Secondly* 
the activities of the Missionaries in Coquimbo would be 
limited to their duties in their chapel and service as 
chaplains to the convents and monasteries within their 
radius of attention. There was much resistance to the 
proposal within the Congregaclon. Padre Claparols wrote 
Padre Sese in 1901*
’•I believe that the formation of a community in 
Coquimbo will be accepted. It seems that they 
indicated this when it was mentioned to the Gener­
al Council. It will be difficult. With the few 
priests stationed in the area there will always 
be a shortage of personnel. In addition, there 
are the duties in the hospital and regular chap­
lain's activities. . . " 2 6
The objections were many and well-founded. However, 
in 1903 the following agreement appeared bearing the 
seal of Monseffor Fontecilla:
"The Curacy and Vicarate of Coquimbo will be 
charged to the Missionary Sons of the Heart of 
Mary in the Chapel of San Luis and its annexed 
buildings under the following conditions:
1) The Prelate cedes to the Congregacidn the 
perpetual and absolute usufruct of the church 
of San Luis and the buildings and terrain con­
tiguous thereto.
2) The forenamed Congregaclon will establish a 
community of at least three priests who will dis­
charge all the duties appertaining to the sacred 
ministry.
2^See Chapter I, E. of Part II.
26Archivo Provincial, 1 de febrero de 1901*
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3 ) The occupant Congregaclon will be able to make 
whatever improvements in said buildings it deems 
necessary."27
Among those assigned to the new house on January 11, 
1903, was Padre Mariano Avellana. His partiuclar mission 
was the fight against concubinage. He sought out those 
whose marriages were either illegally constituted or non­
existent and succeeded in regularizing nearly all.
Like La Serena, Coquimbo proved a jumping-off point 
for missions to the north of the country.
E. ANDACOLLO
28A colony of mitimaes peruanos which accompanied 
the expedition that conquered Tupac Yupanqui in the middle 
of the fifteenth century established itself on a green and 
tranquil little plateau some one thousand meters above sea 
level and at a distance of sixty kilometers to the south 
and east of the city of La Serena. The land of the pla­
teau is dry and craggy, with only some dwarf chilcas. 
olivillos with their little silver leaves, and a few sim­
ple yellow flowers to cheer the view. In order to reach 
the plateau, it was necessary to follow a zigzag course
o*y
Boletin eclesiastico de La Serena. Numero 152. d d .
 1*1/1-14 15".---------------------------
28The Indians of Peru who served their mita or service
tribute. The mita was a corvee, an institution of 
the Inca later adapted and utilized by the Span­
iards. The mitimaes were fanners and artisans sent 
to settle the Inca's empire.
1^2
of a capricious pass between crags and high peaks, the 
last of the western outcrops of the Andes. The colony 
was a dependency of the governor of Coquimbo, who ruled 
in the name of the Inca. The people, expert in metal 
mining, found the plateau sprinkled with granules of 
gold. The water that irrigated the land uncovered grains 
of the precious metal, along with nuggets of considerable 
weight. A few blows on the rocks of El Toro, Casuto,
Chummata and Chipiquilla were enough to bring forth 
gold bearing rock. Prom this region came the annual 
tribute of two hundred thousand pesos or fourteen quintals 
of gold refined to more than 22^ carats and cast into in­
gots or discs of fifty pesos each. Nuggets and dust were 
carried in beautifully ornamented cases to Cuzco.
The Quechuas did not exhaust the golden deposits.
Don Francisco de Aguirre and his successors exploited them 
during the colonial period. Describing the area, don Ben- 
jamfn Vicufia Mackenna stated:
"...During the long and painful course of the 
seventeenth century there was there a mining camp 
[jAndacollo] whose riches sustained the kingdom and 
with its production brought about the inevitable 
cataclysm."29
In the early twentieth century the area also served
29
Quoted in Juan Santoni, Andacollo. su historia. indus­
trial. minera v religiose. Cordoba*Castro, 19^3*
P. 63.
Valker Chapman in the Golden Dream. N.Y.t Bobbs Merrill, 
1967, says, "The treasure of the Incas made a mockery 
of the traditional scale of European values." p. 3^.
1^3
to save the country* Due to the depression in the value
of salitre and coppert the mines of the north ceased to
function and the thousands of unemployed workers became
a social threat. Without these enterprises the credit
of the nation began to diminish andf during several months
in 1936* the Chilean peso fell to one-eighth of its face
value. At that time Andacollo absorbed the unemployed,
an augmentation of Its population of some thirty thousand 
30people. Gold worth millions of pesos was extracted 
from the hills and thousands of families were fed. The 
public exchecquer was enriched and the economy stabilized.
In all, some two hundred million pesos worth of gold flowed 
from the area, as well as other minerals! copper, manganese,
and mercury. To these auriferous riches Andacollo owes
31its f ante.
Although all the haciendas had their oratorios and 
there were several churches, there was a severe shortage 
of priests in Andacollo. The only parroco was attached 
to the Diocese of Serena and he could not cover the terri­
tory adequately. There was no possibility of locating 
more seculars in the area and it would be difficult to 
find a religious community willing to take up residence 
among one thousand poor souls - goatherds and washers for
30Carlos Silva Vildosola, "El santuario de Andacollo," 
in La Iglesia en Chile, p. 389*
31Santoni, Andacollo. pp. 65-66,
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gold. The latter, employing the primitive methods of 
their forefathers, extracted one-half gram daily for the 
needs of their families. All were enslaved by the arrid 
plateau, roasted in summer and frozen in winter, often 
completely isolated from human contact with the nearest 
city two days away by mule-back or in the infamous stage 
coach. The ccrro was without medical assistance, and 
with a monotony relieved only by the flood of pilgrims 
who came in October and December.
Added to the severity of the geographic factors was 
a social circumstance common in this period (early and 
mid-nineteenth century). Andacollo was the economic and 
social fief of one of the village caciques, a lord-of- 
the-manor type who, through terror and loan peonage, ex­
ercised absolute sovereignty over the inhabitants. He was 
anti-religious and viewed any religious intrusion as an 
attack on his person and his interests.
Along with its fame as a mining center, Andacollo 
also hosted one of the most famous religious shrines in 
Chile* During the last years of the nineteenth century 
the Holy See required the fixed establishment of a reli­
gious community there. The problems created by the ruling 
were not easily solved. Since a contemplative order did 
not exist in Chile, there were no hermits who could toler­
ate the way of life to be found in the region of Andacollo, 
and missionaries tended to reject parochial service;
1^5
therefore, great compensations of another type were 
necessary in order to assign the guardianship of the 
Sanctuary.
Monsenor Fontecilla, the Bishop of La Serena, was a 
man of great tenacity and recognized diplomacy. He 
sounded out the Claretian superior, Padre Sese, with re­
gard to the foundation, but found only rejection.
During the year 1899* Monsenor Fontecilla traveled 
to Home in order to participate in the Concilio Plenario 
Latino Americano and he took advantage of the opportunity 
to consult with Padre Xifre, upon whom depended the
32success of his much desired foundation in Andacollo.
On his way back from the Concilio (September 23* 1899) 
Fontecilla visited Padre Xifre in the University of 
Cervera. There he explained to the Superior General the 
requirements of the foundation! chaplaincy of the shrine 
and connected offices together with parochial service, 
this last feature completely negated the possibility for 
the Cordimarianos. Padre Xifre explained that the Con- 
gregacion was made up of missionaries, not parrocost that 
such service, especially in isolation, without adequate 
financial resources or medical assistance,.was totally 
impossible. The Prelate pressed his case, insisting that 
parochial service in this area would be a continuous
~^2Bolet£n eclesiastico. 30 de octubre de 1900. Numero
1 3 1, p. *01.
See correspondence in Appendix.
1 k6
missionary activity. He asked that they take the chap­
laincy of* the Sanctuary, with the direction of the 
school, administration of the cofrad^a and that they ac­
cept the economic assistance provided by the pilgrims*
He assured the superiors that the foundation would be 
useful for the Congregacion because it would be a source 
of appreciable economic aid for their colleges. He 
maintained that the cofradla would provide for their 
support adequately. As for the isolation, how could 
they possibly be lonely when they would be surrounded by 
the poor miners who needed them?
The two men finally arrived at a provisional agree­
ment by which the Claretians would accept the chaplaincy
of the Sanctuary and the Congregacion1s first parochial 
33service. They met in Barcelona to sign the contract 
as the bishop was to sail from that port to return to 
his diocese.
Thus terminated the intervention of the Reverend 
Padre Xifre in the affairs of the Congregacion. One 
month later, after forty-one years of his paternal gov­
ernment, the Congregaclon lost its beloved Superior Gen- 
eral. All the one thousand three hundred sixteen in­
dividuals in houses around the world mourned the death
33Archivo Provincial Claretiano, Santiago de Chile.
34
13 de noviembre de 1899. Necrologium claretlanum. 
Romae; Apud Curiam Generalem C. M. F., 1952.
1^7
of their spiritual father.
On December 15» 1899* the General Chapter was conven­
ed in Vich for the purpose of selecting a successor for 
the primary office of the Congregacion. Padre Clemente 
Serrat, then in Spain* was elevated to the Superiorship.
As the bases for the foundation in Andacollo were 
neither definitive nor stable* the recently elected Gen- 
eralate reviewed the document. Their respect for the 
judgement of Padre Xifre and the intervention of Padre 
Cepeda saved the foundation. In order to carry out the 
terms of the contract, three priests and two brothers 
arrived from Spain on March 3* 1900.
Although public enthusiasm was lacking when they 
took up residence in Andacollo* the Claretians went a- 
bout their duties unperturbed. One of their primary con­
cerns was habitation for themselves and for the pilgrims 
who came to visit the shrine. On April 26* in a ceremony 
attended by such dignitaries as the President of the Re­
public* don Federico Errazuriz; Ministro de Culto. don 
Rafael Errazuriz* the Archbishop of Santiago* don 
Mariano Casanova; the Bishop of La Serena* don Florenclo 
Fontecilla; the Intendant of Coquimbo* don Juan Gronovo; 
ground was broken and the site was blessed.
35Anales (8 de junio de 1900) VIIi507.
"Andacollo," El Mercurio de Valparaiso. 27 de abril 
de 1900. n.p.
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According to their arrangement with the bishop, the 
Padres were to establish and maintain a school in Anda­
collo. By agreement with the cofradia. Bishop Donoso 
had decreed in 1 9 0 0 that the school was to operate 
gratuitously with the cofradia assuming financial respon­
sibility. The entire endeavor met with much animosity 
from the settlement's liberal element. There was no 
official teaching center in Andacollo for the children 
of the miners. In all the parish, made up in 1855 of 
the present territory and that of Recoleta, Hurtado and 
Tongoy, there were only three schools - the two (one for 
boys, one for girls) established in Andacollo by the co­
fradia . and the one for boys whose founder, don Valentin 
Ochoa, taught catechism, Castilian grammar, arithmetic 
and reading. There was one in Hurtado in which its 
founder, don Estanislao Morales, taught only reading.
Things had not changed in 1900; or, if anything, they had 
worsened. The Religiosas de Providencia were recalled 
by their superiors because of the dangers to their per-
nQ
sons and property during the Revolucion de los Gallo.
^"Escuela de Caridad,M in Constitucion de la Cofradia
de Nuestra Senora de Andacollo. 1853* Artlculo 58*
January to April, 1859. In support of the liberal-
conservative reaction against the Montt-Varista gov­
ernment and the possibility of Varas* ascent to the 
office of President, don Pedro Leon Gallo armed some 
seven hundred men, and on January 5, 1859, he seized
power in Copiapo. Gallo's army subdued the provinces 
of Atacama and Coquimbo before new government troops 
routed them in Cerro Grande.Encina, Historia.IIt111h .
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Their departure caused the cloture of the girls' secondary 
school in the area. The State provided education for 
boys under the direction of don Jose' Manuel Monreal. The 
fiscal school had a matriculation in 1897 of fifty-twoj 
fifty-eight in 1898 and thirty-five in 1899*"^
The Claretians matriculated some six hundred, sixty- 
eight children during their first three years in Anda­
collo. They intensified instruction in the more impor­
tant subjects, while orienting their curriculum toward 
the occupations for which the Andacollinos showed the 
greatest affinity. Preference was given to manual and 
technical training.
Although their contract required only the school 
for children supported by the Cofradia. the Padres ex­
tended their field to Include a night school for adults.
The latter project was successful in both the area of 
public enrichment and also as a form of social beneficence.
Andacollo was the first parish directed by the 
Claretians on a permanent basis. As a curacy it was the 
oldest in the Diocese of La Serena. With the founding 
of the city in 1544, and its reconstruction in 1549 af­
ter having been burned and destroyed by the Indians in 
the same year, the mining operations were intensified
no
Principio Albas Historia de Andacollo. Talagantet 
Claret, 1943. p. 315.
40 *Jaime Eyzaguirre Historia de Chile. 2a edicion.
Santiago: Zigzag, 1973* P» ^9*
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and, to attend the spiritual needs of the augmented
population, the curacy was established whose confines
were the cordillera and the sea and the limits of Hurtado
and the environs of Elqu£. As originally established,
the curacy was to benefit the indigenous population.
As the inhabitants were augmented by the Peninaularea.
the demand rose for more polished services, the change
being noted in 1668. Later the area was served by the
Franciscans from Recoleta. By decree of October 25, 1902
Monsenor Fontecilla gave canonical status to the parish
as delineated above, and turned it over to the Missionary
4lSons of the Immaculate Heart of Mary,
On January 2, 1903, the Prelate issued the contrac­
tual decree by which the Claretian community was defini­
tively established in Andacollo* His provisions were as 
follows•
"The Community will consist of at least three 
priests and a corresponding number of brothers*
They will take charge of the Parish, Sanctuary,
Cofradfa and the school of primary education."
"For the ordinary expenses of the Community, 
the Diocesan treasury will remit five hundred 
pesos monthly. For extraordinary expenses the 
superior will have to negotiate directly with 
the Bishop."42
The contract carries the signatures of Monsenor 
Fontecilla and the Visitador. Padre Ramon Genover.
** 1Boletfn eclesiastico. XVIII*U63.
Boletin eclesiastico de La Serena. CLIj4l4t 




The Department of Ovalle is one of the richest in 
Chile, Agriculture, mining and industry were developed 
prodigiously through the nineteenth century. The two
artificial lakes of Recoleta and Cogot^ provide assurance
44 45of agricultural prosperity. The first vacimientos
reserved all classes of metalic substances in the sub­
surface i copper, gold, mercury, iron, cobalt, manganese, 
silver, zinc, lead* Ovalle*s industries presented an 
equally bright face for the future. Without considering 
stock raising, there were viniculture, fruit canning, 
mills, manufacture of footware, and a tannery. An even 
brighter outlook was anticipated with the future install­
ation of hydroelectric plants in the cordillera. where 
the water runs free all year and there is a drop of 
twenty meters per kilometer.
Ovalle possesses no ancient history, neither as city
43
Politically Chile is divided into twenty-five provinces
containing eighty-seven departments. Departments are 
divided into subdelegations and then into districts. 
The Departments are administered by governors appoint­
ed by the President for three year terms. Federico 
Gil, The Political System of Chile. Boston * Hough­
ton Mifflin, 1966. pp. 128-129.
44 /Francisco Asta-Buruaga Diccionario geografico de la
Renubllca de Chile. Leipzig*l899.pp.497-498.
45
Mineral deposits or, as in this case, mining claims.
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nor as department. The birth of Ovalle is recorded as
April 22, 1831 by the action of the Provincial Assembly
of Coquimbo to honor the memory of don Jose Tomas Ovalle.
46Vicepresident of the Republic. George Evans, a doctor 
from an English merchant vessel in Coquimbo at the time, 
wrote of the founding of the city of Ovallej
"The Assembly took into consideration that be­
tween the town of Combarbala and the capital of 
the Province ^Coquimbo^ there is a population of 
more than thirty thousand inhabitants. These 
people are spaced out over great distances and live 
in the most deplorable state of ignorance, absolute­
ly lacking the benefits of religion. They find 
themselves having to endure all kinds of oppression 
by the land owners because the authorities who 
should defend them are far away. They are victims 
of the most prejudicial monopolies. The Provincial 
Assembly agreed that a town should be created in a 
place named Tuqui. whose terrain will be forty 
squares that the residents should buy for the price 
agreed to by the owners of the hacienda. If the 
owners do not agree to the price, an appraisal will 
be made and the price paid will not be superior to 
the stated legitimate value..."47
The Fiench engineer, Pedro Coustilhas, laid out the 
streets and don Jose Lucas Cortez surveyed the lots. How­
ever, the inhabitants of the region were not in any hurry 
to occupy them as they could not come to an agreement 
with the hacendada. Senora Micaela Campos (who was married
President Francisco Ruiz Tagle resigned on February 17, 
1831, and Jose Tomas Ovalle assumed the presidency.
On March 21, 1831. Ovalle died, the victim of tuber­
culosis. Francisco Frias Valenzuela, Manual de His­
toria de Chile. Nascimento, 1972. p. 272.
Encina saysj "La as amble a provincial de Coquimbo denomino'' 
Ovalle al pueblo que se fundo en Tuqui, en la ribera 
norte del rjCo Limari." Historia de Chile. X i548.
Asta-Buruaga, Diccionario geograflco. p. 497*
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to an Englishman named John A. Perry), regarding the 
price. This delay and the agitation by the town of 
Barraza, which also wanted the designation as the head 
of the Department, soon provoked a sharp message from 
the Minister of the Interior, Diego Portales. An alter­
nate suggestion was made that the new site be equidis­
tant from La Serena and Combarbala, between the sea and 
the cordillera. and that both Limari! and Sotaqul fit the 
requirement exactly. They were considered; however, un­
soluble difficulties arose. The proprietors of the 
fundo and the neighboring hacendados would not accept 
the establishment on their domains of a village with 
such authorities as would lessen their powers and which 
would, in their words, serve as asylum for vagrants and 
thieves.
It then became necessary for the government to take
the initiative, and it ceded the lots, a quarter of a 
1*8manzana for each of those interested. The recipients 
had the obligation to build a little adobe house of at
49
least twelve varas on their grants. This last regula­
tion had to be enforced with much pressure later. In 
truth, the urbanizing process of Ovalle was very slow in 
spite of its being the only water source for the entire
A square block bounded by four streets.
49
'One vara is roughly equal to thirty-three inches
15*»
Department until 189** • With the discovery of the enormous 
"metal nail" in Tatnaya and the apogee achieved by the min­
ing centers of Panulcillo, Punitaqui, La Lajat San Loren­
zo, Los Sapos, Pastos Blancos, Ovalle was converted during 
the thirty years between 1850 and 1880 into an empire of 
riches* Little of that wealth was lavished on the city, 
however. It was 1861 before the Alameda was planned, the 
hospital and church constructed and the plaza decorated. 
Nevertheless, from 1861 the city was continually embellish­
ed and, after the first quarter of the twentieth century, 
it boasted paved streets, a spacious alameda planted like 
an orchard, a tree-shaded plaza, an armory, elegant com­
mercial houses, collective education, a Casa de Ahorros 
and official buildingB. It became a beautiful town, am­
bitious, progressive, flowering, with a solid economic 
future.
In the religious sense, the history of Ovalle is 
more ingenuous. The Hacienda Tuqujl. birthplace of Ovalle, 
pertained primarily to the curacy and parish of Liroar^
Alto, (Sotaqu^) and afterward to that of Lower Limar^, 
whose parochial see radiated through and included the
Hacienda of the same name. In later years it belonged
50to the parish of Barraza. The interim cura. don 
Antonio Carvacho, and his successor took charge of the 
religious services in a little oratorio on the hacienda
^ G u i a  ecleaiastica de Chile. 1920. pp. 91-92.
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until 1870, when Bishop Orrego commissioned the cura and 
Vicar to bless the new church. This last could not have 
been very substantial as the rains and the earth tremor 
of August 6, 1880 were so deleterious that the Parroco 
saw the need to ask for the Bishop's financial assistance 
in order to repair it. In 1884 the Bishop issued the 
following decreet
"Considering that the only church which now 
exists there [[Ovalle^ is Inadequate for the ever- 
increasing population, we shall erect in said city 
a new temple under the advocacy of Nuestra Senora 
del Carmen, with a house contiguous to serve for 
the education of youth and the spiritual retreats 
of the faithful."51
Don Vicente Aguirre was the architect for the project. 
Strangely, don Vicente, although the son of very religi­
ous parents, was, in later years, so anticlerical and ir­
religious that a friend said of him, "I doubt that there
exists in the world a person more antipathetic toward
52religion and its ministers." Ironically, don Vicente's 
own house was later to shelter the Missionaries of the 
Corazon de Maria, notwithstanding the aggregate resis­
tance encountered in its purchase.
A Department such as Ovalle, sown with mine openings, 
does not offer itself to religious exercises if there is 
not an abundance of clergy to neutralize the corrosive
~*1Bolet^n eclesiastico de la Serena. LXXVIIIt179-181•
CO *
Archivo de la casa de Ovalle. Numero 67*
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effects of sudden riches* Unfortunately, the number of 
priests was always minimal in the second half of the 
last century and the beginning of the present, the total 
seldom reaching a half dozen. The inhabitants were in­
different and radicalism and Free Masonry attracted more 
adherents than the Church. The Missionaries set out to 
revive the spirit of Catholicism. Even so, they were 
only partially successful, finding indifference and ig­
norance deeply ingrained in the masculine sector. The 
women were considerably more receptive.
In 1902 a new cura was named for Ovalle. He was 
a tenacious, enthusiastic cleric who had been educated with 
the Claretians in La Serena. He appealed to Monseftor 
Florencio Fontecilla, Bishop of La Serena (1890-1909)^ 
for assistance, maintaining that he could not support the 
charge of a parish so large as Ovalle without the help of 
the Cordiroarianos. The young cura. don Jose/ Gabriel 
Cortez, accepted the Bishop's challenge - if he could
attract the Claretians, the Bishop would provide all
54possible support for their foundation in Ovalle.
Don Jose began by creating the Archicofrad^a del 
Corazon de Marla, and, at the same time, interesting sev-
^Monsefior Jose Manuel Orrego resigned the Bishopric of
La Serena, accepted by the Holy See on September 17, 
1887* In 1890, don Florencio Fontecilla took possess­
ion of the Diocese. Historia eclesiastica. p. 194,
54 /Raymundo Arancibia, Diccionario biografico del clero
secular. 1918-1969. Stgoi Neunert. 1969. p. 55.
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eral prominent people, expecially Sonora Carolina Ossa, 
in the project. In this way, he made it seem that the 
impulse came from the faithful and also made the public 
aware of the need. In the name of the Prelate, he solic­
ited the foundation with a letter to Padre Sese. The 
Claretian superior gave the request the attention and 
respect due the Prelate, but the arguments of the Council 
were the samet personnel were scarce* Ovalle was delineated 
by three communities already installed juridically; and, 
the work proportioned to Ovalle could be handled from La 
Serena. Furthermore, the Provincial Council had received 
the petitions of various bishops offering greater guaran­
tees and more urgency. The request from Ovalle was re­
jected. The cura Cortez did not discourage that easily.
He had gained the attention and Interest of Padre Satur- 
nino Apellaniz and revived the hopes of Dona Carolina.
He reiterated his request, maintaining, first, that the 
earthquake had left the personnel from Valparaiso free 
to accept other assignments; and, second, he had advised 
dofia Carolina to solicit the foundation directly from 
Spain with the specification of the sum with which whe 
would endow the establishment. He offered his services 
to carry her message to the Generalate in Spain.
55^In the provincial archives there is a letter in which
doRa Carolina offered to pay for cables to Spain, the 
passage and installation expenses for the padres and 
the price of the property for a residence. Archivo 
Provincial, Santiago de Chile*
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When Padre Alsina, the Superior General, made his 
Visita generalicia in 1907* seBor Cortez went to La 
Serena and persuaded the General to make a trip to 
Ovalle, saying that the distance was great enough to 
more than justify the foundation. Padre Alsina was 
aware of the decision of the Provincial Council, but 
nevertheless, he decided to make the trip, it was a 
decision very characteristic of his temperament.
During the journey the burden of conversation fell 
heavily upon don Gabriel. Padre Alsina observed the 
passing countryside and replied in monosyllables. The 
cura was repenting his impulsiveness in suggesting the 
trip when the Superior turned to him and said something 
to the effects "don Gabriel, the foundation is done."
The incredulous cura responded that they had not even 
reached the Department of Ovalle, that they were approx­
imately half the distance away. For that very reason, 
Padre Alsina explained, they had traveled all that way 
for all that time, and still had not arrived. When the 
two men finally reached the city, they took a tour of 
inspection and decided upon the location most convenient 
for a residence, if all other conditions in Ovalle were 
favorable•
A somewhat surprised Provincial Council communicated 
the Claretian acceptance to the Bishop of La Serena, and 
on February 15. 1907, Monsenor Fontecilla issued the
following decree;
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"According to the note from the Most Reverend 
Father Provincial of the Misioneros Hijos del 
Corazon de Maria, the Superior General and the 
Congreeacion have kindly accepted the petition 
which was issued in our name and have opened a 
house of their Institute in the city of Ovalle 
in order to assist in the religious service of
the parish and the neighboring areas. Upon their
arrival they rented a house and have installed 
themselves therein until they can procure their 
own house and church, I thereby decreet In ser­
vice of our Ordinary jurisdiction, the license 
is conceeded to them that the law requires for 
the foundation in that city of Ovalle a community 
of Missionaries..."56
Padre Sese' traveled to Ovalle from Santiago to in­
augurate the newest Cordimariano foundation formally.
The Santiago delegation was met at the station by a group
of enthusiastic citizens of Ovalle. No Claretian foun­
dation outside of that of Coquimbo had sustained until 
then such a popular reception. The Missionaries had 
entered other cities almost incognito and, at times, 
with fear as in Temuco and Antofagasta.
Later the priests attended a banquet in company 
with the city's prominent citizens. The Governor, don 
Emiliano Corvalan Melgargjo, offered these words:
"It is an error to believe that men can be 
separated from their ideas. Their passions push 
them apart. Many times men who fight for the 
same ideals, who sustain equal principles and 
who have analagous tendencies find themselves un­
fortunately estranged by the struggle with life's 
passions. To confirm what I have just said, I 
see gathered here many persons of distinct opin­
ions who have come to offer the hospitality of this 
great house, as I shall call the rich and exten­
sive Department of Ovalle. This offering is made
^Boletln ecleaiastico de La Serena. CCLVIII: 526-527.
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in the conviction that it is presented to peace­
ful men, to good men who will come to practice 
their virtues within the sane principles of 
Christian religion and complete the high mission 
of bringing their peace to the earth."57
On July 20, 1908 the deeds for the property were
signed and the Claretian foundation in Ovalle was made
definitive.
The primary motivations of those who intervened in 
the process of the foundation in Ovalle were as varied 
as the personalities themselves. The Congregacion. even 
with a marked resistance, implanted the community as a 
center of apostolic ministry for the benefit of the people, 
primarily for the surefios Departments of the Province of 
Coquimbo. The radius of the Serenenses was limited to 
the north of the Republic and the area surrounding and to 
the south of that of the Ovallifios. each to lend assis­
tance to the other. This was the intrinsic reasoning of 
the superiors. Don Gabriel Cortez, on the other hand, 
saw the Claretians as potential assistants in the parish. 
He wanted them as teniente curas without the official 
designation. Monsenor Fontecilla wanted the foundation, 
not in order to occupy the operatives who crossed and re­
crossed the diocese on their missionary treks, but ex­
clusively for the purpose of attending to the spiritual 
needs of the inhabitants of the city of Ovalle, whether
57^'Archivo Claretiano de Ovalle, 15 de mayo de 1907.
58Archivo Provincial Claretiano, Santiago de Chile.
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in the capacity of teniente curaa, serving in the hospi­
tal as chaplains, as couselors to the incarcerated or 
teaching in the colleges* Ovalle was to he their is­
land, whose shores they were not expected to cross.
Dona Carolina and the others of the laity who had suppor­
ted the foundation financially more or less upheld the 
position of the Prelate without the rigidity of the 
isolation which he proposed. All these restrictions were 
implied, never overtly stated. Had they been clear re­
quisites set forth as conditions of the foundation, it 
is certain that the General would have rejected the pro­
ject out of hand.
As the years wore on, there developed a conflict be­
tween the Claretian superior in Ovalle, Padre Rogelio 
Oriate, and the parroco. don Jose Gabriel Cortez, reach­
ing the point where both had to be transferred. Senor 
Cortez went to the parish of Copiapo, and Padre Onate, 
upon completion of his superiorato in 1912, was sent as 
superior to Talca.
In the long run, the Missionaries have been constant, 
if indifferent auxiliaries of the parrocos. They dispensed 
the sacraments, methodically organized popular catechism, 
founded pious associations, gave direction and religious 
assistance to those in the jail and the hospital, served 
as chaplains to the communities of women religious, and 
performed their duties in the colleges and schools.
They were influential in beneficial and cultural works,
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founded a press, worked with tenacity and success in the 
field of Catholic Action, established charity clothing 
distribution centers and generally impregnated the ur­
ban atmosphere with Christian essence*
With all this urban activity, the Claretians did 
not neglect the campos. There was no place from the 
foothills of Las Cerdas to the shores of the Choapa that 
had not hosted the Missionaries from Ovalle* In addi­
tion, they made frequent treks through the territories 





Ten years after the arrival of the Claretians in 
Chile, the only definitive foundations were those in 
Santiago and La Serena, certainly not for lack of vital 
impulse or because their services were not requested in 
the four dioceses of the Republic, but rather due to in­
ternal concerns. In 1879 Padre Vallier was studying 
the feasibility of two more houses, one in Curico and 
another in Valparaiso. The latter city functioned as a 
mission center, sanitarium or way-station for mission­
aries in transit. There were many affirmative pressures 
for a Claretian establishment in the port city, includ­
ing that exerted by the Administrator-Intendent•
As it happened, one serlora dona Antonia Ramirez de 
Rabusson, a member of a wealthy and distinguished family, 
had constructed a chapel on the Cerro de la Cruz in Val­
paraiso. Through the intermediacy of Monaeftor Casanova, 
Senora Ramirez offered the chapel and the annexed resi­
dence to Padre Vallier for the foundation of a community. 
The benefactress, in a deed dated June 9t *879» made the 
donation "pure, perfect and irrevocable in favor of the
16k
Church,.. "1
In anticipation of the successful outcome of the 
negotiations, Padre Vallier solicited license from the 
Generalate to accept the foundation and the personnel 
to staff it. Padre Xifre' authorized both, requiring 
that the cost of the trip be borne by the New Vorld 
community. Don Benjamin Ortuzar, a friend of the Clar­
etians, contributed two thousand pesos to defray the cost 
of the ocean crossing, and this expedition arrived in 
Chile on the first day of June, 1880. Its members were 
Padres Jose" Calmet, Santiago Constans, Pedro Vall-llovera, 
and Gumercindo Villahur. Also in the company were Bro­
thers Sixto Carnicer, Bernardo Fernandez, Pedro Marce, 
Isidro Molist and Juan Vilar.
On June 26, 1880, Padre Vallier wrote the following 
to the Vicar in Valparaiso}
"The Missionaries are authorized to proceed with 
the formation of the Community of Valparaiso.
There is not at present any impediment on the part 
of the Congregacion to the establishment of a res- 
idencia.•. It is my duty to inform Your Excellency 
that the communities are classified in the Congre- 
gacio"n as casas. which count numerous individuals 
with stability; residencies, which count three or 
four priests with stable residence; and cuasires- 
idencias when the priests are few and without sta­
bility. To establish a residencla is to establish a 
true community for which it is necessary to ob­
tain the aprobation of Your Reverence, Vith this 
approval, the new community is pledged to work 
zealously to sustain the cult in the chapel.•• 
and as long as their strength permits, for the 
good of the faithful of Valparaiso."2
1Cesion in the name of Joaquin Larrain Gandarillas.
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The reply from the Vlcarate included the confirmation 
of the proprietorship of the Missionaries of the Chapel 
in Valparaiso* The decree is a model of diplomacy, re­
viewing the complete history of the foundation and Justi­
fies the canonical basis for the Bishop's intervention 
and the establishment of a new religious community in 
the city. Xt includes an inventory and complete break­
down of the responsibilities of the missionaries in re­
gard to the house and chapel, and terminates with a 
solicitation of the license of the Apostolic Delegate 
for the transfer of proprietorship* On the 27th of 
September the act was verified with the delivery of the 
required Inventory and the chroniclers assign July 26,
1880 as the date that the Claretians actually took
Jt
possession of the property.
B. HOUSES OF FORMATION
1-YAQUILi According to the last will and testament of 
don Jose' Leon Marcelino, presbltero (l8l6-l89^)» one 
hundred thousand pesos were left to the Chilean curia 
for the construction of a house for spiritual exercises, 
a small chapel and an equally small hospital in Xsla de
2
Archivo Provincial, Santiago de Chile.
Joaquin, Obispo de Martyropolis (2 de Julio de 1880)
Ms.
^"Memoria y cronicon, Casa mision de Valparaiso." p. 2.
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Yaquil? All vere to be delivered into the hands of the 
ecclesiastic authorities for investiture with the Sales* 
ians or another "religious community considered worthy. 
Named executor of the estate was don Luis Antonio Bara- 
hona.
The buildings were duly constructed and delivered 
into the keeping of the Metropolitan curate for its ad­
judication. The search for a religious community willing 
to take charge began. The Salesians declined the founda­
tion, as did several other congregations. There were 
several reasons for the unpopularity of the sector; the 
distance from urban centers, the complete isolation in 
the seasons of rains and thaws, the lack of medical assis­
tance in cases of emergency, the boredom of the tasks 
and the fact that the chaplaincy was a gratis offering.
Vhen the Archbishop finally got around to asking the 
Claretians to take charge of the installation, the pros­
pect was viewed with a noticeable lack of enthusiasm by
7
the Council. They did consider locating a postulantado 
there, but the reply of the Generalate was negative;
The word "isla1^ as used here, signifies "isolated," not 
island. Yaquil is located approximately one hundred, 
eighty kilometers south of Santiago in the Province 
of Colchagua.
^Curico', 5 de octubre de 1892.
7A postulantado is a place for the reception and prelimin­
ary training of those who aspire for entry into a 
religious congregation.
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"Neither could it serve as a postulantado. 
being located in so unpopulated a district, 
without methods of providing for daily needs... 
it could not support so numerous a community.
Said postulantado could be established as well in 
our house in Curico', in the locale designated for 
the secondary school.••"8
In November of 1913, the Council decided to accept 
the foundation on an experimental basis, ad experimentum. 
for three years, after which, considering the disadvan­
tages and inconveniences, everyone anticipated its aban- 
9
donment. The Archbishop had other ideas, however, and 
proferred a definitive contract for their signatures. The 
document bears the date, February 6, 191^, and included 
the bases for the foundation. The Claretians were to have 
full possession of the buildings owned by the Curia, and 
they agreed to place at least three priests and one 
brother in Yaquil, They were to take charge of all re­
ligious activities in the area. The Congragacion was 
to retain an estimated income of sixteen thousand pesos 
annually from contributions and the vinyard. The padres 
accepted financial responsibility for repairs and main- 
t.nance.10
O
Letter from Padre Mata (Madrid) to Padre Lino Sarriu-
garte (Santiago), March 18, 1913*
>ro de las actas del Consi 
octubre de 1913* P» 8M-.
9
"Libr nsejo Provincial," 13 de
Monserfor Juan Ignacio Gonzales E., Arzobispo de Santiago 
y Reverendo Padre Lino Sarriugarte Eguiguren, Pro­
vincial, "Decreto de las bases de la fundacion de 
Yaquil." 6 de febrero de 191*** Archivo de Yaquil.
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The Yaquilenae community, in a few short years, was 
transformed from a dependent cuaslresidencia to a semi- 
university. From 191*1 to 1916 its existence was pre­
carious. It endured many years as a missionary house or 
residencia. In the 1920's it was converted into a 
novitiate.11
2) LLANO SUBERCASEAUX1 During the first days of the year
1918, the formalities were begun for the establishment
of the postulantado of the Llano Subercaseaux. Located
in the extreme south of Santiago, on a wide boulevard which
connects the Capital with San Bernardo, (today Gran Avenida)
the site overlooks the busiest traffic artery in the
12metropolitan area. The Congregacio'h accepted the chapel 
and adjacent land proferred by dofia Ana Hira following the 
petition of the Provincial, Padre Medardo Alduan, who gave 
the following reasons for his desire for the foundations
1) The Provincial Government would find it con­
venient to be in a house independent of the other 
in Santiago.
2) It would present the opportunity to install 
the much-needed postulantado.
1^A place for novices. In convents there is usually a year 
of probation and study prior to taking vows.
12It was on this plain, at the portals of the city of Sant­
iago, that the O'Higginista Joaquin Prieto met the 
forces of General Francisco de la Lastra in the Battle 
of Ochagavia on December 1U, 1829. The action cul­
minated with the battle of Lircay (April 17, 1830) 
which ended the bloody civil war and saw the insti­
tution of the Republic.
Frias Valenzuela, Manual de hlstoria* pp. 270-272.
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3) The terrain offered would aoon appreciate 
in value,
h) They would have an opportunity to work in a 
field which, prior to this time, had seen no other 
religious community.
5) The location was in close proximity to the 
new hospital (Barros Luco) then under construction, 
which would enable them to attend it with convenience.
6) The excellence of public transportation in the 
area would make all the above viable.13
The Generalate accepted the proposal and the trans­
fer was signed before the notary, don Mariano Melo Egafia, 
on June 19, 1922. On August 10, 1922, the Archbishop,
MonseSor Crescents Errazuriz Valdivieso, in response to 
a petition from the Communi.ty' s superiors, ceded the 
usufruct of the chapel of the Llano Subercaseaux and the
14property adjacent and construction was begun on a house.
3) TALAGANTE; In the Capj^tulo of 1928 there was a serious 
discussion over the need to establish a college for stu­
dents of Philosophy. The authorization of the Curia was 
obtained on July 13* 1928 for the erection of a public 
oratory, and, on March l4, 1930,for the establishment of
the novitiate in Talagante. The Sacred Congregation of 
Religious abolished by rescript the novitiate of Yaquil, 
established it in Talagante, approved the way taken by 
the Generalate, and gave permission for the interruption 
of the novitiate.15
1 3Archlvo Provincial, Santiago.
^Revista Cato'lica. XXX* 293-29*1.
15 '"Licencia del Ordinario a trasladar el noviciado de Iaquil."
Archivo Provincial, Santiago de Chile.
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As the school developed, young men were to receive 
In Talagante the training necessary to prepare them Tor 
missionary U T e  and the spiritual exercises which were 
so much a part oT their moral development* Students were 
offered courses in both philosophy and theology in pre­
paration Tor their sacerdotal ordination. Xn addition, 
there were courses in mathematics, physical chemistry, 
natural history, civil history, logic, metaphysics, 
anthropology, rational and experimental psychology, theo­
dicy, ethics, history oT philosophy, natural law and
4 n 16sociology.
The seminarians, aTter a rigorous competency exam­
ination, passed Trom the liceo to the superior studies 
oT theology and canon law. These were completed in Tive 
years. During that time they also studied Tundamental 
theology, dogmatic theology, methodology (ritual) and 
general history oT theology. Moral theology was comple­
mented with pastoral theology. They received instruction 
in sacred scripture, Greek and Hebrew, ecclesiastic his­
tory and canon law, both the legislation common to the 
entire Church, and that oT the Province, along with civil 
law and liturgy.
The more advanced oT the students could opt Tor 
degrees of licendatura and doctorado in philosophy, for
^ Cronica v Archivo. Ij**04.
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which they were released from their duties in the 
seminary so that they could devote their entire atten­
tion to their studies at the Universidad Caiolica in 




The Claretian Missionaries had, since their first 
days in the Calle Dieciocho. been active throughout the 
central and southern regions and were well known and ad­
mired in Curicd,
During that time, there lived in Curicd an old priest, 
don Antonio Poblete, A former Franciscan, he had received 
the Indult of Secularization on March 5» 1855• He was as 
enamored as any Chilean of that age of the Virgin of Car­
men1 and his heart's desire was to found a cofradia and 
build a great church in her honor. He was convinced that 
his native city of Curico was in need of such a sanctu­
ary, On January 25, 1858, he bought a tract of land from 
Jacinto Olave for three hundred and forty pesos. On this 
site, situated on the extreme southern part of town, he
The Virgin of Carmen is the Patroness of Chile, At the 
end of December, 1816, the "Army of the Andes” was 
organized in Mendoza by San Martin and O'Higgins, The 
forces elected to place themselves under the protec­
tion of the Virgin Mary, under the appelation del 
Carmen. O'Higgins proclaimed, "...Nuestra Setfora del 
Carmen, Patrona y Generalisima de las armas de Chile." 
(Chacabuco, February 11, 1817)* "Santuario de la 
Patria,” Arzobispado de Santiago. Mimeographed,
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constructed his church, completed in i860 and recognized 
in the same year as a public church by decree of Arch­
bishop Valdivieso.
Being totally obsessed with his church and the 
cofradia. don Antonio sought to perpetuate both after 
his death. He had a new will drawn up, signed on the 
30th of July, 1878* Clause VI of that testament stateds
"It is my will to cede on my death in favor of 
the Missionaries of the Immaculate Heart of the 
Blessed Virgin Mary, actually established in 
Santiago, the cited Church of Our Lady of Carmen 
founded by me in this city of Curiccf with all the 
grounds and appurtenances thereto, all adornments 
and utensils; the two houses on the perimeter, 
the vinyard and all the buildings and plantings 
including the land, in addition to the house in 
the Calle San Francisco, on the condition that 
they perpetuate the cult of the Most Blessed 
Virgin, Our Lady of Carmen..."?
Don Antonio died on July 27 of the following year. 
When the executor, don Pedro Pablo Olea, got in touch 
with Padre Vallier, and he with the General, there were 
alterations in plans all around. To the problem of the 
shortage of personnel there were added those inconven­
iences of economic and canonical nature. Fortunately, 
all were soluble. During his visit, the Superior Gener­
al reviewed the conditions and, accompanied by Padre 
Coma, he made a special trip to Curico in order to learn 
first hand of the advisability of establishing a community
\estamento de don Antonio Poblete y Munoz" Segundo 
seinestre del ano 1878. numero 399*
17&
there. Padre Xifrd was, above all, Interested In the 
welfare of the Congregacion. He would only accept a 
change if it were for the greater good and advancement 
of the Institute.
There was very definitely a need for the services 
of the Claretians in Curico. In a city of fourteen 
thousand, as was Curico at that time, there was only 
one cura. and he served two or three neighboring 
curacies, a chaplain for the hospital and one deaf priest
of sixty-five years who took care of the spiritual needs
3
of the communities of Buen Pastor and Merced.
The parish priest committed himself to collect those 
funds necessary to bring the Missionaries to Curled and 
to set them up there. The Vicar Capitular, don Joaquin 
Larrain Gandarillas, wrote a decree on July 2, 1880,
authorizing the implantation of a religious community in 
the territory of his jurisdiction. He also, by the same 
decree,ceded the chapel of which illegal disposition had 
been made in the last will and testament of don Antonio 
Poblete. Much the same problem existed with the will of 
don Antonio as had previously caused such concern for 
the Claretians in Belen. The land on which the church 
was constructed had been ceded previously to the Curia.
In order to clarify the situation, the Archbishop Titu-
3
Communities of female religious.
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lar emitted a second decree on August 8, in the same 
year, avering that his thought was, in his wordst
"To make for the Congregaci<fn in so far as such 
be possible, a permanent and legal cession of the 
church to which said acts refer £the will of don 
Antonio^] and of all the objects appertaining to 
the same with the understanding that in whatever 
time and for whatever reason the Missionaries 
leave the care and direction of these churches 
£he referred here to both Curico and Valparaiso! 
they will revert to the Ordinario in Santiago."4
The 12th of August found Padre Coma, who had been 
named Superior of the new community, in Curico'. The 
balance of the personnel arrived later for the formal 
dedication of the house. There were in all three priests 
and two brothers assigned to Curico.
On August 1880, Padre Xifre made his fourth
visit to America. His primary purpose was to check on 
the adherence by the American houses to the Constituciones. 
He had been in Cuba leading an expedition requested by 
the Archbishop of Santiago de Cuba, don Jose Martin de 
Herrera. The group arrived in Cuba in June and Padre 
Xifre left them in the ancient convent of San Francisco 
and took passage to Chile. By July five of the mission­
aries had died. In September they lost four more to the 
ravages of yellow fever.
The tragedy in Cuba was mitigated somewhat by the 
pleasure the Superior General took in the definitive
^Joaquin, Obispo de Martyropolis, "Decreto." Santiago,
9 de agosto de 1880. Archivo Provincial, Santiago.
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foundations of Curico and Valparaiso. He traveled to 
Curico and formally accepted the establishment there, 
after which his duties recalled him to Spain.
B. TALCA
In the year 1692, the president of the Audiencia, 
don Tomas Marin de Poveda, established a settlement 
in the central valley, 35°26" south latitude and 71°
47" east longitude,to serve as a center for the produc­
tion of grain and wines and to sustain some four hundred 
men at arms. The village did not p r o s p e r . I t s  in­
habitants were scattered through the ancient ranchos 
looking for that isolation so attractive to the aborigine. 
Half a century later the Governor, Jose Antonio Manso de 
Velasco, tried to reconstruct the town. On land yielded 
by the Agustinos he laid the foundations for the town to 
be called "San Agustfn de Talca."^ On the 19th of Septem­
ber, 17*tO? don Nicolas de la Cruz y Bahamonde mentioned 
in a letter to the King of Spain, that the new town was 
"un campo erial y monte espeso en 1742."
This time the people responded. They came with
^Galdames, Historia de Chile, p. 163.
^Encina, Historia de Chile. V*214-215.
7 /1Asta-Buruaga y Cienfuegos, Diccionario geografico.
p. 781.
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the hope of enriching themselves with the gold of the
o
mines of El Chivato. recently discovered* With the 
searchers for gold came the more practical merchants 
and professional people - doctors, lawyers* teachers.
Xn feeding them the farmers prospered* The townspeople
9
built, schools and established regulatory provisions*
Talca became a seat of government in 1818* Xn the 
beginning of the century it was the fourth city of the 
Republic. Xt has grown into a great modern* prosperous* 
progressive Industrial city* boasting of its development* 
enamored of its history* jealous of its traditions* 
glorified by its sons and emulative of the urban centers.
Xn the case of religious order the city of Talca 
gained a position of priviledge* Xt hosted a prodigi­
ous number of religious communities - Dominican* Francis­
can, Augustin, Salecian and Mercedarian for men* along 
with Carmelite* Descalzas. Charity* Good Shepherd and 
Sacred Heart for women, among others. In charge of the 
parish of Talca was a star of the first magnitude among 
the Chilean clergy, don Luis EspJCnola Cobos* who discharg­
ed the high functions of Vicar General and Provisor for
10the Archdiocese.
Little was realized as the mines were soon inundated and 
work had to be terminated. Encina* Historia.Vi 311.
^Medina, Documentos. XXI*4,970*
^Arancibio, Diccionario biografico del clero. p. 72.
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Don Luis treated with Padre Xifre in 1893« offering 
the Congreeacion the church of San Juan de Dios, for­
merly held by the Salecians. The offer was refused, 
primarily because the missionaries were occupied with 
their service in the hospitals in the north. A second 
offer was made, this time for a Casa de eiercicios. but 
it did not get past the discussion stage.
In 1901 fate, in the person of don Luis, again 
knocked at the Claretian's door. He had in hand a deed 
to land on the extreme south of the city and twenty- 
five thousand pesos contributed by Sonora Melania Letelier 
for the construction of a church and living quarters for 
the priests to attend it. This time the offering was 
accepted, and, on March 15* 1903, construction was begun.^
Don Luis Espinola was greatly enamored of the Ger­
man Gothic style of architecture he had seen on a Euro­
pean tour, and was determined to construct a miniature 
of the Cathedral of Cologne in Talca. The completed 
structure, a true and beautiful Gothic reproduction,
was raised to the status of a public church by decree of
12the Archbishop (Casanova) on August 19, 1904.
The history of the activities of the missionaries 
for the first three years until the great catastrophe of
 ^^ Boletin eclesiastico. X V *689•
12Boleti!n eclesiastico. XVI* 141,
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August 16, 1906 (the earthquake of Valparaiso) Is one of 
apostolic works, both within the city and in the fields 
nearby* Much of the Claretians* energy was expended in 
the construction of the church*
On Jaunary 12, 1905, the Bishop, represented by 
don Jacinto Marquez, and the Congregacion. represented 
by Padre Juan Martinez, signed agreements whereby the 
Institute and the Archdiocese of Santiago, as co-owners,
nAccept a site with a church and a house... 
appraised at thirty thousand pesos...It is agreed 
that if the priests have need to leave the city, 
the portion belonging to them reverts to the 
Archdiocese•"13
At the time of the 1906 earthquake, there was such 
extensive damage to the buildings that there was consid­
erable discussion as to the feasibility of rebuilding or 
abandoning the site. The decision was for the former 
course of action, and the second church was blessed on 
July 30, 1907.
C. LINARES
Linares, in the early nineteenth century, waB a 
town of ninethousand people, the capital of the Province 
of Linares, three hundred kilometers south of Santiago. 
It boasted a healthy climate, fertile and fruitful soil
^Boletln eclesiastico. XVI*233.
1**Cronica v archivo, 1907, p. 102.
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and a population aware of its limitations. In the year 
18*19* the people of Linares felt the need for a chapel 
and retreat house. Through the generosity of dofla 
Dolores Ferrada and others, the project saw the light 
of day in 1885 and the property and its improvements 
were ceded to the parish with the recommendation that 
it he given over to the care of a religious community.
Following the agreement, on the 13th of January,
1883* a public notice was issued giving the terms of 
the pact%
"...the donation gratuitous and irrevocable 
to the parish for the purpose of establishing 
a retreat house and maintaining the chapel 
annexed to the same... Leaving said goods to 
be used for this exclusive purpose. Commended 
by the donatee to the ecclesiastic authorities, 
that the forementioned establishment be placed 
under the direction of a religious community 
selected by the Diocese...n15
From 1885 until 1895* the year in which the Claretian 
Community was established in Linares* there were ten 
years of negotlotlons and search for the religious con­
gregation that would satisfy the desires and anxieties 
of the donatee. At one time the foundation was offered 
to another institute, but there are no documents to in­
dicate which or why it was rejected. Most sources a- 
gree that the Claretians came upon the scene through the 
intercession of don Benigno Cruz, Dean of the Cabildo de
^Donacion* "Dolores Ferrada a Parroquia de Linares 
Primer semestre de 1885* numero 33»
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Concepcion. Don Benigno was acquainted with the activities 
of the Cordimarianos through their work in the hacienda 
Santa Rita.
With the authorization of the Vicar Capitular and 
don Benigno Cruz, and with the express consent of the 
parroco. don DeXfin del Valle, the latest Claretian foun­
dation was agreed upon on the 27th of December, 189^.1^
In May of 189^, the Bishop of Concepcion, Monsefior 
Labarca, addressed these lines to don Angel A, Herrera 
which presuppose a long transaction and reflect the anx­
iety and interest of the Prelate in the finalization of 
the matter*
"As I have expressed a thousand times, I long 
for the establishment of a religious community in 
the town of Linares, which greatly needs it... I 
authorize you to present this to the Reverend 
Marist Fathers whose choice is very pleasing to 
us. They will contribute powerfully with their 
zeal and ardent charity to the salvation of 
souls in the Parish of Linares.”17
On the l^th of January, 1895, Padres Dalmau and Soler 
left Santiago, and the same day they reached Linares and 
took formal possession of the house that they were to use. 
The residence was provided with ten beds and the most
^Donacion; "Parroquia de Linares a Congregacion de Mision- 
eros del Corazon de Mar^a.” Primer seroestre de 1895.
17 "Marists" in this case means the Claretians. In Sant­
iago they were called nPadrecitos de Bel&i,n and known 
more formally as "Clarets” for their founder.
See letter from Padre Xifre to Padre Vilahur, following 
page. Archivo Provincial, Santiago de Chile.
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essential items. After a brief interval, they were
joined by Padres Vilahur and Viladrich and Brothers
18Callen and Casanova.
It was not long before the Claretians found out that 
the bases for the foundation were not so firm as they had 
assumed. The pdrroco expected much more of them than 
they were prepared and equipped to give, they having 
understood that the donation was to be free of any encum­
brances. The Superior threatened to remove the community 
to Santiago and the whole matter soon developed into a 
public scene. The controversy was placed in the hands 
of Monsenor Labarca, and an agreement acceptable to both 
parties was soon reached.
Finally, on February 25, 1895> the legal papers 
were executed and the cession was approved, giving ir­
revocably the house on the Calle Freire valued at twenty 
thousand pesos to the Congregacidn. Ten thousand pesos 
remained in the keeping of the pirroco and the Claretians 
received outright the proceeds of the sale of the third 
house donated to the parish. The final papers carried 
the signatures of the p&rroco and seiiora Dolores as well 
as that of the Vicar Capitular, They included the fol­
lowing paragraph*
"Those who subscribe declare that when this 
donation lacks the provisions required by Article
l8Anales. VI*2^2.
1^01 of the Civil Code, they agree that the 
present document fulfills the needs of all
concerned."19
D. TEMUCO
Approximately fourteen hundred years after the 
birth of Christ, the hosts of Tupac Yupanqui trampled 
the soil of Chile and reduced the area to a tributary. 
This people came from "Bajo Brazil,n and crossed the Ar­
gentine pampas. They were of Guarani ascendency - the 
Chilean aborigines called them "Mapuches," or "Hen of 
the East." Transversing the Andes at the source of the 
Cautin, they spread without restraint through the fer­
tile prairie shaded by the thousand-year old forests, 
limited by tlie waters of the Bio Bio and the Tolten.
This was the race which was later called "Araucanian 
In their great leap from the north, they met headon with 
the Chincha Diaguita people who inhabited the region. As 
the invader, bellicose and land-hungry, viewed the luxur­
iant, vegetation-covered region with avarice, there was 
instant war. The Diaguita were pushed violently from 
the Pacific toward the north and the south, breaking into 
two parts. Those forced northward were called "Picunches
19Archivo Provincial, Santiago de Chile.
20Benjamin Subercaseaux, Chile o una loca geograf£a.
15 edicion, Santiago * Universitaria, 1973*
PP. 36-39.
and those relegated to the south "Huilliches." Although 
barbarous and primitive, the conquerors possessed a uni­
que capacity Tor assimilating the advanced cultures of 
the conquered people without losing their autochthonous 
nature. The Chincha-Diaguita imposed upon their con­
querors their more advanced culture. By historical 
anomaly, the Araucano. although a warrior, lacked the 
expansive spirit. He abhorred nomadism and took a firm 
grip on the land he won. He loved the land and identified 
it with his liberty. For this reason the existence of 
the Chincha-Diaguita was assured. They could maintain 
their lives freely and expand so long as they did not 
cross the Araucanian frontiers. This same lack of expan­
sive impulse and racial tendency to live interior, soli­
tary, concentrated and autocratic lives was a reagent 
for the fusion of their blood with those peoples within 
their tributory limits* Thus can be explained in part
the marked ethnic differences of the Guichinches and
21Picunches with respect to the Araucanlans.
The tenacity of the race in defending its territory 
from the incursions of the Xnca and the Peninsulares was 
extraordinary. The race was immortalized by Alonso de 
Ercilla y Zufliga in his epic poem, La Araucana. The 
Araucanian valiently defended his freedom and his final
21Alberto Cabero. Chile v los chilenos. Santiago % 
Nascimento, 1926. pp. 87-88.
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attempt to regain his independence was in the year i860. 
When the War of the Pacific forced a reduction of the 
garrison that protected the Araucanian frontier, the 
Indians rose en masse and laid waste to the neighboring 
territory. After the surrender of Lima (January, 1881) 
Chilean troops were Immediately dispatched to subdue the 
Araucano. Colonel Gregorio Urrutia arrived at the pass 
of Caut£n on February 23, 1881, and stationed his men in 
a place called by the Indians, "Temuco" (Agua de TemoK  
on a beautiful and fecund plain where the snow-covered 
Cordillera ended, and facing the cerroa of Conum-hu^n.
On the east ran the majestic Rio Cautin and on the north­
west was the estuary Pichu-Cautin. There, in the Battle
of Vega Larga, on the 10th of November, 1881, the resisi-
22tance of the valient Araucanians breathed its last.
The soldiers built a fort and Temuco was born. 
Surrounding the fort were the living quarters of the 
friendly aborigines. They followed the merchants and 
built their houses of straw and clay. In the ensuing 
years Temuco was transformed into one of the most beau­
tiful and picturesque, as well as prosperous cities of 
the Republic, called by many the "Pearl of the Cautin."
Unfortunately, morality and religion did not keep 
pace with the material progress. The moral state of the
^Encina, Historia de Chile. 111*1639*
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region was described in a chronicle in 1901, a document 
which also attests to the need for a Claretian establish­
ment in Temuco and the tenacious opposition of Protestan­
tism i
"In this city, as in the new towns on the fron­
tier, the Protestants have extended like a plague, 
thanks to Yankee gold and the scarcity of clergy 
in the Diocese*.. In towns of one and two thousand 
inhabitants where there is no Catholic priest nor 
a church for the Christian ^Catholic] people, they 
have their Pastors [^Protestant ministers] and a 
chapel where they hold their services. Schools 
for the children of Protestants are attended by 
children of Catholics as well... Nothing bothers 
them, not the religious questions nor concern 
for the cemeteries.••"23
A description of the plight of the Araucanlans was 
includedt
"And those brave Araucanlans. whose persistence 
could only be understood by the C.onquistadores. • . 
Today they are Incapable of raising their heads.
The Government has been corralling them and their 
lands, part of which has been sold at public auction, 
part it has distributed among the nationals and for­
eigners who have come to colonize the area. The 
primary owners have had to content themselves with 
some hi.iuelas or reducciones. There are many who 
are Christians, but many do not wish to be conver­
ted, the primary reason being poligamy, theft, 
drunkenness, vices that the missionary tells them 
must be put aside in order to embrace Christianity. 
Due to the efforts of the Protestants, they doubt 
the veracity of our religion."24
The first to answer the impassioned call for Catholic 
action were the Sisters of Providencia. In 1894 the con­




which they opened an asylum, provided instruction, food 
and clothing, medicine and religious instruction for 
hundreds of the children of the Araucanlans* Hie Sisters 
worked diligently for the establishment of the Claretians 
in Temuco. Five months after their arrival, the nuns 
persuaded Padres Dalmau and Viladrich to preach a 
mission. Their second mission, with the Bishop of Con­
cepcion in attendance,was even better received.
From that moment the projects of foundation were in­
tensified. Few have had so painful a gestation, and few 
have had barriers raised against them as presented them­
selves in Temuco. Most opposed to the Missionaries were 
the local authorities. The Supreme Government, seeing 
in the religious influence a pacifying element for the 
aborigines, was most interested and swept away the ob­
stacles placed in the way by fiscal subordinates.
In l895f when the Temucan establishment appeared 
assured, for reasons not made clear, the donation was 
withdrawn before the priests could take possession.
In January 6, 1896, two ecclesiastics presented 
themselves before the Visitador. Padre Dalmau, in Sant­
iago. They were well-known as part of the movement for 
the regeneration of the working class, one a Spaniard, 
the other a Chilean. They came to offer the means for 
the realization of the Claretian foundation in Temuco.
The conditions could not have been more favorable, and 
they counted on the support of no less a personage than
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the President of the Republic, who, even if he took no 
direct part in the matter, would have a vital interest. 
The clerics offered a house, church, half a block of 
land and thirty-four thousand pesos, to be donated by 
doha Concepcion Echaurren de Ochagav£a, the aunt of the 
President-elect, don Federico ErrOzuriz Echaurren. The 
Visitador promised to present the proposal to the Gener- 
alate, and with the project uppermost in his mind, Padre 
Dalmau left for Spain on February 28, 1896.
Xn Spain Padre Dalmau found only disappointment.
The Generalate refused to accept the foundation due to 
the lack of personnel. In the second place, the Council 
felt that the establishment was not viable in a town 
which did not even appear on the maps of Chile. The 
Visitador assured them that the new colony had a promis­
ing future. It sheltered some ten thousand people and 
its location in the geographic center of Araucania, an 
area until then totally unexploited, promised a rapid 
development and future prosperity. His arguments fell 
on deaf ears. Actually, the Institute's expansion into 
Africa and the American Republics had so decimated the 
manpower that there were not sufficient men available 
for further expansion then.
On June 6, 1900, the Reverend Padre Serrat wrote 
that he had been approached and favorably attended the 
new proposal for the Temucan foundation. On August 18, 
the Bishop of Concepcion, Monsenor Placido Labarca, .
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emitted a decree canonically erecting in Temuco the
Missionary Community and recommending to the parocco that
he, "...render assistance and at the same time, remove
25obstacles as they present themselves."
On the 3rd of September, the Ministry of External
Relations, with the signature of don Hilario Fernandez,
along with the decree of the Inspector of Lands and
Colonization, don Agustin Baeta Espineira, designated
the land bounded by the streets General Zentefto, Manuel
Montt and Diego Portales in the city of Temuco as part
of the Claretian foundation. The statement was also
2 6endorsed by the Minister of Cult, Sefior Silva Cruz.
On October 12, 1900, Padre Claparols signed an 
agreement with Seffora Concepcion Echaurren by which she 
turned over the agreed-upon land to the Coneregaci^n. a- 
long with thirty thousand pesos to be used for construc­
tion. One clause stipulated that if the Generalate agreed 
and if, within six months of the date of the signing of 
the agreement there was open and in operation a free 
school annexed to the convent and under the direction of 
the Missionaries, seftora Echaurren de Ochagavia would 
donate money for the maintenance of the school. Padre 
Claparols agreed to the stipulation.




published a declaration relative to Church-State relations 
as they saw them*
"First, the State is the only educator and ed­
ucation should be obligatory and laic. Obligatory 
in order that all students attend school. Unitary 
in order that they attend no other than the school 
of* the State, laic in all its aspects, and in thOBe 
is not pronounced the name of God, of Jesus Christ, 
of the Church or of Religion."
"Second, there should be absolute freedom of 
cult until such time as there is absolute separa­
tion of Church and State, but among the cults that 
of Catholicism should not figure because it re­
fuses to recognize liberty."27
The Radical alcalde immediately instituted suit to 
have the grant as approved by the Ministry negated • The 
struggle went on for months, with the intervention of 
the donates giving impetus to the Missionary cause.
Finally, on May 4 the pdrroco of Temuco wired the 
Superior that the alcalde had lost his suit and the 
Padres could take possession of their property.
It was a Pyrric victory. The priests took possession 
of the house and established a cuasiresidencia. but their 
tenure was not to be peaceful. They were tormented un­
ceasingly by liberal town officials who used all manner 
of real and imagined codes and regulations to block their 
compliance with the terms of their contract. Nevertheless, 
in December of 1902, the Missionaries possessed a spacious 




One of the Claretian community's prime objectives 
was the opening and successful operation of a primary 
school* Padre Apell£niz referred to the formation in 
a report submitted to the official organ of the Institute 
on June 21, 1903t
"The school we have opened merits special men­
tion, not only for having been established under 
the bases for the foundation but for the special 
need for religious instruction that is so lacking 
in this city... The school was inaugurated with 
four boys, of the twenty-five that could have ma­
triculated. The poor showing produced great dis­
couragement in those elected for such a painful 
charge, but their efforts were rewarded with 
dally petitions until the number one hundred, 
eight was reached. That represents the matricula­
tion of today, there being more applicants than 
can be admitted. The labors of the professors,
Padre Urbiola and Brother Vela, have been most 
fruitful..."28
As was their custom, the Missionaries soon opened 
a night school for male adults. In 1905 the Anales an­






PROPOSED AND ABORTED FOUNDATIONS
A. CURICO
In order to combat the real or imagined threats to 
Catholicism posed by the combined forces of liberalism, 
freemasonry, and socialism, the Catholic Church estab­
lished seminaries of learning wherever possible* In 
1870 the Sociedad de Escuelas Catdllcas de Santo Tomas 
was established in Santiago to coordinate school activ­
ities. By decree of the Archbishop of Santiago, don 
Mariano Casanova, the Universidad Cat<jlica was founded 
On July 21, 1888, its first course being opened on March
31, 1889*' In 189*1 the Sociedad del Centro Cristiano
was formed for the purpose of fomenting Catholic educa-
2
tion. In 1901 the Escuela Normal de Precoptoras del
Arzobispado was founded to train teachers for the Cath-
3
olic system.
10ficina Nacional de Estadistica de la Accl&i Catolica
Chilena, Estado de la Iglesia en Chile. Santiagot 
Septiembre de 19**6 . pp. kb9 -k5 0 *




The history of Catholic education in Curico can be 
reviewed in just a few lines. The first fiscal school, 
called "fiscal" because the municipal authorities con­
trolled its operation, was opened in the convent of La
Merced in 1836. El Buen Pastor was founded in 1881
4
and Colegio de la Inmaculada in 1899•
Xn 1907 the only secondary school in Curled was 
the Llceo de Curico. which was established in 1836 as a 
private institution and converted to a public facility 
in 1867 in order to avail itself of the benefits of 
flocalization. The lack of a particular facility and 
the lack of confidence that the Catholics had in the 
fiscal liceo. obliged Catholic families to send their 
children to Santiago to attend school. The Curicafto 
population increased rapidly and the region could 
easily support two humanities centers. The Catholic 
element decided to implant a learning center without 
the intervention of the Supreme Government.
The essential problem was the selection of a com­
petent academic staff. At the beginning of 1907 » the 
Reverend Padre Martin Alsina made his general visitation. 
He was greeted on his arrival in Curico by a committee 
of prominent citizens headed by the parroco. don Luciano 
Vargas. The Committee offered the Claretians the spon-
h f 4 /Rene Leon Echaiz, Historia de Curico. Santiagot 
Neupert, 1968. pp. 48-58.
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sorship of the secondary school It proposed to establish. 
Padre Alsina listened to the proposal and set forth, his 
conditions. First, the construction within one year of 
a building with all conditions suitable for the teach­
ing of three years of humanities and several college 
preparatory courses. Second, title of the existing struc­
ture was to be turned over to the Congregaci<$n. The 
Superior proposed to locate the necessary teachers in the 
Curico community, augmenting their number with the in­
tegration of courses as they were established in the 
future.
After his conditions were accepted, Padre Alsina 
sent two teachers from Spain and the committee began 
work on its part of the bargain. On July 7* 1907* the
committee met in the parochial house and formed a defini­
tive organization. The men collected twenty-three thou­
sand pesos, and spent ten thousand pesos on a site.
The committee, for all its good intentions, found 
it impossible to fulfill the contract. It could not 
possibly construct a suitable building within the allott­
ed time limit. They sought permission from the Cuasi- 
provlncial. Padre Ses^, to establish their school pro­
visionally in several rooms of the convent of the 
Missionaries. Padre Sese responded with an agreement 
dated July 26, 1907* specifying the opening date (March
1, 1908) for the school and permitting the use of the 
Community's facilities on a temporary basis until the
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building could be completed* or a maximum of two years. 
The agreement was signed by don Luciano Vargas and the
members of the committee, with authorization by Padre
/ / 5Sese, acting for the Congregacion.
On March 1, 1908, the school opened in the small
patio of the convent with forty students* The students
made outstanding progress, as indicated by their showing
in the national examinations, and the matriculation
doubled in the following year. However, Padre Alsina
issued the following resolution in 1912:
"To the Commission of Education of Curico:
The undersigned Superior General of the Congre- 
gacion de Misioneros Hi.los del Corazon de Marla, 
aware of the magnificent plan and thinking to 
present this city with a great institution of 
Catholic learning, could do no less than applaud 
and bless such an idea and declare that nothing 
could be so pleasant as to see it realized by 
the Congregacion now presiding. However, having 
in view the magnitude of the project and the 
numerous personnel that its complete development 
would require, which would cause difficulties in 
the apportionment of our Congregacion that now 
consecrates its activities to such a diversity 
of ministries, X venture to propose to said 
Commission that it consider whether it would 
not be better and to the true interests of the 
population and the Province to solicit the cooper* 
ation of some other teaching Institute, as that 
of the Marist Brothers, whose valuable influence 
it could easily obtain with the mediation of the 
Most Reverend Vicar General, don Martin Ruque.
If the Honorable Committee accepts my proposal, 
it could immediately offer the foundation to the 
Arzobispado, and if, through the pressures of 
time, it cannot obtain the services of the Broth­
ers within this year, we will continue one year 
more to retain the colegio and only those other 
classes in which there is sufficient matricula-
5
^Archivo Provincial, Santiago de Chile.
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tion. In any case, we will honor the agreement s
until the 31st of December of the year in progress•"
Although the document supplies a motive for the de­
cision of the Generalate, that is, the difficulty of
supplying personnel, the historian who has a more com­
prehensive view of the overall situation will see that 
there were other factors involved. The real reason lay 
in the situation provoked by the political climate of 
the time and place. The difficulties began with the 
political campaign of 1909* The election returns were
7
verified in newspapers across the nation. During the 
campaign there was open dissention between candidates of
the Partldo Conservador, don Francisco Rivas Vicuffa and
/ 8 don Manuel Jose Correa, in Curico. Before the elections
were over, the situation had degenerated into open war
with denunciations, mud-slinging and name calling.
The Padres, behind the protective wall of their
alien status, thought themselves free from preoccupation
in the matter. They privately retained their preference
^Mart&i Alsina, 2 de marzo de 1911* Archivo Provincial 
Santiago de Chile.
7
'"Las elecciones de ayer, noticias de toda la Republics," 
El Mercurio (Santiago) IX*7-8* 8 <4e marzo de 1909.
The article reported a peaceful election and the 
triumph of don Manuel Correa in Curico.
Q
"Las elecciones de hoi," El Mercurio (Santiago) IX*
9* 7 de marzo de 1909* The article supplies a
list of candidates, according to which Francisco 
Rivas Vicuna was the Conservador candidate, Manuel 
Jose Correa the indedendent and Arturo Alessandri 
a liberal independent.
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for Seflor Correa, one of the benefactors of the Congre- 
gacidn and a member of the school commission. They 
made no overt manifestations of their feelings. Padre 
Cidad had strong feelings about the matter, and, whether 
or not he was imprudent, the Archbishop received denun­
ciations against him. Padre Cidad responded with a long 
letter to the Prelate maintaining his innocence of any
wrongdoing and detailing the incidents leading to the 
9
denunciation.
The matter did not end there. If anything, the cam­
paign against the priest was intensified and his superiors 
became concerned. The coleglo became a battlefield as the 
administration, the committee and the professors began 
to take sides in the struggle. The culmination was the 
withdrawal of the Padres from the school, which was then 
placed in the capable hands of the Marist Brothers.
B. TALCAHUANO
The catastrophe of Valparaiso produced by the earth­
quake of 1906 gave the port of Talcahuano an enormous 
boost| it seemed ready to replace the former in the 
hegemony of the Pacific, serving for the loading and un­
loading of goods and the embarkation and disembarkation 
of passengers. It was here that Padre Sese disembarked
Q /
Archivo de Curico. 2 de marzo de 1909.
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on his return from the General Chapter In 1906. The 
Bishop of Concepcion at the time suggested that the 
Provincial make the city of Talcahuano his residence 
and establish a community of Missionaries there. In 
his mood of expansionism, the Superior at once expressed 
interest, contingent upon approval by the Generalate.
Sese appealed to Padre Alsina with such phrases asi
"...And the aforesaid foundation is a thing so 
necessary that I do not believe that there is any 
point in the Republic where the need is greater.
There are thirty-five thousand inhabitants here 
who have no more religious service than can be 
dispensed by two priests, and one of those is 
sick."10
Padre Sese's enthusiasm was shared by the community 
of Talca and its Superior, Padre Pablo Force. Finally, 
it seemed that their efforts were successful as the Gen­
eralate directed one priest with the title of Superior 
to San Vicente de Talcahuano. In the meanwhile, Padre 
Sese continued to feed the hopes of the Prelate, Monsefior 
Luis Enrique Izquierdo, and even sent the Institute's 
architect, Herm&no Echavarri, to look over the site for 
the future construction.
The matter stood, unresolved, until Padre Santesteban 
was elected Cuasiprovlnclal in May of 1909.^ He put a 
definitive end to the matter, writing the following to
^Archivo Provincial, Santiago de Chile.
^ Cronica v Archivo. p. 170,
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the Prelate*
"I allow myself to hope that your Reverence 
will deign to forgive our delay in satisfying 
your worthy desires, which are also ours, until 
such time as circumstances have improved. How­
ever, at the moment it is impossible to attend 
that foundation [[Talcahuano^ owing to the lack 
of resources to affect it* The Holy See, in re­
cent instructions, prohibited religious to con­
tract debts, and our Reverend Padre General ad­
heres to these prohibitions and a decent convent 
cannot be raised with the funds which the Con­
gregacion has readily available.*.n12
C. SAN FELIPE AND SAN ANTONIO
Concurrent with the happenings in Talcahuano, there 
were a host of other foundations in the process of devel­
opment, the greater part of which never came to fruition 
because they did not adapt themselves to the elementary 
conditions for all Claretian formations. The primary 
problem was, as always, the scarcity of available per­
sonnel. As the initiation of such projects would pro­
ceed from various levels, the natural tendency of the 
Generalate was to consider the requests with attention 
proportionate to the importance of the petitioner. Into 
the category of minor concern fell the project of San 
Felipe, solicited by the Prelate, and that of don Vicente 
Garcia Huidobro for San Antonio or the neighboring area. 
Both of the proposals were passed over in 1908.
12Anselmo Santesteban, 7 marzo de 1910. Archivo Provincial.
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D. TACNA AND ARICA
Of entirely different purpose and character was the 
thinking in reference to a foundation in Tacna. The War 
of the Pacific (1879-1883), by the Treaty of AncOn, 
gave dominion of the Provinces of Tarapaca and Antofa­
gasta to Chile, and the Holy See erected two vicarets
litfor the Provinces. Also to remain under Chilean dom­
ination was the Province of Arica, and this dominion was
perpetuated as a result of the treaty that was verified
15on June 3» 1929* The situation of Tacna was so un­
settled that the Papacy did not erect vicarets, but, in-
13 /The accord with Peru was signed in the town of Ancon
in October of 1883. Peru ceded ownership of the 
Province of Tarapaca and ten year sovereignty of the 
Provinces of Tacna and Arica to Chile. After ten 
years, there was to be a plebiscite of the inhabi­
tants of Tacna and Arica to decide which nation was 
to have permanent possession. The country which 
acquired the two areas was to pay the other ten 
million pesos. In addition, an arbitration tribu­
nal was created to adjudicate the claims of Chileans 
injured during the war.
Galdames, History of Chile, p. 335*
1^"Vicariatos apostdlicos dependents de la Congregacion 
de Negocios Eclesiasticos Extraordinarios. "
Historia eclesidstica de Chile, p. 190.
^Galdames, Historia de Chile, p. 59^*
There is an interesting account of the arbitration of 
this question in Arbitra.je sobre Tacna v Arica. El 
contra aleeato de la Repdblica de Chile presentado 
a~l Sefior Presidents de los Estados Unldos... San­
tiago* Cervantes, 192*1. (See bibliography for 
complete citation.)
See also; El Diario Oficial de la Repiiblica de Chile 
(Santiago) 1* de Junio de 1929, pp. 1-2. and;
"La ultima nota de la Canciller^a de Lima a la de 
Santiago,n El Ferrocarril (Arica)13 enero de 1910.
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stead left the ecclesiastic jurisdiction to the Diocese 
of Arequipa (Peru).1** This left Tacna's civil jurisdic­
tion in the hands of Chileans and its ecclesiastic auth­
ority in Peru* The conflict which arose between the two 
factions was very human and twisted interpretations were 
given to the official acts of the two powers - whatever 
could serve to influence patriotic sentiment. Both 
nations were vitally interested in the future plebiscite, 
and each functionary believed that if he intensified the 
propaganda favorable to his country, it would vitally 
affect the outcome of the anticipated votatlon* In addi­
tion, the area harbored the most avidly anti-religious 
elements of both countries.
In 1900, the Chilean Minister of Relations, don 
Rafael Errazuriz, sent don Mariano Guerrero Bascunan to 
Tacna as a delegate of the Supreme Government with the 
charge of studying the religious question. In two notes 
(August 20, 1900 and March 30, 1901)» and in an exten­
sive report presented to the Ministry in October of 1901, 
Senor Guerrero Bascun&n stressed the political importance 
of the religious service of Tacna and expounded upon 
methods of dealing with the Bishop of Arequlpa. The 
Bishop, Monsenor Manuel Segundo Ballon, refused to accept 
the proposals of Guerrero Bascunan, one of which involved 
bringing foreign priests into the disputed area. The
1^Historia ecleslastica. p. 190.
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Bishop not only rejected the idea, but said further
that he wished to eliminate all foreign (Chilean) priests
17from the Diocese, replacing them with Peruvians.
Senor Guerrero Bascuftan then proposed that the rel­
igious duties of the Provinces be handled by the mili­
tary chaplains, all of whom were Chileans. The Supreme 
Government then began negotiations with the Holy See. 
During this time the Peruvian Bishop of Arequipa refused
or negated the faculties of any and all Chilean priests
18in his Diocese.
The religious situation continued to be a preoccupa­
tion of the Bishop of Arequipa, the Apostolic Delegate, 
Monsenor Daniel Fuenzalida and the President of Chile, 
don German Riesco. The latter made a tour through the
north in 1905 in order to see for himself how the wind
19blew in the area.
Don German's successor, don Pedro Montt (1906-1910) 
was determined to resolve the ecclesiastic situation.
He laid the problem before the Holy See through the En- 
cargado de Negocios. HonseHor Gabriel Colatei, substitute 
for the Apostolic Delegate, Pedro Monti, who would make
1 7Jose Luis Fermandoiz, El conflicto eclesidstlco de 
Tacna. Santiago: Imprenta Chile, 1923. P* 6 .
^ibid., p. 29.
IQ /"Memoria del Ministro del culto y colonizacion,"
numero 239, P» VIII.
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a viable presentation of the matter to the Pope.
The petition of don Rafael Errazuriz Ureneta, Min­
ister of Interior Relations, was presented to the Papacy 
on May 15, 1908 and made the following requests*
1) That an apostolic vicarate, similar to that 
of Antofagasta and Tarapacef be created with a 
Chilean Vicar and personnel of the same national­
ity.
2) The same petition with a foreign vicar, 
neither Chilean nor Peruvian,
3 ) The naming of Chilean cures,
4) The approbation of chaplains £Chilean] sent 
by the Junta de beneflcencia for service in the 
hospitals, to receive their faculties from the 
Bishop of Arequipa for the exercise of their min­
istry, but not with a parochial character.
5) The establishment of a religious community 
in Tacna, preferably a foreign congregation.
6 ) The establishment of a vicarate, dependent
of the Diocese of Arequipa, but served by a foreign 
Prelate and with a neutral character.20
The congregation selected to fill the requirements 
of the fifth proposal was the Claretian. As Spaniards 
equally interested in both nations, they would be able 
to remain outside the realm of politics and would be 
concerned solely with the good of the people and the 
fomentation of religion.
The negotiations were effected in Rome and in La 
Moneda. the government palace in Santiago, with all se­
crecy and reserve because of the delicacy of the problem. 
By the mere process of substituting Spaniards for Peruvian 
parrocos. the ecclesiastic authorities trod shaky ground, 
even if the former were able to maintain absolute impar­
^^Fermandoiz, El conflicto ecleaiastlco. p. 29,
tiality. Any action would cauae suspicion that Peru was 
deliberately being deprived of the support of a most 
valuable element in the struggle for primacy in the future 
plebiscite. Would there be a suspicion that the ultimate 
intention was more political than religious? Would such 
an innovation be looked upon with favor by the Prelate 
of Arequipa and by the Peruvian government? For another 
thing, aside from politics, would the Community thus 
established be any better received by the predominately 
Masonic population than it had been in such communities 
before? The ecclesiastic authorities at best hoped for 
indifference from that element. They had the same prob­
lem to surmount with the government in Santiago. All 
these concerns weighed heavily upon the shoulders of the 
General Government of the Claretian Congregation. Xn 
the same year they were negotiating with the Peruvian 
Bishops and the Holy See for the delivery of several sem­
inaries to the Instituto Cordlmariano. Apparently the 
foundation in Tacna, which remained Peruvian in the 1929 
settlement, would frustrate the other venture.
Xn July of 1908, Padre Sese was in Lima seeking to 
reach an accord with the Archbishop and other Peruvian 
Prelates over their pretensions and solicitudes. From 
there he planned to travel to Arica in order to famil­
iarize himself with the terrain and recover data to be 
transmitted to the Generalate. While still in Lima he 
received a letter bearing the letter-head of the Ministry
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of the Interior of Chiler dated the 20th of August, 1908. 
It read in parts
“Today I am writing to Enrique Medina, Secretary 
of the Government and Alcalde of Arica asking that 
he receive you and introduce you to society fin 
AricaJ and to the authorities. I will write to 
those other friends who still remain in those 
lands, such as the Minietro de la Corte. don Eliseo 
Cisternas Pefia, the Rector. Vicente Daprima,
Alejandro Fuenzalida, the Prefect Barahona, and 
others. I gave attention to those people who would 
he discreet and not have fears of religious. Un­
fortunately, Tacna is very decayed by Masonry and 
impiety. Just recently I have spoken with the Sub- 
secretario de relaciones. V. M. Prieto, in order to 
give him news relative to the project of foundation. 
Everything is being handled in Rome and they have 
finally given instructions on this matter. The 
Ministry is in crisis and has organized a liberal 
coalition, and, in a few days we will see a cab­
inet of liberals. Senor Prieto has kept in commun­
ication with me. If anything is resolved he will 
advise me, naturally in strict confidence. If you 
obtain any aid from the Government in the matter 
of obtaining permission from Arequipa, it should 
be handled in such a way as not to frustrate the 
good intentions of those involved or arouse the 
antipathy of the contrary elements."21
The negotiations were not suspended with the reorgan­
ization of the cabinet. In December of 1908, Monaenor 
Enrique Sibilla, the Apostolic Internuncio, arrived in
Chile and presented his credentials to the government of
22don Pedro Montt. Part of his mission was to look into 
the matters relative to Tacna and Arica.
On June 8, 1909, Padre Sese informed the Provincial
21
Signature illegible. Archivo Provincial, Santiago de 
Chile. MS.
22
Historia eclesidstlca. p. 284,
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Council that the President of the Republic wanted to talk 
with him about the establishment of the Congregacion in 
Tacna. The Council carefully considered the matter, 
cognizant of the international impact and the responsi­
bilities they were contemplating. Still the negotiations 
went on without acceptable settlement. On the second of 
May, 1909t Padre Anselmo Santesteban assumed the office 
of Cuasiprovincial. He decided that it was prudent that 
he refrain from presenting his credentials to the Vicar 
Apostolate of Antofagasta, Monsefior Luis Silva Lazaeta 
until the Governments of Lima and Santiago resolved their 
problem, and the Peruvians decided to accept the founda­
tion.
Padre Santesteban wrote Padre Sese in July about his 
concern over the delayst
"Last Saturday Sefior Vicar asked for the results 
of the charge and he related to me that you had 
spoken with the President of the Republic about the 
foundation in Tacna. If he asks again I will have 
to present to him what you wrote in your letter of 
the 7th. When Senor Vicar spoke to me I presented 
the difficulty that there would be in accepting it 
because of having to take charge of the seminary 
in Lima, and he answered that if we go to Tacna, 
we will have to make the foundation ourselves and 
that the Government of Chile would secretly com­
pensate all the expenses. It seems difficult to 
pay secretly while changing ministers with such 
frequency."23
The Generalate of the Congregacidn communicated its 
opinion in a letter directed to the Cuasiprovincial on
O'i
Anselmo Santesteban, 15 de julio de 1909* Archivo
Provincial, Santiago de Chile.
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September 23rd*
"We have treated conscientiously the matter of 
the foundation in Tacna. Ve prefer it to Arica, 
although we find ourselves with a severe scarcity 
of personnel for such a foundation. Seeing the 
interest of Seftor Internuncio and of the Govern­
ment , we have agreed to accept in principle. With 
the agreement will come permission for you or 
Sonor Nuncio himself to speak to Reverend Padre 
Santesteban in order to prepare whatever is needed 
...If the foundation can be deferred somewhat, we 
can more easily supply personnel; but, if it must 
be started immediately, we will have to take three 
priests from the extant houses. Ve include per­
mission for the election of the superior."2^
Later Padre Santesteban revealed the thinking of
the Chilean branch of the Coneregaclon on the subjectt
"The foundation of Tacna, considering the special 
circumstances and assuming that the Government will 
care for everything, must be accepted. It has been 
requested by the President of the Republic."25
As far as the Claretians were concerned, all seemed 
settled. However, things were not going well on the 
political scene. The Bishop of Arequipa, a militant 
Peruvian, had refused to meet with the representative of 
the Chilean government, Mariano Guerrero Bascu^an, and 
the government, in retaliation, appealed to Rome to 
separate Tacna and Arica from the Diocese of Arequipa,
The Holy See did not look favorably upon the petition 
for political considerations and for reasons of canoni­
cal order, as it would have been a grave insult to the
pit
September 23, 1909. Archivo Provincial, Santiago.
25 *^Santesteban to Sese, 8 de octubre de 1909* Archivo
Provincial, Santiago de Chile.
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Peruvian Bishop to take from him the faculty of naming 
curas and, in the process, establish a precedent that 
could prejudice the rights of the Church. The only sol­
ution seemed to lie in the establishment of a foreign 
community, given its faculties by the Areauipaflo Bishop, 
and, at the same time, having the unequivocal approval 
of the government of the Republic of Chile.
While the ecclesiastic deliberations were in pro­
gress, some high in Chilean government circles did not 
favor the expedient, alleging that the Government retained 
the right of patronage, and, for the rest, they could not 
accept that priests not presented and authorized by the 
government should practice their ministry in territory 
which fell under the jurisdiction of Chile. The creation 
of the parishes of Carolna, Tarapaci and Sibaya in 1892 
had little importance in itself, but the event served to
open the eyes of the Chilean government to the true thlnk-
26ing of the Peruvian clergy.
Meanwhile, as related by Seftor Errazuriz Urmeneta 
in his "Memoria" of March 23, 1910, the Government of 
Chile required the same permits from the Peruvian clergy 
in Tacna as in the rest of the Republic. Because of the 
lack of this faculty, the churches of Arica, Belen, and 
Estique were closed, leaving only those of Tacna open in
Fermandoiz, El conflicto eclesiastico. p. 6
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deference to the Parroco. Sofior Andia» According to the 
Memoria of 1910,
"...its parroco. el SeHor And^a, model of priest 
and patriot, merited this exceptional distinction 
by having been, before all, an apostle of peace and 
accord, and because he has never negated the sov­
ereign righto of the Republic of Chile."27
The action was justified in writing to the Cardinal, 
Secretary of State, and, at the same time, a new appeal' 
was made that the Pope find a solution to the difficult 
problem. The note to the Holy See manifested that the 
Government of Peru was using the religious question as a 
rallying point for sympathy for the separatist cause.
When SeHor Andia died the Bishop appointed Senor 
Flores Hestres as his successor. The new Minister of 
External Relations, don Agustin Edwards, sent the Inten- 
dent of Tacna, don Maximo R. Lira a note referent to the 
situation. The document is long and detailed, giving 
the background of the conflict and saying that the Chilean 
priests were being denied the right to offer assistance 
to their own people on their own territory. Edwards be­
lieved that the time had come for drastic measures. The 
message said in part:
"International law recognizes the ri^it of sov­
ereignty, the right to expel from its territory 
those foreigners who have contempt for its laws 
and who are an element of discord. Article 5»
Number 2 of the Law of Guarantees expressly re­
cognizes the right of our government to take this
9*7
Fermandoiz, El conflicto eclesiastico. pp. 79-83*
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typo of action."2®
The Bishop of Arequipa replied that the priests of
his jurisdiction did not need constitutional permission
to discharge the duties of their ministry or to perform
as interim functionaries. He authorized all the parrocos
under his aegis to exercise and celebrate the sacred
ministries in casas particulares and such places as were
available to them. As a result, the Peruvian residents
of Tacna had spiritual assistance and services, while
29
the Chileans did not.
On March 3* 1910* the explosive news came that the
Intendent of Tacna, Maximo R. Lira, had notified all
the Peruvian priests of the government's order to aban-
30don the Province within forty-eight hours. The time 
allottment was extended for another forty-eight hours 
as a special deference to the Nuncio, Monseftor Enrique 
Sibilia. Before abandoning the territory, the Peruvian
28 ,Fermandoiz, El conflicto ecleslastlco. p. 83.
29ibid. pp. 8*t-86.
^°The text of the decree of the Intendent, Senor Lira, 
is as followst Dated March 3* 1910...
"procedent from the Secretary of the Indendencia 
and the Notario of the Department to notify the 
presbiteros don Jose Mar^a Flores Mestres, don 
Vltaliano Berrea, don Jose" Felix Caceres, don 
Esteban Tocafondi, don Mariano Indecochea Zeval- 
los, don Francisco Quiroz and don Juan Guevara, 
that within the next forty-eight hours, they must 
leave the territory of the Republic of Chile.
Revista Catolica. XVIII^fi^ (1910).
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priests presented themselves before the court In order 
to lodge criminal charges against the Intendent, alleging 
that his actions were in violation of the law. The tri­
bunal refused to accept the petition, declaring the
charges invalid, and passed the action on to the Council
31of State for resolution. The immediate consequences 
of the expulsion of the Peruvian clergy were the total 
suspension of religious practices in the Province of 
Tacna and the rupture of diplomatic relations between
j
Peru and Chile.
Such were the actuations which led to the breaking 
off of the negotiations by the Claretian CongragaciAi 
before it could become involved in events over which it 
and its members had no control.
Although they appertained at this time to the 
Chilean Province, for reasons of time and space, the 
foundations in Bolivia and Peru will not be discussed 
here.




THE APOSTOLATE OP THE PRESS - LITERARY ACTIVITY
The Apostolic Press, more or less a modernized mo­
dality of the integral apostolate, is a traditional im­
perative of the Claretian Congregation. The diffusion 
of the spirit of the Founder, who was a prolific author 
and believed firmly in the intrinsic worth of the printed 
word, is a prime motivation of the Institute. It ex­
tended its radius of action, adapting its work to the 
circumstances of the times while retaining the style of 
the patriarch and bringing a clear vision of the future 
psychology of modern societies. Those societies, by 
their activism, rapid mode of life and through their 
immense material preoccupations rejected profound studies 
and appeared to be interested only in the superficial.
By being brief, by presenting that which did not require 
intellectual effort, the Missionaries directed their 
literary endeavors toward a light presentation, but 
one with a depth of perception; interesting to the imag­
ination and with anecdotes to sustain interest, all the
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while with a content designed to influence and to activate 
the thinking of the reader.
The Missionaries, in whatever part of the world they 
happened to be, always coupled the apostolate of the word 
with that of the press. They began with pamphlets and 
hand bills, and, without abandoning these, added the 
revista. There was no Claretian province which did not 
count one or more revistas for religious propaganda.
Some, such as those of Brazil and Colombia, published 
them while the organizations were still in their infancy. 
The Ave Marla do Brazil first saw the light of day in 
1899* in the fifth year of the community's installation 
in Sdo Paulo, and produced some forty thousand copies for 
distribution each week.
The Province of San Jose could hardly be an exception, 
although thirty-five years late in its commencement. Its 
efforts assumed a character purely and exclusively evan­
gelistic which had been imposed upon it from Spain. 
Throughout the early years the members of the Province 
carried crushing workloads and were continually on the 
move with excursions into the countryside and expansions 
of the Institute. Added to these restrictions was the 
straight jacket of insufficient economic resources that 
suffocated all capitalistic initiative.. Nevertheless, 
the latent impulse was there. It first sprang forth in 
Valparaiso, where Padre Sese developed a propaganda 
center. One of the best and most enduring of the Claretian
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publications was the brainchild of Padre Pedro Constanz<&* 
The motive for its existence was the effort of the 
Claretians to publicise the Shrine to the Virgin of 
Andacollo* Although well-known in the northern region, 
the shrine was unknown in the south* The Claretians 
sought to further develop the cult of the Virgin by 
informing the people outside the immediate area of the 
sanctuary* In December of 1905 the first issue of La 
Estrella de Andacollo appeared* The revista was to en­
dure for some forty years and was a source of both re­
ligious propaganda and literary renderings and included 
pertinent news of the area*
In 19H the Superior General, Padre Alsina, made his 
second visit to Chile* He took particular interest in 
the efforts being made in the area of printed propaganda. 
At that time, along with the Estrella were the Imprente 
de Santiago and a projection for a publication to be 
called, El Faro del Hogar.
On August 26, 1911* the first issue of a revista 
entitled, Inmaculado Corazon de Maria appeared* The 
periodical was not popular, and many thought that the 
title had too much of a devotional nature to attract 
the average layman. Nevertheless, the Superior General 
considered it appropriate and the appelation remained un­
changed. Twenty-five years later, Padre Felix Blasco 
twice brought the matter to the attention of the Provin-
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clal Government, requesting a change of title to some* 
thing somewhat less pious. In 1935 it was Issued in a 
revised form under the title, Corazon de Maria.
In all the communities there exists an archive for 
the collection and maintenance of documents relating to 
the work and history of the houses. In the Province of 
San Jos^ there was an official organ used by the Archivist 
to disseminate knowledge of archival materials and to 
inform the members of the Congregacion of the events 
taking place within the Institute. The chronicle first 
became a reality in 1925 when Tallares Tipograficos Claret 
printed the first issue of Cronica y Archivo. with a cir­
culation limited to the Claretian Communities.
Another of Archbishop Claret's preoccupations was 
with the formation of popular libraries. Apparently the 
first such institution in Chile was at the instigation 
of Padre Lino Sarriugarte when he was Superior and parroco 
in Andacollo (1901). Through the Congregacion de la 
doctrine cristiana. the Claretians advanced the idea of 
installing a small library, not only for the members, but 
also for all the residents of the parish. Books were 
loaned to anyone who requested them without the imposi­
tion of fees. The Communities of Andacollo, Serena and 
Coquimbo solicited the residents of these communities 
for books of selected readings, especially aesthetics 
and hagiography; and, on December 8, 1905* the library
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was fornally inaugurated. Another library was f o r m d  
in 191*1 in Andacollo exclusively for the associates of 
the Circulo Catolico. There was a wide selection of 
books, including those of a religious nature, worth­
while literary works and scientific and mining treatises.
In 1903 the Archicofradia Cordiwariana was organ­
ized in Antofagasta, and, as one of its many activities, 
in 1910 added the Biblioteca Mariana with books dedicated 
solely to the Marian cult. A little later the collection 
was amplified to include scholarly works, histories, 
religious books and novels, all of which were loaned 
gratuitously.1
In 1913* Padre Nicolas Alduan established a library 
in the Colegio Lord Cochrane in Antofagasta. In 1920 
one was started in Linares; in 1929,in Valparaiso. Other 
societies and Cofradias were disposed to open little 
libraries, and one functioned near the Imprenta Claret, 
the Community's printer.
1Archivo Provincial, Santiago de Chile.
CHAPTER II
SOCIAL ACTION
The Papal Encyclical Rerum Novarum of Leo XIII 
in 1891 sought to deal with the social currents that 
circulated through the nations of North and South 
America and in all nations where the methods of deal­
ing with social problems were still in the Ice Age.^ 
Great masses of workers sufferod, oppressed by Capital­
ism, without recourse and disoriented by the contradic­
tory solutions offered.
The awakening of the workers' consciences was not 
solely the labor of the Socialists* Before Karl Marx
and Perdinand Lassalle, their contemporary, the Baron
2
William Manuel de Ketteler protested the inequities of 
the economic liberal regimes and was the Instigator of
1Amplified in February, 1961 by Pope John XXIII in his 
Social Encyclical, "Mater et Magistra."
Monsetior Baron de Ketteler (1811-1877) was a cura in 
Holstein in 1848, Deputy of the Diet in Frankfort 
in the same year, and Bishop of Magensa in 1860.
His book, Die Arbeiterfrage und das Cristentum 
(Maguncia, 1890) prepared the way for the Influence 
of the Church in the Workers' Movement. Monsenor 
Ketteler spoke out in 1846 in response to the doc­
trines being preached by the Socialists. His prin­
ciples are to be found in Francisco Pallas Vilaltella, 
La doctrine social de la Iglesia sobre la condlcion v 
el traba.lo de los obreros. Madridt Espasa-Calpe,
1941. pp."37-48.
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the Christian Social movement.
The Catholic movement on behalf of the working class 
began in Germany and followed throughout the rest of 
Europe with identical practical applications. Catholic 
sociologists sought the means of regaining labor's rights
without subverting order; through unions, workers' assoc-
3
iations, syndicates and economic institutions. The 
foundation of the C^rculoa Catdlicos de Obreros was one 
of the first steps in this plan of the new social order. 
With this and other appelations, the Circulos were formed 
in all nations and perfected in France by the Conde de 
Mun and Conde de la Tour du Pin.** Although such c^rculoa 
at first view do not focus on the social question, they 
have influenced directly or Indirectly the social evolu­
tion of Catholic workers.
In Chile, for a number of years, the labor question 
was not of concern as there was little agitation. This 
does not mean, however, that the problem did not exist.
The docility of the Chilean worker, his respect for the 
patron, his economic frugality, the richness of the land 
relative to the number of inhabitants, paternalistic
3
The first true workers' organization in Chile was organ­
ized in Santiago in 1853. Cabero, Chile , p. 387,
It
The two young French noblemen, Conde Alberto de Mun and 
his friend, the Conde de La Tour de Pin Chambly, were 
the creators of the movement which developed into the 
Ci!rculos. Pallas Vilaltella, La doctrina social de 
la Iglesia. p. 35.
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governments, popular and honest agents and the absence 
of great manufacturing nuculei In the cities where work­
ers' movements were incubated, all contributed to the iack 
of rapid development in the country, in spite of sporatio 
propaganda and some agitation, of the European ferment.
For that reason the Catholic social movement did not 
focus directly on the recovery of the rights of the work­
ing masses, but it assumed a character of defense of the 
rights of Catholics infringed upon by civil authority.
Such was the origin of the Unitfn Catolica Nacional in 
1683* The organization was modeled on the German "Cath­
olic Center," and had as its purpose a counter-campaign 
against the hostility of the State as evidenced by the 
expulsion of Monsenor Celeatino del Frate, the Apostolic 
Delegate, by the government of don Domingo Santa Maria 
(1861-1886).5
Don Abdon Cifuentes, one of the founders of the 
Uni cm. explained its purposest
"The union of Chilean catholics proposes the 
establishment of a permanent association design­
ed to assemble the laity to whom the tumult of 
trade, the cajoleries and the interests of the 
world maintain distances and forgetfulness of 
God, Xt proposes to offer associations where 
they can study and defend in common their r e l i g w  
lous interests and society. Where they can prac­
tice fencing with the controversies of public 
life..."6
~*Historia eclesiastica. p. 190. 
^Enclna, Hiatoria de Chile. Ill*1625
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The General Session of the Aaamblea Catolica on
November 6, 1884, discussed the forsation in terms of its
value as a formative, religious institution.
Equal religious orientation was given the Sociedad
de Obreros de San Jose, founded by the Spanish presbitero.
don Hilario Fernandez in union with don Ignacio Gonzales 
7
Eyzaguirre. In the midst of this current that worked 
for the well-being of craftsmen and laborers were the 
Cordimarlanos. They were very much concerned with the 
social apostolate and intervened whenever possible in 
such activities, as in La Serena where they founded the 
Cfrculo Catolico.
In March of 1906, Padre Anselmo Santesteban, then 
the local superior in Antofagasta, requested permission 
to use the community's resources to establish a savings 
association in connection with the Circulo. Included 
in his general plan were these points)
"...A plan for the formation of a Centro de 
Obreros to provide)
1) A nocturnal school in which, in addition 
to reading, writing, arithmetic, geography and 
catechism, will be taught methods classes or 
conferences on savings and work.
2) In order to further attract them, the Ca.la 
de Ahorros will pay twelve percent of what they 
deposit, six percent on the amount they Invest, 
and six percent from the money or property of « 
the Community. Vill I be allowed to do that?*1
7
Estado de la Iglesia en Chile, p. 550*
O
Anselmo Santesteban R., "Recuerdos de mi vida," 19^^,
MS., p. 77* Archivo Provincial, Santiago de Chile.
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The project, in its entirety, was approved by Padre 
Sese; however, the Bishop, don Luis Silva Lesaeta, pre­
ferred not to agitate the Protestants and therefore re­
jected any portion which night possibly have been of a 
religious nature* The truncated version was christened, 
Orden Social and was sonewhat less than successful.
Xn the early days of 1906, Padre Alejo Alvarez had 
everything ready for the apperature of a workers* organ­
ization in Belen* There was a large group of workers, 
another of selected "protectors, ** a provisional direc­
torate, redacted statutes, permission to use the social 
room, bases for the future institutions,all in readiness* 
The location could not have been nore fitting* Belen 
was a barrio predominately of workers, where the guilds 
of the diverse professions were active. Unfortunately, 
the plan was far too ambitious* The Clrculo was to be 
shop, school, club, theater, library, credit union, 
cooperative, syndicate, temple, asylum, polyclinic, and 
a home-away-from-home for the workers' families* Xn a 
rather subdued form, the Clrculo Catolico de Obreros de 
Santiago was formally inaugurated on March 31, 1906*
The offerings of the Cfrculo were gradually expanded 
and the response of the workers was more than gratifying* 
Efforts were made in Ovalle to install a similar activi­
ty in the hope that it would help to regenerate the work­
ers there. Such was not the case. Xn its three years
22?
of life (1917-1920) it suffered fro* savara anaemia
and was foread to closs for lack of interest.
In Octobar of 1919 tha Cantro da la Juvantud
Catolico da Bolen was oraated. On Juna 29, 192U, the
Cfrculo da la Juvantud Catolica Faminina was formad.
In 1932 tha two youth organizations wars incorporated
into Accion Catolica da Jovanas da Anboa Saxos*
By the middle of the 1930's, the Cfrculo had out*
lived its usefulness and its members had found other
gathering centers. In its period of greatest activity-
it had provided instruction, both secular and religious,
and diversion for those who had no other and had given
a good accounting of itself in the ideological struggle
with Communism. The famous "Ley dealt the death
9
blow to such mutual societies.
9
One of the famous "Leyes dal Trabajo," passed without 
discussion on the 8th of September, 1924.




The Cordiwariano Community in Andacollo was vitally 
concerned with the welfare of the people to whom it 
ministered and with the social and moral atmosphere in 
which they lived*
Isolated on the cerro* with a population terribly
1
poor* victims of caciouismo. lacking the attention of 
civil authorities* Andacollo was continually scouraged 
by a municipality dominated by radicals of the lowest 
class* The Padres worked tirelessly* but despite their 
efforts* the people continued to live in virtual slav­
ery.
There lived in Andacollo at that time an individual* 
native of La Serena* who had amassed a personal fortune
by virtue of his monopoly on the purchase of gold extrac-
2
ted by the washers* He set his prices so low that his
^Under the Inca* the Cacique was a sub-chief* Later the 
word came to signify any individual who exercised 
complete domination over the people in his area* usu­
ally extraofficiallyf a demagogue*
2
Gold was* and is* extracted from the soil and rock by 
means of crushing and washing with water* Those 
who worked in the production of the precious metal 
were called "lavaderos de oro," or "gold washers**
22k
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purchases were almost thefts, and, through loans to the 
workers at usurious rates of Interest, he managed to 
keep them in a state of debt peonage* They had to sell 
their gold to him or face financial reprisals*
The Padres looked upon the gold buyer as evil In­
carnate and determined to alleviate the sufferings of 
his victims. Padres Lino Sarriugarte, Agapito Cabanas 
and Bias Hernandez proposed in 1909 the Esclavonia. an 
association which would buy the gold of the members and 
sell it to those who were not members. They would sell 
when the prices were highest and only a small stipend
would be retained by the CofradJCa. The project was
•»
approved by the Provincial Council.
The Bscalvonla started its operations with seven 
hundred pesos and high hopes of breaking the hold of the 
gold merchant. At first the gold syndicate languished. 
Those affected, although aware of its existence, did not 
consider it of any consequence. Padre Bias found a val­
uable ally in the person of don Andres Tirado, the head 
of the Conservative Party, who assisted him with the 
legal aspects of the project.
Soon the Cacique began to feel the pinch and became 
alarmed. His clients melted away and his most faithful 
followers broke ranks and fled. In retaliation, he 
regrouped his forces and, utilizing his ample resources.
3Anales. XIII*659-662.
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he began to take steps to recover his captive market•
He bought the land and expelled the washers from their 
claims* The workers were forced to move again and 
again and the Claretians vainly begged them to buy 
their own claims so that they could not be dispossessed* 
They found it almost impossible to unite their efforts, 
even in defense of their rights. The Padres finally 
prevailed and the syndicate acquired some land in the 
Churoui break, which they bought from the Aguirre family*
The purchase included a well and options on several
other plots and on a mine called "Chepiquilla*" With
these acquisitions the position of the society was strength-
li
ened and work continued*
One incident almost caused the dissolution of the 
society. An associate went down to Coquimbo to deliver 
the society*s gold in October of 1911* He returned to 
Andacollo crestfallen and fearful* On the height of 
Carrillos, between the plains of Perico and Arravan. he 
was assaulted and robbed of eight hundred and sixty-two 
pesos* In meetings of October 10 and November 14, the 
directorate of the EsclavonJa decided to abandon the 
traffic
Most of the members were more than a little upset
4
Archivo Provincial, Santiago de Chile* 
5ibid.
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over the turn of* events. Padre Bias consulted with the 
head of* the directorate and asked why It was necessary 
to abandon the enterprise. Bias said that it appeared 
that the society was serving a useful purpose. The work­
ers were happy as they were finally receiving full value 
for their efforts. They were no longer troubled by the 
Cacique, and it seemed that the few pesos they had lost 
would be more than compensated for with future profits. 
After this appeal, the decision of the directors was re­
versed and they continued to operate on an even larger 
scale.
The society began work in the Choniouilla mine and 
set up pipe-ways to carry water to each associate's 
workings. They bought a malacate** to facilitate the 
movement of the water from the well. All went fine for 
a time, but the men were unlearned in the ways of machin­
ery and overloaded the winch motor. One day a bolt broke, 
then a tooth was scored. A few days later a pinion jumped 
off and the following day the belt shredded. After a 
thousand revolutions, the malacate was abandoned and the 
workers went back to their primitive methods.
The Cofradla in 191** branched out and bought a 
panaderla^in order to bring down the price the people 
had to pay for bread.
A type of windlass for moving heavy loads.
7
A place where bread is made and sold.
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Many people vere repelled by the idea of the priests 
mixing the activities of the Sindicato de Pro with their 
religious duties* For some there seemed to exist an 
intrinsic antagonism between the two activities. Mon- 
senor Jara, Bishop of La Serena* on the 15th of February* 
1915» judged it prudent to segregate the fields without 
prejudicing the enterprise which was so beneficial for 
the gold washers. The Esclavonia divided its capital* 
the $5*263.7*1 (pesos) which it had earned in interest - 
an indication of its prosperity - and formed another 
company* separate and apart* but with the same purpose.
g
The Cooperative de Pro was born.
The second stage of the society was well organized. 
Many merchants offered capital to the Cooperative in 
order that it might amplify its activities. The offers 
were declined as the intent of the association was simply 
to relieve the miner from some of the burdens of his 
daily life* not to profit from his misery.
The Cooperative paid half the salary of the teacher 
in the Colegio of the Cofradfa and also half the member­
ship fee of an associate in the Circulo Catolico.
Now their gold was not sold in Coquimbo through 
intermediaries* but rather they waited until there was 
an accumulation. Then Padre Bias would buy a third- 
class ticket on the train and go to Santiago with the
8Anales. XV*557-560,
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two or three kilos concealed on his person. No one 
would suspect that a small-town, poorly dressed cura 
would be carrying several thousand pesos worth of gold 
on his person. The workers realized a much greater 
profit| as the prices in Santiago were much higher 
than in the north. The system endured until 1933 when
the government suspended the buying of gold by indlvi-
9
duals.
9npriniera tonalada de oro," El Dlario Ilustrado (Santiago) 
22 de junio de 1933. P* 1*
CHAPTER IV
CAJA DE AHORROS AMD SIMILAR ACTIVITIES
The same end was served by tbe Ca.la de Ahorros as 
by the Cooperativa de Pro in that it assisted the worker 
to free himself from the relentless claws of hunger and 
poverty and the clutches of the unscrupulous men who 
preyed upon the poor and unwary.
At the initiative of the Claretians of Andacollo, 
the savings system called the Caia de Ahorros. a type of 
credit union, was instituted in the village in early 
1915*1 Until then the worker who wanted to provide for 
the future had to go into Coquimbo to deposit his savings* 
The trip cost him a day's work and the added expenses of 
the journey almost equalled the interest produced by the 
deposited capital. The Ca.ia de ahorros offered the work­
er the same interest rate as the bank in Coquimbo* In 
addition, the associate could sell his goats and the pro­
ducts of the animals under optimum conditions through the 
association. The Ca.la made loans at an extremely low 
rate of interest, having no desire to show a profit, and 
with its attendant services, offered the worker and his
1Analgs, XV*558.
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family both security and convenience as well as a mea­
sure of independence*
Special mention is merited by the Ca.ia de ahnrrftn 
founded by Padre Pedro Belar in the Colegio Lord Cochrane 
in Antofagasta* Xn the second year of its existence 
(1916), the director reported that there were young peo­
ple with savings deposits of as much as six hundred 
pesos, and all were learning the secrets of banking and 
finance.2
The practice of religion is often subject to the 
problem of bread. Empty stomachs are not receptive to 
religious teachings or activities. "Give me bread," 
says the hungry man, "and afterward speak to me of relig­
ion.” Here one finds the reason behind the extensive 
social work of the Missionaries* They aspired to change 
the atmosphere in which they lived aiid worked* The 
laborer needed more than spiritual assistance for his 
sustenance* His nature inclined him toward sociability, 
to companionship, to diversion and rest after his labors* 
Although he enjoyed a measure of solitude, too much of it 
turned him into a melancholy and intractable man, laid 
him open to boredom and pessimism, and often made him 
dangerous. With all that in mind, Padre Blasco, while 
in Andacollo in 1912, proposed the formation of a social 
center in conjunction with the Bsclavonia. On April 5*
2Anales. XV•558.
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191^* the C^rculo Catolico was formally established as 
a section of the Esclavon^a.^
In December of the first year of its formation, a 
library was set up whose books were loaned to the associ­
ates for a month's gratuitous use. By March of 1916 it 
had acquired a movie projector - the first in the area - 
which proved to be a great attraction for all the area's 
residents.
Among other social works in Andacollo were the in­
stallation of an electric generator (1930), the conduc­
tion of potable water (l913)t improvements to the road 
(1923) and a suspension bridge across the Quebrada 
Grande (1907)» all of which were directly attributable 
to the influence of the Claretian Missionaries.
Further activities of a sociological nature occupied 
the Padres in tie villages and on the haciendas. One of 
the latter was the hacienda Rabuco v Pachacama when it 
belonged to the Larrain Garcia Moreno family. Padre 
Felix Blasco received the enthusiastic and efficacious 
aid of the hacendado when he started a Cooperative for 
the inauilinos. The results were very favorable. The 
associates were thereafter better dressed and more in­
terested in their own financial well-being, and their 
families reaped the benefits of greater security.
3Anales. XV*558.
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The sane type or institution was crsatsd on the hacienda 
Santa Rita, property of don Vicente Garcia Huldobro, in 
the vicinity of Coquinbo, with the same gratifying re* 
suits*
CHAPTER V
ACCION BENEFICA - WORKS OF CHARITY
The Claretians were active in Santiago through­
out the years helping the poor and unfortunate. Vhen 
Padre Donato Berenguer took the reins of government in 
1872 he came in contact with a people who lived in 
filthy hovels, presenting scenes rent with misery and 
hunger. He encountered the sick with neither medical 
attention nor medication, squalid weak children near 
death from malnutrition, and widows without the means 
to maintain their families. Padre Donato's prime ob­
jective was to alleviate the sufferings of the people 
of the barrio. He established a "Steward of the Poor" 
in a room next to the chapel. Several days during the 
week the portero would distribute bread and other foods 
to the numerous families who lived in abject poverty in 
the parish. The number assisted depended upon the vary­
ing resources of the padres. The charitable endeavor 
was supported by contributions from "Society," those 
from the center of the city doing their bit for the 
poor of Santiago.
The Misdonaries were assisted in this work by the 
Sisters of Charity of Saint Vincent. In June of 1876
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they put fifty pesos per month and the room in which 
they functioned at the disposal of the nuns* The little 
room soon became a kitchen and dispensary. Another di­
mension was added in January of 1877 when they establish­
ed a school for the children of the poor. In 1879 an 
asylum was constructed near the original structure* staf­
fed by the Vincentian community. Don Manuel de la Barra 
described the orphan asylum in a study of public facilities 
in 1894*
"...It is an enterprise with seventy orphans 
resident* directed by the Sisters of Charity.
In addition to religious and elementary instruction* 
they are taught something of the shoemaker's art. 
Others sew the most difficult of hems* and others 
embroider and weave the most simple yet very fine 
work."
"The second part is composed of a day-school 
with two hundred girls divided into two sections, 
also directed by the Sisters of Charity. They learn 
reading, writing* catechism, elementary principles 
of geography, arithmetic, Castellano grammar.
Third is the section for hoys with one hundred* 
fifty matriculates, of whom almost all assist in 
classes* the space being a bit confined. There 
are two professors who teach the boys only cate­
chism and religion. The other subjects they 
receive in the public schools."
"The school for the little ones from three to 
seven years has two hundred children of both sexes 
but always separated and watched. There is a 
section for poor widows and they receive both food 
and lodging free. There are forty-five individuals, 
including the women and their young children."
"The Kitchen for the Poor every day feeds five 
hundred to six hundred, distributed as follows* 
seventy little orphans, forty-five widows, two hun­
dred in the school and two hundred to two hundred, 
fifty from outside* residents of the barrio."
"The dispensary serves two hundred or more who 
come in search of remedies for their ills and also 
on a floor apart some sixty to seventy indigent 
patients are treated."
"The Padres of the Corazon de Mar^a gratuitously 
teach religion classes and see to the spiritual
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needs of all."
The Kitchen for the Poor and the frequent alms 
distribution by the Community in Santiago primarily 
were for the benefit of the indigent, but they served 
also to the advantage of the distributors. It was an 
age in which the radical periodicals waged an almost 
constant campaign against religious institutions. The 
Archbishop, in his answer to the arguments presented in 
the press, demonstrated the charitable spirit which 
animated the Coneregacion. using the information above.
His arguments were sound and almost impossible to re* 
fute.^
Similar charitable ventures were undertaken by other 
communities in the Chilean Province - Linares, Andacollo,
La Serena, Valparaiso and Antofagasta. Almost all the 
communities provided clothing distribution centers, 
mainly for the children who attended the catechism 
classes conducted by the Padres. Articles were distri­
buted among the indigent patients in hospitals, lazarettes, 
and asylums as well as In the jails and prisons. Funds 
were provided by the Institute's benefactors and various 
of the Church-related associations.
^Reported in* Primera asamblea leneral de la Union Cat6lica 





Until recently, the Claretlan Province of Chile 
was totally nourished by Spaniards. The Spanish relig­
ious in a foreign country had two problems which weighed 
heavily on his soul: first of all, the fabric of false­
hoods, calumnies and twisted interpretations that involved 
Spain and formed the fabric from which the Levenda naera 
was woven} and secondly, the lamentable religious state 
of his countrymen, in the Fatherland generally guardians 
of the Faith and practicing Christians, and outside of 
it, possessed of the most tenacious indifference.
The first problem can be solved with the pen - 
destroying the legend by showing it for what it was and 
is; by relating it within its historical perspective and 
thus to respect those who, rightly or wrongly, perpetuated 
it.
The solution of the second problem, although more 
in consonance with his sacerdotal character and ministry, 
impelled the Claretian to establish associations and cen­
ters in which the Spaniards of his acquaintance had the 
opportunity of evidencing their dozing religious senti­
ments and of enlivening them in company of their country-
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men and to exercise them in works of Christian charity.
v
The two objectives are more difficult to follow in prac­
tice. Primarily because of the independence of the 
Spanish character, the Spaniard tends to live his life 
without compromise or ligatures other than those with 
his land and his family. He evidences a certain laxity 
in making financial committments. His work, savings 
and dedication to business absorb his attention at the 
expense of religious concerns.
In his efforts to explain his country and his 
countrymen, the Spanish Claretian often resorted to the 
pen and the press. Those in Chile were no exception.
From 1906 they published the revista Estrella de Andacollo. 
which, along with Corazon de Maria, although of a relig­
ious nature, could figure among the espanolista publi­
cations. When Spain was attacked directly or indirectly 
in the secular press, Estrella came quickly to her de­
fense. The Claretians published hundreds of articles 
defending the honor and enhancing the prestige of Spain. 
Padre Cidad, in a series of articles, attempted to dimin­
ish the impact of la levenda negra.1 Padre Ambrosio 
Garcia in another displayed the development of a great 
city - Aragon.2 For many years, when communications
^Mariano Cidad, “Descorriendo el velo," La estrella de 
Andacollo. 111*220-221 (A de abril de 1908.)
2Ambrosio M. Garcia, "Un gran pueblo* Aragon," La estrella 
de Andacollo. Ill*403-405. (27 de junio de 1908.
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were not so rapid as in the present, a peninsular corres­
pondent kept readers up to date on the religious situation 
in Spain. The week's social activities, Congress, news­
worthy events, change in orientation of politics, scien­
tific progress, prominent persons, and new industry that 
appertained or called attention to Spain immediately 
were published in the reviata. Every year an extraordin­
ary issue was published commemorating the fiesta de la 
raza.(October 12).
Acci<£n Esoaftola. some of whose articles bore Claretian 
signatures, was published in the days of the Spanish Re­
public. The periodical served to orient the Chilean 
public to the problems that were debated in Spain. They 
contradicted adverse propaganda wherever possible, es­
pecially in the early 19^0 *s.
The Missionaries have always maintained close ties
with the Spanish colony and with the civil representatives
of that nation. Particularly noteworthy in this regard
was Padre Mariano Cidad, the "Apostle of the Spanish
Colony." He worked tirelessly to revive the Catholic
spirit among the Spanish expatriots. He introduced a
religious element into the patriotic fiestas, encouraged
charitable activities for the assistance of the poor,
•»
and generally converted it into a model colony.
^Cronica y Archivo. Ill 122*1.
PART IV
CONCLUSION
In the last twenty years covered by this history, 
the nerve center of all the Claretian activity did not 
diminish in potentiality* On the contrary, it in­
creased* However, the difficulties, discomforts and 
dangers diminished notably* The characterisation 
of the missions has been modified* The picturesque, 
the typical and the regionalism have little by little 
disappeared* No longer is it necessary to travel long 
distances by horseback or on foot - the bus, the auto­
mobile and the train stop just a few steps from each 
site* All efforts can now be concentrated on their 
work*
The captoline orientation to the social ministry is 
unique* The number and caliber of the individuals inte­
grated there, the location of the greatest urban center 
of the Republic, the social problems that make them­
selves felt only in urban centers, the continued progress 
toward new modalities and new orientations Incited gen­
erally by the universities .and directive centers of the 
capital, which in turn take the path of external insti­
tutions - all are factors impelling the community of
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Santiago to labor in the social area without precluding 
that which is strictly religious.
Xn the rural areas the Padres continue their mission­
ary and social work with the inouilinoa and campesinos 
and in the smaller cities with their parishes and 
schools.
The year 19*1*1 found the Province with thirteen houses 
eighty-six priests, twenty-three brothers, and thirty- 
one students.1 They had charge of parishes in the cities 
of Santiago, Andacollo, Talca and Antofagasta) secondary 
schools in Temuco, Antofagasta, Santiago (Llano Suber- 
caseaux) and Talagante. They operated a postulantado 
in the Llano and a seminary in Talagante which offered
courses for Chilenos and foreigners in theology and
2
philosophy for preparation for the priesthood.
Today (197*0 the Claretians operate houses in 
Santiago, Valparaiso, Antofagasta, Andacollo, Curlco, 
Talca, Linares, Temuco, Llano Subercaseaux, and, on a 
limited scale, Talagante. They operate schools in 
Temuco, Santiago, Antofagasta, and the postulantado in 
the Llano. They have added the parish of Saint Anthony 
Maria Claret in Santiago to their charges, while main­
taining those previously supervised.
During all these years the Communities and indivi-
1Cristobal, Cronica v Archivo. p. 186.
2
Estado de la Iglesia en Chile, p. 131.
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duals of the Chilean Province of San Jose have carried 
the knowledge of God and the doctrine of the R o m m  Cath­
olic Church to the cities and towns, to the fields and 
nines and to the inhospitable latitudes of the panpa.
They have sought justice for the worker, dignity of labor, 
the humanizing of laws and the restoration of peace and 
order disturbed by materialism and the over-ambition of 
men* They have endeavored to help people to help them­
selves, offering them food for their bodies and for their 
souls*
The ClaretIans filled a definite need in Chile*
They carried their evangelism and their ideas for social 
progress into areas not served by parish priests and 
shunned by larger congregations of religious* They 
Introduced savings systems and credit unions among urban 
and farm workers, and started cooperatives for women and 
miners. The Claretians were teachers and were pioneers 
in the field of adult education* They worked in hospi­
tals and in lazarettea among victims of cholera and 
smallpox and in village and city jails.
The Missionaries have left their imprint deep in 
the Chilean soil, in the minds and hearts of those who 
have felt their soft but commanding touch* Perhaps they 
have walked softly through the pages of history, but they 
have made themselves felt with love, kindness, selfless­
ness, and charity which never asked for nor received any 
other reimbursement than the satisfaction that comes
2k 3
from knowing that a Job has boon wall dona and aoma 
maasura of happiness has baan given to one's fallow man*
One of the attributes of the Claretian Institute 
is its universality* The Missionaries throughout the 
world share the same devotion, the same zeal and en­
thusiasm, and the same educational opportunities* Their 
talents have been adapted to their individual environments, 
as have been their material possessions - their residences 
and their mode of dress, but their mission has remained 










Parroquias del Arzobispado do Santiago 
Carta dol Padro Xifrd', 8 do fobroro de 1873
Corrospondoncia entro ol Obispo don Floroncio 
Fontecilla y ol Padro Jose Xifro
Carta dol Cardenal, Arsobiepo do Santiago, 
lO do junto do 197*>
Letter of Authorization from the Vicar 
General of the Claretion Congregation 




Contract between don Jo b 4 Santiago de la Pefia, 
Presbitero Missionary Apostolate of the Sacred Heart 
of Jesus, native of Seville, Spain, and recently of 
Santiago de Chile) and the Presbitero don Jos^ Xifr^, 
Superior General of the Missionary Sons of the Immacu­
late Heart of Mary, founded in Vich in Spain and resident 
in Prades in Prance, who have agreed and do agree to the 
following*
I. The aforementioned don Santiago promises and 
cedes freely, absolutely and irrevocably without reser­
vation nor limitations to the forenamed don Jos^ Xlfr^ 
and those that substitute in his charge all that he has, 
possesses and acquires by whatever title until death 
and nominally his chapel with all its objects, ornaments 
and utensils; his house, orchard and land located on 
the street Diez v ocho. number eighty-three (83) in 
Santiago de Chile with all their adherences with all 
which they enclose and contain, including the bookstore, 
withholding and omitting nothing of value nor affecting 
anything superceeding any prior will and testament or 
prior donation. The aforementioned house and chapel are 
free from any type of tax burden, mortgage or lien as is
made clear in written public testimony before the secre-
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tary and archivist in the sane city of Santiago de Chile,
The presbitero don Pablo Vallier, in the capacity 
of local Superior will take possession of all that which 
has been named and enter in the proper domain of the 
city and land office. If any civil or ecclesiastic 
authority whould attempt to take possession of that which 
is above named with pretext or entailment or under what­
ever motivation, Senor don Luis Prieto and his successors 
will become possessors of the house, orchard and church 
as inhabitants of the above mentioned city of Santiago 
de Chile, and the property will be turned over in its 
entirety to the above mentioned congregation without 
debt or entailment of any sort.
II. The same don Santiago de la PeAa subjects him­
self to the Superiors of the Conaregaci<$n. the general 
as well as the particulars in Chile, upon whom he will 
depend temporally.
III. He obligates himself to carefully fulfill the 
duties of his office and to work to the limits of his 
knowledge and ability for the greater good and increment 
of the Coneregacion. and to deliver himself corporally 
and spiritually to the good of same.
IV. In the exercise of the ministry and in the 
ecclesiastic functions of the same for the domestic order 
and regime he will respect the will and dispositions of 
the superior to whom he will lend all his support, 
council and influence for the good of the Church and the
2k7
Faithfulf performing equally in the ministry and in all 
that pertains to his area.
V. For his part, the referred to don Josd Xifrd 
obligates himself to send to Chile seven individuals of 
the Congrggacitfn In order to bring to the city and coun­
try the object of our Congregacirfn. that consists in pro­
curing the glory of God, the good of souls and their own 
sanctification through the means of catechism, missions 
and exercises.
VI. The Superior of the mission house in Chile with 
all his subordinates will treat with love and much affec­
tion the Reverend Padre don Josd Santiago de la Pefia, 
maintaining and caring for him in times of health and in­
firmity according to his merits, virtues and love of the 
Congregacion.
VII. If some of the Missionaries or Brothers Co-
ad juc tors give bad example or lack in affection they give 
to don Santiago de la Pefta or fail to carry out the cove­
nant of this contract, the same will present the case to 
the Local Superior. If this is not sufficient to remedy 
the situation, he will write a full report to the Superior 
General.
VIII. On the death of the same Josd Santiago de la 
Pefta, he is to have the suffrage that the Const!tutiones 
prescribe for the individuals of the Congregacidn. He 
is to be buried in the same chapel in the manner of a 
founder if the laws permit it. Upon the completion of
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a larger church, his remains are to be transferred there­
to .
IX. The Missionary Fathers and the Brothers Coadjuc- 
tors will be carefully attentive so as not to lose or 
damage any of the church ornaments and furnishings of 
the house. The expenses of the trip £froro France to 
ChileJ are to be assumed by the aforementioned don 
Santiago de la Pefta, but if hereafter it becomes necessary 
to change or increment the expenditures, the same will 
work it out with the Superior, assisting him in every 
way possible.
To this mutual agreement both aforementioned partiea 
obligate themselves in all its parts, believing that it 
gives all its value in both forums, in whose concepts it 
is ratified and signed in the Mission House of Prades 
(France) this tenth day of December of 1869*
[[The document here bears the signatures of don Jose 
de la Pena and don Jose Xifre*[]
Addendum; The referred to Jewels, furnishings 
and other such effects that shall be delivered to the 
Congregacldn can never, for any reason whatsoever, be sold 




PARROQUIAS DEL ARZOBISPADO DE SAMTIAQO
SI Arxobispado de Santiago do Chilo antra 1843 y 1925 deslin- 
daba al Norte con el Rio ChoapaC actual Prelatura Nulliue de Illapel) 
al Sur con el Rio Maule (actual Obi spado de Linares), al Orients con 
la Cordillera de los Andes (Argentina), al Ponlente con el Mar Paci- 
fico,
En 190b conprendia 107 Parroquias las cuales actualnente per- 
tenecent
2 a Prelatura de Illapel En 1974 son t 11
10 a Diocesls de San Felipe Bn 1974 soms 27 
15 a Diocesls de Valparaiso Bn 1974 son 1 65
34 a Santiago Bn 1974 son 1 192
29 a Rancagua En 1974 son : $6
17 a Talca En 1974 son : 18
Total 107 Bn 1974 son : 391
Parroquias existentes en el Antiguo Arz obi spado de Santiago de 
Chile en el ano 1904, cuyos liaites hasta el 18 de abril de 1925 
eran al Nortei Rio Choapa, al Surt Rio Maule,
Parroouia Titular Ano Breccion Actual Diocesls
Prelatura Illapel 
Prelatura Illapel 
Didcesis San Felipe 
Diocesls San Felipe 
Diocesls San Felipe 
Diocesls San Felipe 
Diocesls San Felipe 
Dldcesls San Felipe 
Diocesls San Felipe 
Dldeesis San Felipe 
Dldcesls San Felipe 














1, Choapa Sto, Tones 1797
2, Quilinari N.Sra. Carmen 1763
3, Ligua Sto, Donlngo 1663
4, Petorca Sta, Ana 1728
5, Cabildo Sn, Lorenzo 1824
6. San Felipe CATBDRAL 1729
7, Panquehue Sn, Maxiniano 1892
8. Catena N. Sra, Carnen 1842
9, Putaendo Sn, Antonio 1797
10, Los Andes Sta, Rosa 1659
11, Rinconada Stos, Inocentea 1877
12, San Esteban San Bsteban 1861
13, Quillota Sn, Martin Tours f 1585
14. La Calera Sno, Nonbre de Jesus 1902
15, Llay-Llay San Ignacio 1844
16, Hijuelas San Nicolas 1744
17, Puchuncavi N, Sra, Rosario 1691
18, Valparaiso Matriz del Salvador 1600
19, Cairo Alegre San Luis 1893
20, Espirltu Santo Espirltu Santo 1872
21. Alxnendral Does Apostoles 1844
22 . Cerro Baron Sdo, Cor, de Jesus 1895
23, San Jose San Jose 1895
24. Vina del Mar N, Sra, Dolores 1882

















































































N. Sim. Carman 
Todos loa Santos 




N. Sra* Canon 
San Rsndn 
N. Sra. Carman 
Sa Josd HalpoSan Josd 
Bajoa Mona Sn.Padro Nolasco 
San Miguol San Migual 
Maipu N. Sra. Canon
Las BarrancasSn.Luis Beltrdh 
Curacavi N. Sn. Canon 
Talaganto Inaaculada Concepcion 
Malloccffango Niifo Dios 
Iala Maipo San Franoiaco Jarier 
HellpiUa San Jose 
S .Padro MalipSan Podro 
Alhue San Jerdhiao
PuortoS.Ant. San Antonio 
Lo Abarca Inaaculada Concopclon 

















































N. Sra. Moreodoa 1824 
N. Sra. Mercedes 1824
N. SRa. Moreodoa 1624
Inaaculada Concepcion 1662 
San Joed 1901
San Vicente Tagua T./San Juan Evang.1724 
Pencahue Sto. Toribio 1894
Plchldegua N. Sra. Roaario 1767
Rengo Santa Ana 1792
Guacarhuo N. Sra. Rosario 1779
Olivar N. Sra. Canon 1894
Coinco San Nlcodeao 1871
Malloa^ San Juan Bautista 1744
Pelequen Santa Ro m  1897
Colchagua San Fernando 1744














































































































80* Flacilla N, Sra, Mercedes 1905
81. Chieberongo San Josd' 1669
82. Sstrella San igustln 1904
83. Alcones N. Sra, Mercedes 1894
84. Lo Sails H, Sra, Rosario 1585
85. Cixuelos San Andres 1778





91. Curled San Josd 1745
92. Rauco-Tutuquen San Pedro 1824
93. Licanten 1864
94. Huerta Mataqulto/ 1824
95. Vichuquen 1580
96. Talca San Agustln 1680
97. San Luis San Luis 1900
98. Qualleco Sagrado Corasdn 1889
99. Colin 1900
100. Pelarco 1787
101, Putu N, Sra, del Translto 1824
102, San Clenente San Clenente 1864
103. Corlnto San Pedro , 1664
104. Molina N, Sra, del Translto 1767
105. Villa Prat Inaaculada Concepcion 1872
106, Sagrada Fasllla Sagrada Faailia 1898
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Carta da Padre Xlfre al lino. Sr. Obispo de La Serena 
sobre la fundaclon de Andacollo. Barcelona, 30 de 
septlembre de 1899*
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Carta de Monsenor Pontecilla al Padre Xifre sobre la 
fundacion en Andacollo. 1 de octubre de 1899 (copia)
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CL CAROtWAL AftZOBtSPO 
OK SANTIAGO DC CHILE 
CASlLl.A *0*0
/
RAUL.CARDENAL SILVA HENRIGUEZ, Arzobispo ds Santiago,
—  ha"'si do inf ormado por cl Provincial de los Misioneros del C q- 
raz<5n de Maria en esta Arquididcesis, del importante trabajo 
da invest!gacidn de la Historia de los Padres Claretianos en 
nuestra pais, quo Ud« estd realizando con el fin de obtener 
su tltulo de Doctor en Filosofia por la Universidad de Loui­
siana, EE.UU, de N.A.
apoyo y bendicidn quo el Cardenal de Santiago le brinda.
Siendo esta la primera tesis de cardcter religioso
a
qua dicha Universidad secular ha aceptado, reclba cl mayor
Santiago, 10 de Juoio de 1974,
A LA
Sra. ANN KEITH NAUMAN 
PRESENTE
CONG UK CATlO MISSION AUIOHUM H  1.10 RUM 
IM M A O l'L A T I COHDIS It. MAKI/F. VIU CIN IS  
iCIitri’linni) 265
C U R I A  G F N K R A L I 8
K O M A
August 6, 1973
iJra. Ann Nauman




You are hereby authorized to reproduce graphic
illustrations from P. Cristobal Fernandez.’ Conrpendio Historico. 
the rights of which belong to the General Government of the 
Claretian Congregation, for the work on the Claretians in 
Chile which you are now undertaking.
Thank you for the interest you are taking in a 
Claretian enterprise. May God bless all of your efforts.
osS M. ViHas, C.M.F.
Vicar General
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Archivo Provincial, Santiago de Chile. Legajo I, 
numero 249. MS.
Santesteban Rodriguez, Anselmo "Recuerdos de mi vida." 
Rome, 1944. MS.
Taforo, Francisco de Paula "Felicitaciones y notas
oficiales de las Municipalidades y otras Corpora- 
ciones con motivo de la eleccion de Arzobispo de 
Monsenor Taforo." Santiago de Chile, 1879* MS.
C . PERIODICALS
Anuario de la prenaa chilena. (Santiago) 1893“ 1901.
"Catastrofe de Valparaiso," El Mercurio (Santiago)
19 de agosto de 1906. p. 3*
"El divorcio," El Pais (Santiago) 16 de mayo de 1882.
p. 1.
"Politics peruana," El Ferrocarril (Arica, Chile) 13 
de enero de 1909. p. 2.
Porras, M. F. "La ultima nota de la Cancilleria de
Lima a la de Santiago," El Ferrocarril (Arica, 
Chile) 18 de enero de 1910.
Balmaceda, Jose Manuel, "Iglesia y Estado, Discurso
del diputado por Carelmapu." El Ferrocarril 
(Santiago) 15 de octubre de 1874. p. 3*
. "Manifiesto," El Independiente 
(Santiago) 1 de enero de 1891* pp. 5~6.
. "Reforma constitucional," La Patria 
(Valparaiso) 19 de julio de 1884. p. 35*
"Centro de propaganda radical," El Mercurio (Santiago)
12 de octubre de 1912. p. 17*
"Las elecciones de hoi," El Mercurio (Santiago) 7 de 
marzo de 1909* p. 9*
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"El incendio de ayer," El Mercurio (Antofagasta)
8 de dicierabre de 1912. p. 5.
"Los padrecitosi" El Mercurio (Valparaiso) 10 de 
mayo de 1877* p. 1.
"Siempre Tacna y Arica," El Ferrocarril (Arica) 6 de 
enero de 1910. p. 1.
"Los curas peruanos," El Ferrocarril (Arica) 17 de 
marzo de 1910, pp. 1-2.
"Carta del Illmo. senor Arzobispo Monsenor D. Crescente 
Err^zuriz al Ministro del Interior don Armando 
Jaramillo Valderrama," El Diario Ilustrado (San­
tiago) 3 de febrero de 1925. p. 1.
"La cuestion de Tacna y Arica y el fallo de EE. UU.,"
El Diario Ilustrado (Santiago) 12 de febrero de 
19 25- p. 1.
"Ordenes de las autoridades," El Mercurio (Valparaiso)
19 de agosto de 1906. (gratis edicion)
"Responsabilidades," El Mercurio (Valparaiso) 27 de 
diciembre de 1890. p. 2.
Revista de Santiago. Santiago de Chile, Imprenta Chilena, 
1895.
Rodriguez, Zorobabel "Editorial," El Indeoendiente 
(Santiago) 15 de septiembre de 1883.
"El terremoto," El Mercurio (Santiago) 17 de agosto 
de 1906. p. 1.
"Transformacion de Valparaiso," El Mercurio (Valparaiso) 
1 de octubre de 1906. p. 1.
Walker Martinez, Carlos "El liberalismo ante los prin- 
cipios religiosos en Chile," (Discurso de 21 y Zh 
de mayo de 1887) El Indeoendiente (Santiago) 25 
de mayo de 1887. p. 11.
D. GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS
Constitucion politics de la Republics de Chile. Texto
con las ultimas tnodificaciones. Santiago* Editorial 
del Pacifico, Agosto de 1973*
Ministerio de Justicia, Culto e Instrucci^n Publica
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Memoriae: 1939"1879 (tomo i), Memorias: 1881- 
1887. ft omo II), Santiago: Imprenta del Eatado,
1839-1887.
E. DEEDS, RESCRIPTS AND LEGAL PAPERS
"Aceptacl6n de donacidn, Arzobispado de Santiago a
Jose Luis Espinola." Talca, 16 de enero de 19D5*
MS.
Antofagasta; "Cesi<5n Municipalidad a Vicaria Apost^lica." 
2h de abril de 1901. MS.
"Cesi&i Ordinario Ecleslastico a la Congregacion del 
Corazdn de Maria de la casa (de ejercicios) de 
Valparaiso." Santiago de Chile. 2 de junio de 
1891. MS.
"Colegio del Inmaculado Coraz6n de Maria." [eacritura 
notarial]] Temuco, 1902. MS.
Compraventa* "Alvarez Juan de la Cruz, a Congregacion 
de Padres Misioneros del Inmaculado Corazon de 
Maria." rtestaroento] Primer seme3tre de 1895.
MS.
Compraventa: "CortOs JosO Gabriel a la Congregacion de
Misioneros del Corazon de Maria." fescritura no­
tarial] Ovalle, 10 de julio de 1908. MS.
Compraventa: "Otorgada por Julio Rivera Ban a Congre-
gaciOn del CorazOn de Maria, Valparaiso." Val­
paraiso, 11 de septiembre de 1907. MS.
Concordat; "Facultatem postulat qua asservari possit 
S. S. Eucharlstlal Sacramentum non tantum in 
Oratorio praecipuo comunitatis, sed etiam in 
Oratorio propio novitiatus.•.que tria Oratorio 
existunt in domo nostra civ." Talagante, Archi- 
dioec. Sancti Jacobi in Chile. Romae die 18 
Februarii, 1933. MS.
"Convento e Iglesia de la Inmaculada Concepcion." 
Antofagasta, 8 de diciembre de 1903.
"Datos historicos sobre la casa de Temuco." 22 de julio 
de 191^. MS.
Declaracion. "Espinola Cobo, Jose Luis y Juan Martinez." 
Talca, 9 de marzo de 1905. MS.
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"Ebcreto de cesion perpetua de las caplllas de Nuestra
Senora de Lourdes de Valparafso i de Nuestra Senora 
del Carmen de Curled a los misioneros del Inmacu­
lado Corazon de Marfa por el Obispo de Martyropolis." 
Santiago de Chile, 9 de agosto de 1880. MS.
"Decreto de la fundacidn de un convento en la ciudad
de Temuco; de la Senora Echaurren de Ochagavia al 
Reverendo Padre Francisco Claparols.n Temuco, 11 
de octubre de 1900. MS.
"Decreto de las bases de la fundacidn de Yaquil entre 
don Luis Antonio Barahona, como representante del 
Illmo. y Rdmo. Senor Arzobispo de Santiago, y el 
R. Padre Francisco Claparols, representante de la 
Congregacion del Corazdn de Marfa." Santiago, 6 
de febrero de 1914. MS.
Donacion* "Espfnola Jose Luis a Congregacion del I* 
Corazdn de Marfa i Ordinario Eclesiastico de 
Santiago." Talca, 11 de enero de 1905* MS.
Donacionj "Ferrada Dolores a parroquia de Linares." 
Santiago. Primer semestre de 1885. MS.
Donacion; "Parroquia de Linares a Congregacion de
Misioneros del Corazdn de Marfa." Qtestamento^ 
Primer semestre de 1895* (firmado por A. Luis 
Solar.) MS.
"Facultades del Obispado de La Serena dado el dfa 27 de 
febrero de 1875." MS.
Fundacidn* "Entre el Ilmo. y Rmo. Senor D. Juan Ignacio 
Gonzales E., Arzobispo de Santiago y el M. R. P.
Lino Sarriugarte, Provincial de los Misioneros 
Hijos del Inmaculado Corazon de Marfa, se han con- 
venido las bases para el establecimiento de una 
comunidad de Misioneros en la Casa de Ejercicios 
de Yaquil," Santiago, 8 de septiembre de 1916. MS
"Iglesia i casa de Valparafso del Arzobispado de Santiago 
el Monsenor D. Joaqufn Larrafn Gandarillas, Vicario 
Capitular." Valparafso, 13 de septiembre de 1880,
MS.
"Informs sobre la Cuasiresidencia de Yaquil." Santiago,
30 de octubre de 1915* MS.
Libro de Decretos, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores 
de Culto y Colonizacion, "Decreto numero 1204." 
Direccion del Tesoro, tomo II, pagina 3324. 5 de
noviembre de 1900. MS.
27k
"La licencia dal Ordinarlo a trasladar al noviciado da 
Yaquil a Talagante." Santiago, 15 de jullo de 
1929. MS.
Patenta de la Santa Sedet "Congregationis Mlsaionariorum 
Filiorum Immaculati Cordis B. V. M." ffacultadosl 
1 mai 1896. MS.
"Raglamento de la Editorial Claret," 18 de mayo de 
1921. MS.
"El templo del Inmaculado Corazdn de la Bienaventurada
Virgen Marfa de la Congregacion de Misioneros Hijos 
del itiismo Inmaculado CorazOn, de la Ciudad de 
Santiago de Chile, es honrado con el tftulo y 
privilegios de Basfllca Menor," Papa Pfo XI, Roma,
6 de febrero de 1929*
"Teatamento del Presbftero Marcelino Leon, en Yaquil
correspondiente a la circunscripciOn de Santa Cruz, 
numero cuatro del departamento de CuricO." Repub­
lics de Chile. 5 de octubre de 1892. MS.
"Testamento de Ramon Gonzales de la casa de Linares."
2k de agosto de 1869* MS.
"Testamento de Poblete Don Antonio." (Casa, Iglesla y 
huerta de Curico.) Segundo semestre del ano 1898. 
MS.
"Testamento de los Albaceas de la sucesion de dona
Bernarda Gallardo a la congregacion de los Padres 
del Corazon de Marfa de Ovalle." 2 de diciembre 
de 1910. MS.
"Txtulo provisorio." Sitios de Poblaciones. Oficina
de Mensura de Tierras. Vista de Antecedentes. 2k 
de julio de 1909* MS.
Transcriptum (Secretaria Arzobispal de Santiago de Chile) 
"Congregationis Missionariorum Filiorum Immaculati 
Cordis B. M. V. paroeciam erectam in ecclesia 
Immaculate Cordis B. V. M. civitatis S. Jacobi de 
Chile." Santiago, 19 de mail, 1930. MS.
Venta* "La Iglesia del Carmen." Curico, 7 de noviembre 
de 1901. MS.
Venta; "Juan de Mata Dfaz a Congregacion de los Padres 
del Inmaculado Corazon de Marfa: Una casa i sitio 




Actaa del tercer capitulo provincial de la Provincia de 
Chile v Bolivia, celebrado en Santiago del 30 de 
septiembre al 12 de octubre de 1928. ba.lo la 
presidencia del Rmo. Padre Nicolfia Garcia. Superior 
General. Santiago * Claret, 1930.
Actaa del capitulo provincial de la Provincia de Castilla 
celebrado en la casa misidn de Segovia durante el 
mes de .lulio del ano roil novecientos uno. Madrid* 
Claret, 1901.
Documentos Capltulares* XVII Capitulo General. Madrid* 
Coculsa, 1968.
Relacion documentada de la expulsion de un sacristan de 
la Iglesia Metropolitana de Santiago de Chile. 
Santiago* Imprenta de la Socledad, abril de 1957* 
(Reprint•)
G. PERSONAL INTERVIEWS
Arancibia Salcedo, Monsenor Rayraundo. March 19f 197**, 
Archivo Arzobispal, Santiago de Chile.
Arranz Sanjuan, CMP, Padre Teodoro. January 23, 197^• 
Santiago de Chile.
Bravo Cortes, CMF, Padre Raul. Superior, Linares. 
September 29* 1973*
Cachar6s Guerrero, CMP, Padre Jorge. Superior, Valpara­
iso. July 2, 1973* Valparaiso, Chile.
Calvo Gonzalez, CMF, Padre Mario. Superior Casa Pro­
vincial, June 5, 1973 stnd other dates. Santiago 
de Chile.
Cristobal Alonso, CMF, Padre Lorenzo. Secretario
Provincial. Every day between June 5» 1973 and 
June 15* 197^. Santiago de Chile.
Escalona Gonzales, CMF, Padre Juan. Superior y Parroco, 
Antofagasta, October 11, 197^* Antofagasta, Chile.
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Estebanel Mas, CMF, Padre Jose, September 29, 1973,
Casa Claretiana, Linares, Chile.
Garrido Salinas, CMF, Padre Eduardo. Superior Provincial. 
June 7, 1973 and other dates. Casa Provincial, 
Santiago de Chile.
Gomez Juarez, CMF, Padre David. Superior, Temuco.
23 January, 197**» Temuco, Chile.
Gordaliza Gordaliza, CMF, Padre Pablo. Superior, Talca. 
September 28, 1973* Talca, Chile.
Guarda, OSB, Padre Gabriel. Profesor de Historia de la
Iglesia de Chile, Facultad de Teolog^a de la Univer­
sidad Cat^lica de Chile. June 10, 1973 and June 29, 
1973. Santiago de Chile.
Iniguez d© Onsono, CMP, Padre Emilio• Ex-Superior Pro- 
vincial, April 3, 197**» Casa Provincial, Santiago 
de Chile.
Jimenez Berguecio, SJ, Padre Julio. August 3, 1973*
Casa Provincial Jesu£ta. Santiago de Chile.
Mendez Morales, CMF, Padre Eduardo. Superior, Talagante. 
December 15, 1973* Talagante, Chile.
Santa Cruz Wilson, don Domingo. Ex-rector, Universidad
de Chile. June 3, 197** and June 20, 197**. Santiago 
de Chile.
Silva Cornejo, CMF, Padre Jose. Superior de Andacollo. 
October 6, 1973. Andacollo, Chile.
Tapia Villalobos, CMF, Padre Luis, Superior de Curico. 
September 27, 1973* Curico, Chile,
III. SECONDARY SOURCES
A. BOOKS AND MONOGRAPHS, UNPUBLISHED
Alduan, NicolAs "Historia de la Congregacidn de Mision­
eros Hijos del Inmaculado Corazon de Marin en la 
Provincia de Chile; 1870-1945." 3 tomos. Archivo
Provincial, Santiago de Chile, 19**6. (typewritten.)
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Chana Cariola, Julio "Situaci6n jurfdica de la Iglesia." 
Memoria de prueba, Universidad Catolica. Santiago 
de Chile, 1931* (typewritten)
"Compromiso misionero en America Latina." Paipa, Colom­
bia, 1971* (Mimeographed)
Genover, Ramon "Breves datos sobre la fundacidn de la 
casa-colegio de los Misioneros de Andacollo."
Santiago, 6 de enero de 1903* MS.
Gligd, Maria Eugenia y Carmen Quiroga Morales "Escri- 
tores eclesiasticos de Chilet 1842-1956." Memoria 
de prueba. Universidad Catolica. Santiago de 
Chile, 1957* (typewritten)
Gonz&lez Espijo, Fernandez "Cuatro decenios de historia 
eclesidstica en Chilet 1831-1871." Memoria de 
prueba, Universidad Catdlica, Santiago de Chile,
1949* (typewritten)
Guarda, Gabriel "Historia de la Iglesia en Chile;
periodo espanol." Pauta para la confeccidn de apuntes. 
Santiago de Chile, Universidad Catolica, n.d. 
(typewritten)
Martfnez, Juan "Datos de la fundaci6n de la casa de 
Linares y Curic6.M Archivo Provincial, Santiago 
de Chile, 1914. MS,
Onate, Rogelio "Datos historicos sobre la fundacion de 
la casa de Ovalle." Archivo Provincial, Santiago 
de Chile, 1904, MS,
Tallier, Sergio "Monsenor Crescents Errazuriz y su aporte 
a la historia de la Iglesia." Memoria de prueba, 
Universidad Catolica, Santiago de Chile, 1956, 
(typewritten)
B. PERIODICALS
Anales de la Congregacion de los Misioneros Hijos del 
Inmaculado Corazon de Marfa. Santo Domingo de la 
Calzada* Jose Saenz, 1887- •
Annales Congregationes Missionarioruro Filiorum Immacu­
lati Cordis Beatae Mariae Virginia. Romet Apud 
Curiam Generalem, 1921- •
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Barriga Errazuriz, Gonwlo "La personalidad juridica 
de la Iglesia ante la reforma constitucional del 
ano 1925•" Revista de Derecho. Jurisprudencia y 
Cionclas Socialas. XXXIXt1^2 (19^2).
Boletin Eclesidstico o aea coleccion de edictos. eata- 
tutos 1 decretos de los Prelados del Arzobispado 
de Santiago de Chile. 5 tomos* Santiago * Imprenta 
del Correo, 1869-1874.
Boletin Eclesidstico o aea coleccion de edictoa. esta- 
tutos 1 decretoa de loa Preladoa del Obiapado de 
La Serena. La Seren&t El Chileno, 1900- .
Cassassas Canto, Jose Maria "Noticias sobre la Iglesia 
Catolica en la provincia de Antofagasta," Analea 
de la Universidad del Norte. VI*93-156 ( 19*>75 •
"Cementerios," Boletin de las leves y decretos del 
Gobierno. Santiago* Imprenta Nacional. LII*
645-648 (Segundo semestre de 1883).
"La Congregacidn en Chile* 1870-19^5*” Heraldo del
Corazdn de Marla. Santiago de Chile. Agosto de
18^5. pp. 1^2-180.
"Constitucion apostolica acerca de los Institutos
Religiosos de votos simples." La Revista Catolica. 
1*4-13 (l de agosto de 1901).
"La convencion conservadora." La Revista Catdlica. I* 
569-573 (15 de enero de 1902).
Cronica v Archivo. Provincia Chilena de San Jose,
Misioneros Hijos del Inmaculado Corazdn de Marla. 
Santiago* Imprenta Claret, 1925- *
Donoso, Ricardo "La creacidn de la Provincia de Talca." 
Revista Chilena de Historia v Geografla. LXIV*
No. 79 (1939).
Foster, George "Cofradia and Compadrazgo in Spain and
Latin America." Southwestern Journal of Anthropol- 
ogy, IX*1-28 (1953).
Gongora C., M. "El pensamiento de don Juan Egana sobre 
la reforma eclesiastica * avance y repliegue de una 
ideologla de la epoca de la independencia." Boletin 
de la Academia Chilena de la Historia. LXVIIX*1-176 
(enero de 1973)*
Guion "Hispanoamerica." Razdn v Fe. CLXVII*225-230 
(marzo de 1963)*
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"Importantes documentos reTerentes al juramento civil de 
los obispos Chllenos." La Revista Catolica. XXXIIt 
**9-53 (23 septiembre de 1893)•
"Inhumacion de los cadaveres." Boletin de las Leves y 
Decretos del Gobierno. LII*0l*^ (Segundo semestre! 
agosto de 1883).
Jimenez Bergueclo, Julio "Don Crescente y la evolucion 
politico-religiosa en Chile." Mensaje. VI118-28
(1957).
"Sobre Iglesia y politics en la historia 
Chilena." Teologia v Vida. XII*218-25** (1971)-
Latorre, Enrique (ed.) Revista Forense Chilena. San­
tiago: Cervantes, 1885-1910*
Lazo Preuss, Santiago "Capacidad de las iglesias y 
comunidades religiosas en sus bienes futuros."
Revista de Derecho. Jurisprudencia y Ciencias 
Sociales" XXXIX1137 (19**2).
Leturia, Pedro "Luces vaticanas sobre la MisiOn Muzi en 
Chile." Razon v Fe. C*112-136 (1932).
Mecham, J. L. "The Papacy and Spanish American Indepen­
dence," Hispanic American Historical Review. IX*
15**- 175, (T929 ).
Montaner Bello, Ricardo "Los antecedentes de la MisiOn
Muzi." Boletin de la Academia Chilena de la Historia. 
IX**f5-7** (Segundo semestre de 1937)•
Oviedo Cavada, Carlos "La Iglesia y el Estado en America 
Latina." Teologia v Vida. IV*1U-39 (1962).
Pardo de Figueroa, Isabel "Carta a su Hijo Miguel de
Recabarren, 19 de marzo de 17**7.” Revista Chilena 
de Historia i Jeografia. 1*111-113 (1911).
"Derecho de patronato." Analea de la Academia de Filoso-
fia de la Universidad Nacional de Buenos Aires. I 1 9 1 0).
Revista Catolica. Publicacion oulncenali Organo del 
Clero de la Diocesis de La Serena v de Ancud. de 
los tres Vicariatos ApostOlicos v de la Vicarla 
Castrense. Santiago de Chile* Imprenta San Jose,
1899-
Revista Catolica de Santiago de Chile. Publicacion .del 
Arzobispado de Santiago de Chile. Serie I* 18^3-
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187 .^
Serie III 1901 y slguientes.
Rivano, Juan ’'Religion y seguridad." Mapocho. Bib­
lioteca Nacional, Santiago de Chile. III1I65- 
173 (1965).
Salas, Obispo Jose Mipolito "Carta de protesta," El 
Estandarte Cat6lico. Concepcidn, Chile. 14 de 
abril de 1883.
"Sepultados," Boletin de las leyes y decretos del 
Gobierno. LIIj 5^8 (Segundo semestre, 24 de 
jullo de 1883.)
Silva, Fernando "Notas del pensamiento social catolico
despues del siglo XIX." Revista de Historia (1961).
Torres, Sergio nEl quehacer de la Iglesia en Chile;
1925-1970." Teologia v Vida. XIV*109-115 (1972).
Villoslada, Ricardo "San Antonio Marla Claret y la
Francomasoneria." Razon v F e . XLXV*163- 17^ (Febroro 
de 1962).
C. BOOKS AND MONOGRAPHS
La Academia Filos6fica de Santo Tom&s de Aquino Estudio 
sobre la Iglesia en Chile deade la Independencia. 
Santiago de Chilet Colegio de San Ignacio, 1887*
Aguilar, Mariano Historia de la Congregacion de Mision­
eros Hi.ios del Inmaculado Corazon de Maria. 2 
tomos. Barcelona! Libreria Monserrat, 1901.
Las bodaa de oro del establecimiento de 
los Misioneros Hi.ios del Corazon de Mar^a en Val­
paraiso! 1880-1930. Santiago1 Claret. 1930.
_________________  Vida del Padre Antonio Marla Claret.
3 tomos. Madrid1 San Francisco de Sales, 1894.
Alb&s, Principio Historia de Andacollo. 2a ed. Santiago 1 
Claret, 19^3*
Alduan, Medardo Vida del Padre Mariano Avellana Lasierra, 
Lima * Sanmarti y Cia, 1931*
Alduan Puentes, Medardo Vida del siervo de Dios. R. P . 
Pablo Vallier Escartin. Misionero Hilo del Inmacu-
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lado Corazdn de Maria, fundador. provincial v 
primer visitador general de la Congragacidn da 
Mlaloneroa de la Republlca de Chile. Santiagot 
Claret, 1919*
Aleaaandri Palma, Arturo Chile v au historia. 2 tomoa, 
Santiagot Orbe, 19^5*
Alonso, Isidoro La lelesia en Chile. Friburgot Ofi- 
cina Internaclonal de Inveatigacionea Sociales de 
FERES, 1962.
Alvarez, Levi Manual de la historia de loa pueblos
antiguoa 1 modemos. Santiago 1 Julio Belin. 1849.
Amunategui, Domingo El progreaso intelectual y politico 
'i9 Chile. Santiago! Nascimento, 1936*
Amunategui, Miguel Luis Compendio de la hiatoria politics 
v ecleaiaatica de Chile. Santiago* Libreria Eurona. 
1882.
Amunategui, Miguel Luis y Diego Barros Arana La Iglesia 
frente a la emancipaci6n americana. Santiago! 
Europea, 1930.
Amunategui Solar, Domingo Historia social de Chile. 
Santiago* Cervantes, 1932.
Arancibia Salcedo, Raymundo Diccionario biografico del 
clero chilenot 1918*1969. Santiago* Neuoert. 1969.
Araneda Bravo, Fidel El Arzobispo Errazurlz y la evo- 
luci6n politics v social de Chile. Santiago! 
Ediciones Juridlcaa, 1956,
— — — — — — —  Breve hiatoria de la Iglesia en Chile.
Santiago! Paulinas, 1968.
— — — — — ——  Cien a nos del Arzobispado de Santiago.
I8fr0-19*»0. Santiago! Casa Nacional del Nino, 19*10.
— — — —  Hombrea de relieve de la Iglesia 
Chilena. Santiago! El Eafuerzo, 194-7*
________________  Monaenor Ramon Angel Jara. Obiapo de La
Serena. Santiago! "La Nacion" 1953*
Obispos. sacerdotea v frailea. Santiago! 
San Jose, 19^ <>«
— — — — —— —  Orrego Vicuna y su obra. Santiago: Uni-
versitaria, 1952.
____________  Los Presidentes constitucionales de
Chile■ 1831-1921. Santiagot Bellavista, 1925.
Arbitrage sobre Tacna v Arica, El contra alegato de la 
Republics de Chile preaentado al Sefior Presidents 
de los Eatadoa Unidoa en su car&cter de arbitro... 
en Washington el 20 de julio de 1922. Santiago i 
Cervantes7 192^,
Arce, Isaac Narraciones histEricas de Antofagasta. 
Santiago! Uriarte, 1930.
Archivo hiatorico de la Congregacion de Misioneros Hi.ios 
del Inmaculado Corazdn de Marina. Madridt Ib^rica,
1915.
Arteaga Alemparte, J. Partido Catolico. Santiago,
1869.
Arteaga Undurraga, Ignacio Resena hist6rica de las XVI 
convenciones del partido Conaervador. Santiago{ 
Imprenta Chile, 19^7*
Asta-Buruaga y Cienfue^os, Francisco Diccionario geo-
grafico de la Republica de Chile. 2a ed. Leipzig! 
Brockhaus, 1899.
Ayarragaray, Lucas La Iglesia en America y la domlnacion 
espanola. 2a ed. Buenos Aires1 L. J. Rosso, 1935.
Banados Espinosa, Julio Balmaceda. su gobierno de 1891. 
Pariss Gamier, 189**.
Barros Arana, Diego Estudios geograflcoa. Santiago! 
Cervantes, 1875.
— — — —  Estudios hist^ricos bibliograflcost 
obras completes. Santiago: Cervantes, 1900-1911.
— —  Estudios historicos completaa. Santiago!
Cervantes, 1909.
— — — — — —— —  Historia general de Chile. 20 tomos.
Santiago! Jover, 1885•
— — —  Historic de la Guerre du Paciflque. 2 
vols. en 1. Parist Livre Mllitaire de J. Dumalne, 
1881-1882.
Barros Borgono, Luis El gobierno de don Manuel Montt. 
Santiago: Nascimento, 1933*
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BarroB Borgofto, Luis La Mision del Vicario Apostollco 
don Juan Muzi* 1823-1&25. Santiago* "La Bpoca.w 
1883.
Bayle, Constantino El clero secular y la evangelizaci^n 
de America, Madridt Instituto Santo Toribio do 
Mogrovejo, 1950.
Belmar, Francisco S. Carta demonstrative del Patronato 
canonico de la Reptiblica de Cfiile. Santiagoi 
Jovor, 1883*
Bannet, Juan Pablo La revolucion del 5 do septiembre da 
1224. Santiago* S/A., 192^.
Bemaschina Gonzalez, Mario Los conetituyentes del ano 
25. Santiago* Universldad de Chile, 19^ **.
Berthe, R. P. A. Garcfa Moreno. Presidents de la Re- 
publica del Ecuador, vengador y martir. 2 tomos. 
Paris* Victor Retaux e HiJo, 1892.
Blanquez Fraile, Agustin Hlstoria de Espana. Barcelona* 
Ramon Sopena, 19^3*
Boletln rellgloso de la Congregacitfn de Misioneroa Hiios 
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